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ABSTRACT (ENGLISH) 

Antarctica is a fundamental element of the global climate system. On the one hand, the ice masses of Antarctica 

are a unique climate archive that has steadily piled up over millennia. Analyses of stable water isotopes (δ18O and 

δ2H) and aerosols (including ions from sea salt and biogenic emissions), which serve as indirect indicators of 

climate in ice cores ("climate proxies"), make reconstructions of climate history possible. Gas inclusions in the ice 

even allow a direct study of the paleoatmosphere. On the other hand, Antarctica is strongly affected by global 

climate change. Rising temperatures cause a widespread mass loss in West Antarctica and a regional mass loss in 

East Antarctica. The whole Antarctic ice sheet may contribute to a global sea level rise of about 60 m if it melts 

entirely.  

This work provides important insights into both research aspects of glaciology – the look into the past and into the 

future. Particularly in areas that are logistically difficult to access, such as the East Antarctic Plateau, field data are 

scarce. However, these are essential both for studying the signal formation of climate proxies and for validating 

results from (satellite-based) remote sensing. 

The East Antarctic Plateau extends from 20°W to 45°E above an elevation of 2000 m asl. During the Antarctic 

summer of 2016/17, snow cores were sampled in that area on a traverse between Kohnen Station (0° 4’E, 75° 0’S) 

and the abandoned Plateau Station (40° 33’E, 79° 15’S). X-ray computed tomography was used to determine the 

density and stratigraphic properties of the snow. The cores were then cut into individual samples at 1 cm or 2 cm 

resolution under clean room conditions at -18°C, for which a special instrument was developed as part of this 

study. The distinct samples were analyzed for stable water isotopes as well as major ions. This approach of a 

multiparameter analysis allows a combined look at different individual parameters and thus better understand the 

snowpack history. 

Multiple snow cores per sampling location allow a more representative determination of the investigated 

parameters. The small-scale variability caused by stratigraphic noise or postdepositional processes can thus be 

filtered. 

The surface snow density is needed as a parameter to convert the elevation change of the ice sheet measured by 

satellites into a mass balance. Due to lack of large-scale data, this density is often modeled. The sampling approach 

allows us to obtain a representative surface snow density with a relative error of less than 1.5% at each sampling 

location. Along the traverse route, the mean surface snow density is 355 kg m-3 and shows a lower dependence on 

temperature and accumulation rate than assumed. The modeled values show a significant discrepancy of about 

-10% from the measured density. A simplified calculation shows that the modeled snow density underestimates

the mass budget of the firn column on the East Antarctic Plateau by 3%. Parameterizations of surface snow density 

can be tuned with the presented data to reduce the uncertainty of the mass balance of East Antarctica. 

Crusts in polar snowpacks are a stratigraphic detail that has been used, for example, to characterize environmental 

conditions in remote regions of the ice sheets. In this work, the first dataset on the spatial distribution of crusts in 

polar snow is presented – not only with data from the East Antarctic Plateau, but also from Greenland. Contrary 

to the assumption of finding more crusts in locations with lower accumulation rates, the total number of crusts per 

meter decreases with decreasing accumulation rates. The results suggest a linear relationship between the number 

of crusts and the logarithmic accumulation rate. Also the use of crusts for seasonal dating is possible. They can be 

used as a stratigraphic element supporting the dating with chemical proxies. An effect of crusts on backscatter 

properties in remote sensing and on firn column ventilation could be future research topics. 
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An exemplary combined study of stratigraphic and chemical properties of the snowpack allows a reconstruction 

of the continuous buildup of a dune by drifting snow. Whether the chemical signature is characteristic for this type 

of deposition, however, remains to be proven with further data. 

Measurements of δ18O and δ2H can be used to reconstruct paleoclimate from seasonal to millennial time scales 

because of their direct relationship to precipitation temperature. But on short time scales, mechanical (including 

redistribution by winds) and physical processes (including sublimation and diffusion) at the surface, especially in 

areas with low accumulation rates, complicate the temporal assignment of the measured signals. An increase in 

deuterium excess over the uppermost cm in the majority of the investigated snow cores suggest a strong 

sublimation effect. Samples over larger depth intervals show stronger correlation with temperature and elevation, 

as the uppermost snow layers can have a seasonal bias. Cycles in δ18O around Kohnen Station can still be 

interpreted as seasonal signals, but below an accumulation rate of 50 kg m-2a-1, however, they are overprinted by 

postdepositional diffusion and consequently no longer suitable for dating the snowpack on short time scales. 

A comparison with the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM6-wiso validates the model trend along the 

traverse, but shows a constant offset in δ18O. Modeled snow profiles with precipitation values from ECHAM6-

wiso and a diffusion model represent the measured profiles well at 1-2 m depth. However, from the surface to 1 m 

depth, redeposition and sublimation appear to contribute significantly to (postdepositionally) shaping of the δ18O 

signal. These processes need to be further quantified in the future to improve the interpretation of stable water 

isotopes as a proxy for temperature. 

On the one hand, the change in surface snow density between samples from 2005/06 and samples from this study 

can be attributed to different volume errors in sampling rather than to a change in climatic conditions. On the other 

hand, mean δ18O values over the recent decades show a trend of increasing δ18O (and thus increasing temperature) 

on the East Antarctic Plateau. While these values are within the range of natural variability, they may be early 

indications that climate proxies in the snow of the East Antarctic Plateau have already recorded the increase of the 

global temperature. 
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ABSTRACT (GERMAN) 

Die Antarktis ist ein elementarer Bestandteil des globalen Klimasystems. Einerseits sind die Eismassen der 

Antarktis ein einzigartiges Klimaarchiv, das sich über Jahrtausende stetig aufgebaut hat. Analysen von stabilen 

Wasserisotopen (δ18O und δ2H) und Aerosolen (u.a. Ionen aus Meersalz und biogenen Emissionen), die als 

indirekte Anzeiger des Klimas in Eiskernen („Klimaproxies“) dienen, machen Rekonstruktionen der Klimahistorie 

möglich. Durch Gaseinschüsse im Eis kann sogar die Paläoatmosphäre direkt untersucht werden. Andererseits ist 

die Antarktis stark vom globalen Klimawandel betroffen. Steigende Temperaturen sorgen für flächendeckenden 

Massenverlust der Westantarktis und regionale Massenverluste der Ostantarktis. Der antarktische Eisschild kann 

bei vollständigem Abschmelzen zu einer Erhöhung des globalen Meeresspiegels um ca. 60 m beitragen.  

Zu beiden Forschungsaspekten der Glaziologie – dem Blick in die Vergangenheit und in die Zukunft – liefert diese 

Arbeit wichtige Erkenntnisse. Insbesondere aus logistisch schwer zugänglichen Gebieten wie dem 

ostantarktischen Plateau, gibt es bisher nur wenige Felddaten. Diese sind aber sowohl für die Untersuchung der 

Signalbildung von Klimaproxies als auch zur Validierung von Ergebnissen aus (satellitengestützter) 

Fernerkundung unerlässlich. 

Das ostantarktische Plateau erstreckt sich von 20°W bis 45°O auf einer Höhe über 2000 m NN. Im antarktischen 

Sommer 2016/17 wurden dort auf einer Traverse zwischen der Kohnen Station (0° 4’O, 75° 0’S) und der 

verlassenen Plateau Station (40° 33’O, 79° 15’S) Schneekerne beprobt. Mittels Röntgen-Computertomographie 

wurden die Dichte und stratigraphische Eigenschaften des Schnees bestimmt. Danach wurden die Kerne unter 

Reinraumbedingungen bei -18°C in 1 cm oder 2 cm Auflösung in einzelne Proben geschnitten, wofür im Rahmen 

dieser Studie ein spezielles Gerät entwickelt wurde. Die Einzelproben wurden auf stabile Wasserisotope sowie auf 

anorganische Ionen analysiert. Dieser Ansatz der Multiparameteranalyse erlaubt es, verschiedene Einzelparameter 

kombiniert zu betrachten und somit die Historie der Schneedecke besser nachzuvollziehen. 

Mehrere Schneekerne pro Probenahmeort lassen eine repräsentativere Ermittlung der untersuchten Parameter zu. 

Die kleinräumige Variabilität, die durch stratigraphisches Rauschen oder postdepositionale Prozesse verursacht 

wird, kann dadurch herausgefiltert werden. 

Die Dichte von Oberflächenschnee wird als Parameter benötigt, um die durch Satelliten gemessene 

Höhenänderung der Eisschilde in eine Massenbilanz umzurechnen. Aufgrund fehlender großflächiger Daten wird 

diese Dichte häufig modelliert. Durch das Beprobungskonzept kann eine repräsentative Oberflächenschneedichte 

mit einem relativen Fehler von weniger als 1,5% an jedem Probenahmeort ermittelt werden. Entlang der 

Traversenroute beträgt die mittlere Oberflächenschneedichte 355 kg m-3 und zeigt eine geringere Abhängigkeit 

von der Temperatur und Akkumulationsrate als angenommen. Die modellierten Werte weisen eine deutliche 

Diskrepanz von ca. -10% zu der gemessenen Dichte auf. Eine vereinfachte Kalkulation zeigt, dass durch die 

modellierte Schneedichte das Massenbudget der Firnsäule auf dem ostantarktischen Plateau um 3% unterschätzt 

wird. Parametrisierungen der Oberflächenschneedichte können mit den präsentierten Daten angepasst werden und 

somit die Genauigkeit der Massenbilanz der Ostantarktis verbessern. 

Krusten in polarem Schnee sind ein stratigraphisches Detail, das beispielsweise zur Charakterisierung der 

Umweltbedingungen in entlegenen Regionen der Eisschilde genutzt wird. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird der erste 

Datensatz zur räumlichen Verteilung von Krusten in polarem Schnee vorgestellt – nicht nur mit Daten vom 

ostantarktischen Plateau, sondern auch aus Grönland. Entgegen der Annahme, mehr Krusten an Orten mit 

geringerer Akkumulationsrate zu finden, nimmt die Gesamtzahl der Krusten pro Meter mit sinkender 
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Akkumulationsrate ab. Die Ergebnisse deuten einen linearen Zusammenhang zwischen der Anzahl an Krusten und 

der logarithmischen Akkumulationsrate an. Eine Nutzung von Krusten zur saisonalen Datierung ist ebenfalls 

möglich. Sie können als stratigraphisches Element unterstützend zur Datierung mit chemischen Proxies 

herangezogen werden. Die Auswirkungen von Krusten auf Rückstreueigenschaften in der Fernerkundung und auf 

die Ventilation der Firnsäule könnten Themen künftiger Forschung sein. 

Eine exemplarische, kombinierte Untersuchung aus stratigraphischen und chemischen Eigenschaften der 

Schneedecke lässt eine Rekonstruktion des kontinuierlichen Aufbaus einer Düne durch Driftschnee zu. Ob die 

chemische Signatur für diese Depositionsart charakteristisch ist, muss aber mit weiteren Daten noch belegt werden. 

Messungen von δ18O und δ2H können durch ihre direkte Beziehung zur Temperatur des Niederschlags zur 

Rekonstruktion des Paläoklimas von saisonalen bis tausendjährigen Zeitskalen genutzt werden. Doch auf kurzen 

Zeitskalen erschweren mechanische (u.a. Umlagerung durch Winde) und physikalische Prozesse (u.a. Sublimation 

und Diffusion) an der Oberfläche, insbesondere in Gebieten mit geringer Akkumulationsrate, die zeitliche 

Zuordnung der gemessenen Signale. Ein Anstieg des Deuterium-Exzesses über die obersten cm in der Mehrzahl 

der untersuchten Schneekerne lässt auf einen starken Sublimationseffekt schließen. Deshalb zeigen Proben über 

größere Tiefenintervalle stärkere Korrelation mit der Temperatur und der geographischen Höhe. Zyklen in δ18O 

lassen sich rund um die Kohnen Station noch als saisonale Signale interpretieren, unter einer Akkumulationsrate 

von 

50 kg m-2a-1 jedoch sind sie von postdepositioneller Diffusion überprägt und demzufolge nicht mehr zur Datierung 

der Schneedecke auf kurzen Zeitskalen geeignet. 

Ein Vergleich mit dem atmosphärischen Zirkulationsmodell ECHAM6-wiso validiert den Trend von δ18O des 

Modells entlang der Traverse, zeigt aber einen konstanten Offset. Modellierte Schneeprofile mit den 

Niederschlagswerten aus ECHAM6-wiso und einem Diffusionsmodell stellen die gemessenen Profile in der Tiefe 

1-2 m gut dar. Von der Oberfläche bis 1 m Tiefe aber scheinen Umlagerung und Sublimation das δ18O Signal

(postdepositionell) wesentlich zu beeinflussen. Diese Prozesse müssen in der Zukunft noch weiter quantifiziert 

werden, um die Interpretation von stabilen Wasserisotopen als Proxy für die Temperatur zu verbessern. 

Auf der einen Seite kann die Veränderung der Oberflächenschneedichte zwischen Proben aus dem Jahr 2005/06 

und Proben dieser Studie auf unterschiedliche Volumenfehler bei der Probenahme zurückgeführt werden und nicht 

auf eine Veränderung der klimatischen Bedingungen. Auf der anderen Seite zeigen Mittelwerte von δ18O über die 

letzten Dekaden eine Tendenz zu steigenden δ18O (und damit eine steigende Temperatur) auf dem ostantarktischen 

Plateau. Diese Werte liegen zwar innerhalb der Schwankungsbreite der natürlichen Variabilität, können aber erste 

Anzeichen dafür sein, dass Klimaproxies im Schnee des ostantarktischen Plateaus den globalen Temperaturanstieg 

bereits aufgezeichnet haben. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Earth’s climate system is based on complex interactions between the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere 

(also referred to as geosphere), and biosphere. The existing natural greenhouse effect, which traps the heat radiating 

from the Earth towards space, makes the Earth an inhabitable planet (Lacis et al., 2010). However, since the 

industrial revolution in the 19th century, humankind has added an anthropogenic component to it. Scientists have 

observed significant shifts and changes in the climate system (Alexander et al., 2006) and the biosphere (Parmesan 

& Yohe, 2003) since the preindustrial times, which is a relatively short period of time compared to the 4.55 billion 

year history of planet Earth (Dalrymple, 2001, Manhes et al., 1980). A rising global mean temperature (Lenssen 

et al., 2019), warming and acidification of the oceans (Doney et al., 2009, von Schuckmann et al., 2020), changes 

in precipitation patterns (Held & Soden, 2006) or higher potential for heatwaves (Meehl & Tebaldi, 2004) are just 

a few of many others. The anthropogenic impact on climate change has become so meaningful that scientists are 

proclaiming the introduction of the new geological stage called “Anthropocene” (Crutzen, 2002, Steffen et al., 

2007). 

The scientific consensus of an anthropogenic impact on the climate system is expressed in the output of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a committee of experts established in 1988 by the United 

Nations. Its goal is to gather “scientific, technical and socio-economic information relevant to understanding the 

scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, its potential impacts and options for adaptation and 

mitigation” (IPCC, 1998). Almost three decades have passed before political actions finally lead to the Paris 

Agreement in 2015, the first binding agreement on climate, with the goal to limit the global warming to less than 

2°C compared with preindustrial levels (UNFCCC, 2015). More recently, the Special Report on the Ocean and 

Cryosphere in a Changing Climate has been published, highlighting the scientific status quo as well as prognoses 

and risks for and by the hydrosphere (including the cryosphere) in particular (IPCC, 2019). 

The long-term consequences of climate change in a biological and physicochemical, geological, climatic and 

socio-economic context are difficult and sometimes even impossible to forecast. However, irreversible changes 

(or losses) of certain elements of the Earth system are expected if so-called ‘tipping points’ are reached or 

transgressed (Lenton et al., 2008). Among these elements at risk are, e.g., the dieback of the Amazon rainforest 

and boreal forests, shifts in monsoon systems, permanent changes in the thermohaline circulation (including the 

Atlantic deep water formation), but also the instability of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets and the loss of 

Arctic sea ice. For some elements, the tipping points are dangerously close, especially within the cryosphere 

(Lenton et al., 2019, Schellnhuber et al., 2016). A global warming beyond 2°C would cause a deglaciation of 

almost the entire Northern hemisphere in the long-term, as the tipping point for Greenland is postulated between 

0.8°C and 3.2°C and even lower for Arctic summer sea ice (Schellnhuber et al., 2016). As the global mean air 

temperature rises three times faster in the Arctic than the global mean (AMAP, 2021), a phenomenon called “Arctic 

amplification” (Cai et al., 2021, Screen & Simmonds, 2010, Serreze & Barry, 2011), the Arctic sea ice extent in 

September constantly shrinks (Stroeve et al., 2011), a reason why some studies count the Arctic summer sea ice 

already for lost (Lindsay & Zhang, 2005). Also the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet is an imminent risk and bears 

the potential for enormous consequences and non-linear, self-enforcing feedback mechanisms, even if the goals of 

the Paris agreement are reached (Pattyn et al., 2018). 
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1.1 CONTINENT ANTARCTICA: A BRIEF LOOK AT ITS GEOGRAPHY & RESEARCH HISTORY 

In Earth history, the glaciation of the polar regions is not the common situation. Since the beginning of the 

Proterozoic 2.5 billion years ago, the poles were only covered with ice a few times (Young, 2013). The recent 

period of glaciation around the South Pole was initiated roughly 34 million years ago when the development of 

the Antarctic circumpolar current started to isolate Antarctica from the rest of the world (Kennett, 1977). As in 

consequence the temperature dropped, snow and ice started to accumulate on the Antarctic continent. However, 

the ice masses did not constantly remain until today. Around 4.7 million years ago, Antarctica was almost ice-free. 

Only three minor glaciers covered the regions around the South Pole, Dronning Maud Land (DML), and Dome 

Argus (Dome A) (DeConto & Pollard, 2003). Since then, the ice sheet started to grow again up to its current state. 

Nowadays, continental Antarctica is covered by an ice volume of 25.4 million km³ (LIMA, 2008). With Antarctica 

being oriented northward along the Greenwich meridian (0°), the Transantarctic Mountain range divides the 

continent into a Western and an Eastern part (Fig. 1), appositely named West Antarctica and East Antarctica. The 

Antarctic ice sheet had its last maximum extent between 26,500 and 19,000 years ago, at the climax of the last 

glacial maximum. During that period, the global mean sea level (GMSL) was about 126 m below the current sea 

level (Clark et al., 2009). Today, Antarctica has an area of almost 14 million km² including ice shelves and islands. 

99.8% of the area is covered by ice (Burton-Johnson et al., 2016). The two largest shelf ice areas, the Ross Ice 

Shelf and Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, make up more than 6% of the total area. Often considered a flat and white 

area of snow and ice, it is forgotten that Antarctica is also the continent with the highest mean elevation. On 

average, the ice masses pile up to a height of 2194 m asl (above sea level), while Asia, the second-highest 

continent, only reaches an average level of 960 m asl (LIMA, 2008, Spektrum, 2005). The highest elevation of the 

ice sheet itself is Dome A with 4093 m asl, but the highest point of Antarctica is Mount Vinson with a total height 

of 4892 m asl, located in the Ellsworth Mountains west of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (Fig. 1). Below the ice 

sheet, many subglacial lakes, which formed due to a combination of the overburden pressure of the ice (and 

consequently a lower melting point) and the geothermal heat flux from the Earth’s interior, exist. The largest of 

over 400 subglacial lakes is Lake Vostok with a size of roughly 14,000 km² (Siegert et al., 2011). 

Antarctica fascinates young and old because of its geographic and climatic extremes. It was not until January 1820 

that the continent was first sighted, when the Fimbul Ice Shelf in Northern DML was discovered on a Russian 

expedition led by Fabian Gottlieb von Bellinghausen (World Ocean Review 6, 2019). It is still under debate to 

whom honor of the first step on the Antarctic continent is due. Rumors say John Davis and his crew set foot on 

Antarctica as early as 1821 during a seal hunt in Hughes Bay, but without valid evidence. The first confirmed 

landing on the continent happened 74 years later by the crew members of the expedition Antarctic, namely Carsten 

Egeberg Borchgrevink, which reached Cape Adare in 1895 (Branagan, 2014). 
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Fig. 1: Overview map of Antarctica with the Greenwich meridian at top. Selected research stations and ice core 

drill sites mentioned in the text are annotated and marked with a black dot. The geographic South Pole is marked 

with a small cross. Further annotations show large areas of Antarctica (oblique font, black), mountains (black 

triangle), ice shelves (oblique font, white) or surrounding oceans (capitals, white). 

After this early stage of exploration, the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration started with a resolution passed on 

the sixth International Geographical Congress in 1895, suggesting that “the exploration of the Antarctic regions is 

the greatest piece of geographical exploration still to be undertaken” (International Geographical Congress, 1896). 

By that time, pioneering achievements in physics had been made, like the discovery of radioactivity by Ernest 

Rutherford (1896) and Marie and Pierre Curie (1898). In the meantime, remote Antarctica was still about to be 

discovered. Great pioneers tried unsuccessfully but returning alive (Ernest Henry Shackleton, Nimrod Expedition 

1906-1909), successfully and returning alive (Roald Amundsen, South Pole Expedition 1910-1912), and 

successfully but never returning (Robert Falcon Scott, Terra Nova Expedition 1910-1913), to reach the geographic 

South Pole as the first person in history. Other glorious expeditions tried to explore East Antarctica (Gauss 

Expedition, 1901-1903) or cross the Antarctic continent (Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 1914-1917). Both 

ships, ‘Gauss’ and ‘Endurance’, were trapped in ice (World Ocean Review 6, 2019). 
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Today, thanks to technological progress, expeditions to Antarctica are still challenging but not nearly as dangerous 

as they were at the beginning of the 20th century. Probably the biggest challenge on Antarctic expeditions is the 

extremely low temperature, as Antarctica is the coldest and driest continent on Earth. The coldest temperature ever 

recorded is -89.2°C at the Russian station Vostok (Fig. 1) in July 1983 (Turner et al., 2009). The mean annual air 

temperature there is given with -55°C (Petit et al., 1999). Using satellite measurements, scientists have recently 

detected even lower temperatures in depressions on the East Antarctic Plateau (EAP) (Scambos et al., 2018). 

1.2 THE PAST: ICE AS CLIMATE ARCHIVE 

Over the last 4 million years, the Antarctic ice sheet has accumulated year by year, layer by layer. Information 

about recent weather (i.e., up to three decades; or on longer time scales: climate) conditions can be preserved in 

each individual layer. With time passing and accumulation on top of the ice sheet, this information is advected 

downwards and is embedded in the ice. 

Starting at the surface with fresh snow, which has a porosity of 60-70% in polar regions, the overburden pressure 

of the accumulating snow on top increases the density and lowers the porosity with increasing depth. Firn is defined 

as a snow layer that has lasted one season without melting (a definition originating from alpine glaciology, Böhm 

et al., 2007), but sometimes also a specific density or depth value as a threshold to distinguish between snow and 

firn is taken into account (Pidwirny, 2006). Either way, the porous matrix in firn allows the air to diffuse and 

exchange with the atmosphere above by wind convection (Colbeck, 1989, Schwander, 1996). The air inside the 

firn column, therefore, is always younger than the surrounding firn matrix. In glacial periods, this age difference 

can be up to several thousand years (Schwander & Stauffer, 1984). Until reaching a density of 830 kg m-3, the 

porous matrix vanishes slowly and only single closed gas bubbles remain (Fig. 2). This is defined as the transition 

from firn to glacial ice. The enclosure of gas with the composition of the atmosphere at the time of the close-off is 

trapped in these bubbles (Sowers et al., 1992). This phenomenon makes ice a unique environmental archive, as no 

other archive on Earth directly preserves the paleoatmosphere. The gas composition can be measured directly and 

tell us a lot about the history of planet Earth, particularly the development of the atmosphere in the past (e.g., 

Fischer et al., 1999). 

Other parameters or species can also be measured and translated into climate information that cannot be measured 

directly. These parameters are called climate proxies. Examples are stable water isotopes and impurities, which 

can function as a relative marker for seasons, temperature changes, transport pathways or climatic conditions in 

general. Isotopes are variants of one chemical element with a constant number of protons and a varying number 

of neutrons in their nucleus. Depending on the energy equilibrium in the nucleus, isotopes can be stable or decay 

under radioactive emission. Most elements have a natural variety of isotopes, which occur in a specific ratio. In 

this thesis, the focus is on the stable isotopes of water (H2O). The two stable isotope of hydrogen are 1H (99.984% 

abundance) and deuterium (2H) (0.016%) (Friedman, 1953). Oxygen has three naturally occurring stable isotopes, 

which are 16O (99.76%), 17O (0.04%) and 18O (0.20%). These abundances of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes also 

resemble the natural ratio in water. At phase transitions with condensation and evaporation, sublimation and 

resublimation, this ratio changes due to the different thermodynamic behaviors of each isotope. Heavier isotopes 

tend to remain in the condensed phase, while lighter isotopes are enriched in the evaporating phase. This 

relationship in the hydrological cycle is described with the Rayleigh fractionation, which generally describes the 

evolution of a system with several phases in which one phase is continuously removed through fractional 
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distillation. An example of this fractionation in precipitation over Antarctica is shown in Fig. 2. Dansgaard (1964) 

first described the quantitative relationship in global precipitation, and with that study he initiated the use of stable 

water isotopes as a measure for paleotemperatures. As the fractionation effect is sensitive to temperature, a 

measured relationship between heavier and lighter isotopes can be translated into the condensation temperature of 

precipitation. 

While hydrogen and oxygen isotopes as part of the water molecule build the snow, firn and ice matrix itself, other 

components can be attached to or incorporated in the matrix. Among these are impurities (ions) or insoluble dust 

particles. The former usually appear in the form of aerosols, tiny solid or liquid particles in a gaseous phase (Shaw, 

1988). Sodium and chlorine are two of the most abundant species as they are the major sea salt components. They 

get dispersed in the air over the open ocean and transported with the wind over high distances onto the polar ice 

sheets, exhibiting a seasonality due to more frequent advection in winter. Mineral aerosols from continents, like 

aluminum, silicon, and calcium, are brought into the air via physical erosion. Sulfurous (e.g., sulfate) and 

nitrogenous (e.g., nitrate) species may have different biogenic and geogenic as well as anthropogenic origins. 

These can be volcanic eruptions, sea salt, degradation in the atmosphere, denitrification processes, continental 

erosion or algae bloom (Legrand & Mayewski, 1997). On the other hand, larger insoluble dust particles can 

represent weathering conditions in the source region (Fig. 2). 

To retrieve this information from snow, firn, and ice, scientists started drilling cores and analyzing the different 

chemical and physical properties. The first ice core from Antarctica was drilled in the framework of the 

Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedition to DML from 1949 to 1952 (Schytt, 1958). Of course, the quality 

of the almost 100 m long ice core cannot keep up with the quality of ice cores nowadays, but nevertheless this 

moment found its way into history books (Faria et al., 2014, Jouzel, 2013). The first drilling that reached the 

bedrock underneath the ice sheet was finished in 1966 in a total depth of 1388 m after six years at Camp Century 

in the northwest of Greenland (Hansen & Langway, 1966). However, not science was the main motor of this 

project. In “project iceworm” the United States deposited up to 600 mobile nuclear missiles in Greenland, hidden 

under the surface in a tube-like system in the ice. In 1967, Camp Century was abandoned, leaving the remnants of 

a nuclear power plant in the ice. The radioactive fluids will be transported with the ice stream further towards the 

coast and melt out into the sea in the future (Colgan et al., 2016). 
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Fig. 2: A drawn scheme summarizing some of the formation processes of the climate archive ice regarding a) density (middle), b) stable water isotopes (left), and c) major ions 

(right). Apart from the transport pathways to Antarctica (major ions) and the fractionation process at phase transitions (stable water isotopes), I want to highlight the processes 

that hamper the interpretation of these climate proxies on short (seasonal to annual) time scales in low accumulation areas with this figure. The values in ‰ on the left side of the 

sketch refer to δ18O (s. chapter 2.6). 
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One of the biggest and most significant ice core projects in history was the European Project for Ice Core Drilling 

in Antarctica (EPICA). In the framework of this project funded by the European Union, two ice cores were drilled 

in Antarctica, one of them at Kohnen Station (abbreviated EDML) and the other at Dome C (EDC). Both cores 

were milestones in the research of younger climate dynamics, especially for the strong interhemispheric coupling 

via the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (EPICA Community Members, 2006). The EDC core reveals 

eight glacial-interglacial cycles over the last 800,000 years from gas bubbles, stable water isotopes as well as 

impurities (EPICA Community Members, 2004). Furthermore, EDC is the oldest ice core drilled so far, but this 

age record may be broken in a few years.  

The preparations for the project ‘Beyond EPICA - Oldest Ice’ (BE-OI) started in 2016 with the goal to drill an ice 

core dating back, in the best case, 1.5 Million years. To get a continuous stratigraphy for paleoclimatic 

reconstructions far back in time, the setting of accumulation rate and temperature, bedrock topography, ice flow 

as well as geothermal heat flux has to fit perfectly at the desired drill site (Fischer et al., 2013). After modeling 

efforts (Parrenin et al., 2017, Young et al., 2017) and intensive pre-site surveys (Cavitte et al., 2018, Karlsson et 

al., 2018, Sutter et al., 2019, Winter et al., 2019), the final drilling spot has been announced and confirmed in 2019 

on subglacial highlands 40 km south-west of Dome Charlie (Dome C), informally called ‘Little Dome C’ 

(Barbante & Eisen, 2019, Van Liefferinge et al., 2018). Between 1.2 and 0.8 million years ago, there was a 

significant change to longer glacial and interglacial periods in Earth history. The climate system switched from a 

periodicity of 41,000-year cycles (until ~1 million years ago) to 100,000-year cycles (800,000 years ago until 

today). This interval of change is also called mid-Pleistocene climate transition. The temperature information about 

this period is gathered, among other records, from benthic foraminifera isotopes (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). The 

cause of the mid-Pleistocene climate transition is still under debate and several theories for that exist (e.g., 

Elderfield et al., 2012, Hönisch et al., 2009). The lacking information to answer this question is the record of 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) in this time period. One objective of the BE-OI core is to obtain a climatic 

record of atmospheric CO2 throughout the mid-Pleistocene climate transition in high resolution and answer the 

open question of the cause. 

1.3 THE PRESENT: INCREASING TEMPERATURE IN EAST ANTARCTICA 

Temperatures around the globe can be measured directly where weather stations are available. In each of the last 

three decades the Earth’s surface has been warmer than in the previous one, and since the 1980s a constant warming 

trend on both hemispheres is visible, with the past 19 years being among the hottest 20 years since weather 

recordings (GISTEMP Team, 2020, Lenssen et al., 2019, NASA, 2021). 

In contrast to inhabited regions, the spatial and temporal coverage of weather stations in Antarctica is sparse and 

for quite a while, there were no significant evidences for an increased warming of East Antarctica (Monaghan et 

al., 2008, Monaghan et al., 2006, Turner et al., 2005). However, at research stations often automatic weather 

stations (AWS) were installed, which recorded, amongst other parameters, the local air temperature. An evaluation 

of the AWS at Kohnen Station (Reijmer & van den Broeke, 2003) indicated a temperature increase over the past 

20 years of 1.13°C (Fig. 3, left). This has been published and discussed as a visible trend by Medley et al. (2018), 

which could even lead to a sea level mitigation in climate model projections. Also a warming of 0.61 ±0.34 °C per 

decade at the South Pole has been reported recently (Clem et al., 2020). 
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Fig. 3: Left: Air temperature 10 m above the surface at Kohnen Station. The weather station is jointly operated by 

the Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research and the Alfred-Wegener-Institute (Reijmer & van den Broeke, 

2003). In the plot we show daily mean values starting from 1st of January 1999 until the 1st of December 2017. The 

black dashed line shows the linear trend in annual mean temperature in the same interval. Right: Accumulation 

rate determined from density and age scale from continuous flow analysis data of firn core B40 (Medley et al., 

2018). 

Where no AWS are available, climate information is gathered from snow, firn, and ice. One important property in 

this context is the accumulation rate which gives valuable information about the local precipitation and is essential 

for the interpretation of climate proxies in ice cores. Several ground-based (Eisen et al., 2008) and remote 

measurement techniques (e.g., Arthern et al., 2006) exist to derive accumulation rates on different scales and with 

varying accuracy. The temperature increase at Kohnen Station is also accompanied by a 25% increase in 

accumulation rate (relative to preindustrial time), measured in ice core B40 (Fig. 3, right) (Medley et al., 2018). 

An increase in accumulation rate for all of Antarctica with a significantly higher increase at the coastal areas has 

been proposed by Frieler et al. (2015) using a combination of ice core data and general circulation models. 

Increased snowfall leading to a positive surface mass balance (SMB) has also been observed in other parts of DML 

(Philippe et al., 2016). It is expected that the main reason for these observations is related to an atmospheric 

pressure decrease over the Weddell Sea and an increase over the EAP. After an anomalously positive SMB in 

DML in the year 2009, a warmer atmosphere and changed circulation and precipitation patterns may lead to 

steadily positive SMB in the future (Lenaerts et al., 2013). Increasing temperatures (Muto et al., 2011) 

accompanied by increasing accumulation rates lead to lower sea level projections from this part of Antarctica 

(Medley & Thomas, 2019). 

1.4 THE FUTURE: CONTRIBUTION OF MELTING ICE TO A GLOBAL SEA LEVEL RISE 

In the past decades, glaciers worldwide contributed to a larger amount to the global sea level rise than the large 

ice sheets (Hugonnet et al., 2021, Marzeion et al., 2012, Meier et al., 2007). However, Greenland and Antarctica 

combined still store a sea level equivalent (SLE) of 65 m (Alley et al., 2005, Fretwell et al., 2013) and will replace 

mountain glaciers as the main contributor rather sooner than later. The Antarctic mass balance has remotely been 

monitored over the last decades showing large regional differences in mass loss (IMBIE Team, 2018, Rignot et 
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al., 2019). West Antarctica loses mass over almost its entire area caused by rising temperatures (Bromwich & 

Nicolas, 2014) and the warm surrounding ocean (Payne et al., 2004, Shepherd et al., 2004). Enhanced melting at 

the bottom of the ice sheet is then caused by the bedrock topography below sea level with a retrograde slope and 

warm circumpolar deep water entering ice shelf cavities (Scambos et al., 2017). In particular, the situation at the 

Amundsen Sea Embayment with the large negative mass balance of the Pine Island Glacier and Thwaites Glacier 

(Rignot et al., 2019) can lead to a destabilization of the whole West Antarctic ice sheet (DeConto & Pollard, 2016, 

Feldmann & Levermann, 2015, Joughin et al., 2014). In contrast, East Antarctica still seems to be in balance 

(Gardner et al., 2018, IMBIE Team, 2018, Rignot et al., 2019), although locally glaciers are reported to lose mass, 

such as in Wilkes Land (Li et al., 2015, Miles et al., 2016, Shen et al., 2018). Due to increasing snowfall, some 

observations even show a regional mass gain for East Antarctica (Medley et al., 2018, Medley & Thomas, 2019, 

Zwally et al., 2015) and models predict this also for the future (Seroussi et al., 2020). 

Since 1901, GMSL has risen about 19 cm (IPCC, 2014). The development of future GMSL was commonly 

calculated dependent on different representative concentration pathways (RCP). These pathways stand for 

parameterized scenarios regarding adaption to and further development of the Earth’s climate forced by carbon 

emissions and solar radiation (Moss et al., 2010). The RCPs will be replaced by shared socio-economic pathways 

(SSP) for the next IPCC report in 2021 (Meinshausen et al., 2020). DeConto and Pollard (2016) presented a range 

between 2 cm and 105 cm contribution of Antarctica to GMSL until 2100, depending on different RCP as well as 

the Pliocene sea level reference. The recent Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project forecasts between -7.6 and 

30.0 cm of SLE for the same time period under different RCP (Seroussi et al., 2020). The IPCC projections classify 

a GMSL rise between 0.43 m and 0.84 m relative to the sea level between 1986 and 2005 to be likely (Oppenheimer 

et al., 2019). The regional impacts of a GMSL rise can be severe within the next century, especially for populated 

coastlines (Clark et al., 2016). 

1.5 AREA OF INVESTIGATION 

1.5.1 THE EAST ANTARCTIC PLATEAU 

The EAP does not have clear boundaries so that one might find different definitions for this area. A common 

classification is the region higher than 2000 m asl, east of the Transantarctic Mountains (Fig. 1) (Stenni et al., 

2017, Thomas et al., 2017). In the framework of this thesis, the focus is on the region DML between 20°W and 

45°E. While several research stations are located along the DML coastline, there are two active research stations 

on the EAP, which are currently operated only in some austral summer. The first one is Kohnen Station (75°S, 

0.6°E, 2892 m asl), which was introduced already in section 1.2 as one location of the EPICA project (Oerter et 

al., 2009). The other one is the Japanese Dome Fuji Station (77° 19’S, 39° 42’E, 3710 m asl) on the second-highest 

ice dome in Antarctica (Shiraishi, 2013). 
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Fig. 4: Snow surface structures photographed along the CoFi field campaign (section 1.5.2). Although the EAP 

seems infinitely flat on the large scale (see the horizon in some of the pictures), the small-scale surface is highly 

variable and shows undulations, snow patches, dunes and sastrugi. In relation to the annual accumulation rate 

(or “annual layer thickness”), this surface roughness becomes relatively large. 

As daily and seasonal cycles in temperature only affect the upper meters of snow and firn, the temperature in 10 m 

depth represents the mean annual temperature at a given place. At Kohnen Station the 10 m firn temperature was 

measured in 1999 with -44.5°C (Oerter et al., 1999). Temperature records from an automatic weather station at 

Kohnen Station give a mean annual air temperature of -41.5°C. At Dome F the 10 m firn temperature is given with 

-58°C (Ageta et al., 1998), the annual mean air temperature in 1.5 m height of -54.3°C was measured between 

1996 and 1997 (Watanabe et al., 2003).  

The EAP is the major heat sink in the southern hemisphere. Strong radiative cooling during periods of clear sky 

as well as weak winds and a very dry atmosphere force cold temperatures there. The large temperature difference 

between the equator and South Pole creates synoptic activity over the southern ocean (King & Turner, 1997). The 

coastal parts of Antarctica and also of DML have a constant influence of marine air. The EAP, in contrast, is just 

occasionally influenced by synoptic activities. The most frequent weather patterns are eastward-moving low-

pressure systems reaching the plateau, and lows that formed east of 0° longitude moving to the west associated 

with clouds influencing the plateau. These weather situations can cause single precipitation events, which can 

make up a large fraction of the annual accumulation in some areas (Birnbaum et al., 2006, Schlosser et al., 2010, 

Servettaz et al., 2020). A significant fraction of the precipitation on the remote plateau occurs during clear sky 

conditions due to radiative cooling, also called ‘diamond dust’ (Bromwich, 1988, Bromwich et al., 2004, Stenni 

et al., 2016). On the high and remote part of the EAP, stratospheric air masses sink in consequence of the Polar 
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high and get accelerated along the surface slope in the form of katabatic winds. Therefore, also the mean wind 

speed is lower in the interior part of Antarctica than at the coast. The annual mean wind speed derived from a three 

year average (1995-1997) at Dome F was reported to be 5.8 ms-1 (Watanabe et al., 2003), wind speed maps 

(Lenaerts & van den Broeke, 2012, Sanz Rodrigo et al., 2012, van Lipzig et al., 2004) show a similar value, but 

AWS data from years 2015 and 2016 indicate a lower mean wind speed.  

The topography of the EAP is generally flat. The surface slope within 30 km around Dome F is 1/5000 (0.01°) 

(Ageta et al., 1998). Characteristic for the EAP is the low annual accumulation rate, in a global context one of the 

driest areas on this planet. At Kohnen Station, the accumulation rate used to be 64 kg m-2 a-1 (Oerter et al., 1999), 

with increasing tendency to about 80 kg m-2 a-1 over the last decades. While Dome F reaches an annual 

accumulation rate of 32 kg m-2 a-1 (Ageta et al., 1998), the accumulation rate in the central part of the plateau is 

estimated to be in the same order of magnitude or even lower. Arthern et al. (2006) derived an accumulation rate 

map from satellite observations, which gives a range of values from 30 to 40 kg m-2 a-1. Nevertheless, this range 

is considered as too high, as, e.g., Anschütz et al. (2011) suggest an overestimation of the accumulation rate on the 

higher interior part of the EAP.  

The temperature inversion and gravity-driven katabatic winds interacting with ice surface topography on the EAP 

result in a significant spatial variability in snow accumulation (Frezzotti et al., 2005, King et al., 2004, Parish & 

Bromwich, 1987, Scambos et al., 2012), but is also relevant in several other contexts – e.g., physical and chemical 

proxies or surface topography and structures (Fig. 4). 

1.5.2 THE COFI TRAVERSE 

In Antarctica, glacial periods are characterized by much colder temperatures, reduced precipitation and therefore 

more arid conditions as well as stronger large-scale atmospheric circulation (e.g., Petit et al., 1999) than at present. 

As these different environmental conditions can cause changes in some physical processes affecting the ice sheet, 

ice core data covering glacials have to be interpreted adequately. Firnification during glacial periods is modeled, 

for example, to calculate the age difference between gas and ice (s. section 1.2) and to infer the phase relationship 

between temperature derived from the isotopes and the CO2 concentration measured in ice cores. However, these 

firnification models simulate a deeper firn-ice transition than nitrogen isotope data predict (Sowers et al., 1992). 

The CoFi project – acronym for Coldest Firn – at the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) has the scientific goal of 

understanding the metamorphosis of snow to ice (s. section 1.2) in the coldest region of Antarctica. As there is no 

access to glacial firn, the EAP with cold and dry environmental conditions is the best analogue for glacial firn that 

we currently have in Antarctica (and on Earth). 

Five firn cores were drilled in different positions on the EAP that all cover the firn-ice transition. The first part of 

the CoFi project took part in field season 2012/13, in which the two cores B51 and B53 have been drilled. The 

second part was organized as a traverse in a joint venture with the BE-OI reconnaissance (OIR) campaign in 

2016/17. For the fuel supply of the radar measurements with the AWI Basler BT-67 aircraft, the traverse carried 

80,000 liters of fuel (Fig. 5, bottom right) and set up the temporary OIR camp that functioned as an airbase 

(Karlsson et al., 2018). The three firn cores B54, B55 and B56 have been drilled during this traverse from 

Neumayer-Station III via Kohnen Station to OIR camp. In the following, we just refer to the part between Kohnen 

Station and OIR camp, as the samples relevant for this study were taken there. I took part in the traverse (starting 
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and ending at Kohnen Station), took snow samples along the traverse, which are the main data basis of this thesis, 

and assisted in the firn-core drilling. 

 

Fig. 5: Top: The traverse car park. Five PistenBully® track vehicles and a Ski-doo® motor sledge parked closely 

next to each other in a lunch break. Every 50 km the vehicles had to be refueled. Bottom left: Living container for 

maximum six persons. Inside there is a small entrance area, in the back is a table with three bunk beds. Bottom 

right: bladder tanks on sledges with 80,000 liters of fuel. 

After preparation at Kohnen Station and waiting for the Neumayer III – Kohnen traverse to arrive, the traverse 

(Fig. 5, top) departed on 14th December 2016 towards B51 drill site (location 5 in Fig. 6 and Tab. 1). After some 

technical problems in the beginning, the traverse covered on average 100 km per day (average speed of 

11-12 km h-1). Just after the B51 drill site, the traverse split into two groups. Group A arrived at OIR camp on 25th 

December 2016. Group B headed to the B53 drill site and then to OIR camp, arriving there on 27th December. 

During the radar campaign, core B54 at OIR camp was drilled (29th December 2016 – 4th January 2017). After 

completion, a smaller group of five (including myself) headed to former Plateau Station to drill core B55 (7th – 

14th January 2017) and then 116 km west to drill core B56 (15th – 21th January 2017). Returning to OIR camp, the 
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whole group went back to Kohnen Station and arrived on 29th January 2017. A detailed overview of the traverse, 

including all sample and drill sites, names and coordinates can be found in chapter 2.1 (Fig. 6) and in the appendix 

(Tab. 2). 

1.6 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

This section summarizes the motivation and scientific questions (highlighted in italics and grey shading) of this 

thesis. These are divided into three thematic blocks, which have been addressed in three publications (chapters 3, 

4 & 5) as well as an additional results chapter (chapter 6). 

In general, gaining data from the remote ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica is a key aspect in glaciology. The 

vast majority of both ice sheets has never been seen or touched by humankind and no sample of snow or ice is 

reproducible. This makes each sample very precious, considering a lot of logistic efforts hidden behind each single 

piece of snow, ice or a data point from various measurements. Collecting samples along the CoFi traverse was 

therefore an important task as especially in the region between Kohnen Station and Dome F barely any samples 

are available. 

Considering the value of the samples, the concept of the study included a multiparameter approach. This means, 

for each single sample, information about the snow stratigraphy and density as well as the physico-chemical 

components (i.e., stable water isotopes and major ions) were derived. This allowed contributing to two important 

aspects of current research in glaciology. On the one hand, the look into the recent past: improving the 

interpretation of paleoclimatic proxies in snow and ice by investigating the processes related to the signal formation 

at the snow surface. On the other hand, the assessment of the status quo of the ice sheet: improving the SMB of 

East Antarctica for climate projections. 

1.6.1 SPATIAL & TEMPORAL VARIABILITY OF CLIMATE SIGNALS IN SNOW 

As much information as a single sample of snow or ice provides, each sample is just a point information. A high 

spatial variability of different parameters has been mentioned even on small scales for several sites in Antarctica 

(Caiazzo et al., 2016, Ekaykin et al., 2002, Karlöf et al., 2005, Karlöf et al., 2006, Urbini et al., 2008). In a trench 

study at Kohnen Station, Laepple et al. (2016) have shown that the correlation of vertical profiles of climate proxies 

in snow has reached a minimum after 10 m spacing. Snow profiles at this distance are further referred to as spatially 

independent samples. For a representative (climate) signal on inter-annual timescales, several spatially 

independent samples are necessary.  

There is a crucial need for representative ground-truth values for large-scale assessments of parameters and to 

investigate the relation of these parameters to environmental properties – this holds especially for the EAP, where 

sample availability is sparse. While an accurate surface snow density leads to lower uncertainty in SMB of the ice 

sheets, constraining the spatial distribution of snowpack features, stable water isotopes, and major ions improves 

the understanding of snowpack formation and their interpretation as a paleoclimatic proxy (see section 1.6.2 and 

1.6.3). 

How large is the spatial and temporal variability of climate proxies in snow along the CoFi traverse and how 

representative are these proxies on different spatial scales? 
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To accomplish this, a sampling setup with four snow profiles per location was applied – covering the local scale 

at each location (tens of m) and the regional scale along the traverse (hundreds of km).  

For an improved sampling routine in the cold laboratories, a new snow cutting device was introduced in the 

framework of this thesis (publication II).  

A recurring problem when collecting field data is the decoupling of spatial (horizontal) and temporal (vertical) 

variability. Unfortunately, also in this study this problem arose several times. Still, the quantification of the 

variability for several parameters – in both, spatial and temporal respect – is key for the interpretation of climate 

records from ice cores.  

In publication I, the research question has been addressed for surface snow density and in publication III for stable 

water isotopes. A dataset with stable water isotopes and major ions was published in the open access repository 

PANGAEA (appendix: chapter 10.2.3). In the context of publication II, I created the first dataset about the spatial 

distribution of crusts in snow covering regions in Greenland and Antarctica. 

1.6.2 FORMATION OF CLIMATE SIGNALS IN SNOW AND FIRN ON THE EAST ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET 

Many meaningful ice cores have been drilled in East Antarctica to reconstruct the climate of the past (e.g., the five 

ice cores with a temporal record of over 100,000 years: Dome F. Deep Coring Group, 1998, EPICA Community 

Members, 2004, EPICA Community Members, 2006, Indermühle et al., 1999, Petit et al., 1999). However, 

especially on short time scales in low accumulation (and low temperature) regions, particularly the EAP, the 

processes of signal formation of climate proxies are not fully constrained (Fig. 2).  

This also applies to stratigraphic elements of the snowpack, which have been used to characterize different 

environmental regions in East Antarctica (Furukawa et al., 1996, Furukawa et al., 1992). The snowpack layering 

generally affects the firn metamorphism (Adolph & Albert, 2014, Gregory et al., 2014, Mitchell et al., 2015, 

Schaller et al., 2017) and can have an impact on the backscatter properties of remote sensing techniques (Dierking 

et al., 2012, Flach et al., 2005, Winebrenner et al., 2001). Furthermore, high-density crusts in the snowpack have 

locally been used as a seasonal marker (Hoshina et al., 2016), despite their unclear formation history. Still, 

stratigraphic snowpack features – which have mostly been observed and well understood (e.g., Colbeck, 1991) – 

bear the potential to reconstruct the local snowpack history. Using the multiparameter approach for a combined 

evaluation of stratigraphic snowpack features and chemical parameters, I want to investigate the local snowpack 

history along the CoFi traverse. 

How are stratigraphic elements correlated to (climate) proxies in snow of low accumulation rate areas?  

Can stratigraphic elements function as a support to reconstruct the local snowpack history? 

This question was addressed in publication II and chapter 6.1. The potential of crusts as a proxy for the 

accumulation rate or former snow surfaces is also discussed in publication II. 

Measuring stable water isotopes in ice cores to infer the paleotemperature has become a standard routine in 

glaciology (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008). For this intent, a quantitative conversion of δ18O and δ2H into 

temperature is necessary. However, several effects hamper the interpretation of stable water isotopes as a climate 

proxy, especially on short time scales. The first stage affects the precipitation and its timing: Precipitation 

intermittency (Casado et al., 2020, Laepple et al., 2011) and clear-sky precipitation can bias the isotope signal, 

which records the natural climate variability. The second stage affects the time while the snow is exposed to the 

atmosphere at the very surface: Sublimation influences the relation between oxygen and hydrogen isotopes, which 
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creates a warm bias in their climatic interpretation (Pang et al., 2019). Additionally, erosion, mixing, and 

redistribution complicate determining the temporal sequence of the snowpack (Lenaerts & van den Broeke, 2012). 

At stage three (after deposition), the diffusion of isotopes within snow, firn, and ice smoothes the amplitudes of 

the record (Johnsen et al., 2000). The processes of all three stages are described in more detail in publication III. 

Due to lack of year-round observations, a close network of AWS and continuous sampling, it is still not completely 

understood what controls the isotopic composition of snow over time. For a precise interpretation of stable water 

isotopes in snow on seasonal to decadal time scales, a quantitative description of the processes at the snow-

atmosphere interface is necessary. 

How many climate signals (of precipitation) are preserved in the snowpack and which surface processes hamper 

the formation of a seasonal signal on the East Antarctic Plateau? 

For this intent in publication III, we compare a simulated snow profile derived from the atmospheric general 

circulation model ECHAM6 (Cauquoin & Werner, in review, 2021) with the samples collected along the CoFi 

traverse. Furthermore we elaborate, where the formation of seasonal signals of stable water isotopes in snow 

reaches its environmental limits. The presented data and analyses will contribute to an improved understanding 

and interpretation of stable water isotopes in snow, firn, and ice core records in the future. 

1.6.3 CLIMATE CHANGE RECORDED IN SNOW ON THE EAST ANTARCTIC PLATEAU? 

Altimetry measurements (McMillan et al., 2014, Schröder et al., 2019, Sorensen et al., 2018) are one of the state-

of-the-art techniques to derive the mass balance of ice sheets. As mentioned in section 1.4, the SMB for Antarctica 

is relatively stable. Cryosat2 observations of East Antarctica, for instance, reported a total mass change of -3 Gt yr-1 

– but with an uncertainty of ±36 Gt yr-1 (McMillan et al., 2014). One of the sources of uncertainty is the low data 

availability of ground-truth snow and firn density data. More field observations are urgently needed (IPCC, 2019). 

A monitoring of accumulation in the coast-to-plateau region is crucial to better evaluate and improve the models 

used to predict Antarctic SMB changes and related contribution to sea level (Genthon et al., 2017). This also 

includes snow and firn density, which is parameterized on the large scale due to lack of data. However, this 

parameterized density is assumed too low considered to field measurements on the EAP. 

How large is the offset between parameterized and observed surface snow density and what effect can this offset 

have on the mass budget of the East Antarctic ice sheet? 

In publication I we show the importance of ground-truth field data for the accuracy of model predictions, what 

impacts offsets can have and promote our dataset as basis for snow density parameterizations. 

As mentioned in section 1.3, the rise of the annual mean temperature and the accumulation rate at e.g., Kohnen 

Station (Medley et al., 2018) is one indicator for an arrival of climate change on the EAP. Whether the increasing 

temperature has also been recorded by different climate proxies in snow between Kohnen Station and former 

Plateau Station has not been tested yet. 

Are the consequences of a warming climate recorded by climate proxies already visible in snow on the East 

Antarctic Plateau? 
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In publication I, we answered this question for the snow surface density along the East Antarctic Plateau. In chapter 

6 of this thesis, I show an approach to answer this question with stable water isotopes at selected sites along the 

CoFi traverse. 
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2 MATERIAL & METHODS 

In this chapter, I summarized the samples and analyzing methods that were used in this study. The working steps 

are shown chronologically from sampling in the field (section 2.2) via non-destructive analysis (section 2.3) and 

to discrete sampling (section 2.4) and chemical analysis (sections 2.5 and 2.6). Additional samples are presented 

in section 2.7. 

2.1 SAMPLE OVERVIEW 

 

Fig. 6: All sampling locations along the CoFi traverse. Find the main snow profiles for the thesis in light blue 

(1-22) and further single snow profiles in gray (S1-32). Firn core locations are shown in pale red, OIR camp in 

dark red. 
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Tab. 1: Overview of firn cores according to the nomenclature in Fig. 6. 

Sampling site Firn core Season 

5 B51 2012/13 

22 B53 2012/13 

12 B54 2016/17 

14 B55 2016/17 

15 B56 2016/17 

 

2.2 SNOW PROFILE SAMPLING 

Snow liners are a relatively new and straightforward tool to sample the snow surface for a variety of analyzing 

methods. Two notable advantages of this method are a preserved original snow stratigraphy as well as time 

efficiency. It has been used at AWI for several years and was first described by Schaller et al. (2016). Snow liners 

are tubes made of carbon fiber with 1 m in length, 10 cm in diameter, and 1 mm wall thickness. They are light and 

easy to transport, robust and transmissive for X-rays, an important characteristic for the upcoming radiographic 

analysis (section 2.3). In the following, the term liner will refer to the carbon fiber tube itself or the sampling 

method, the term snow profile is used for the snow retrieved with the liner or the derived data. 

The sampling procedure is described in detail in publication I. An impression of the fieldwork can be seen in  

Fig. 7. A map overview of all samples can be found in section 2.1. 

 

Fig. 7: Digging a snow pit at location 16. In front of the snow pit the liner is already inside the snow, its top is 

covered with a wooden plate. To dig a snow pit efficiently, it is advisable to saw blocks with a hand saw and lift 

the blocks with a shovel out of the pit (credit: Sepp Kipfstuhl). 

2.2.1 MULTIPLE SNOW PROFILES 

Along the traverse route, a sampling scheme was applied retrieving four spatially independent snow profiles 

according to findings by Laepple et al. (2016). Spatial independence describes in this context a distance, at which 

a comparison of two samples (e.g., snow profiles) shows significantly different information due to stratigraphic 

noise (Fisher et al., 1985), which is caused by, e.g., snow patches or dunes. 

The relative sampling positions are shown in Fig. 8. The center profile had a length of 2 m. The other three profiles 

were taken in a 10 m radius, forming an equilateral triangle. The sampling was done at overnight stops of the 

traverse. Within publications of this thesis, the snow profiles are named according to their location along the 

traverse (1-22) and their relative orientation (A, B, C, X). Due to lack of time or technical constraints, at location 

11 (A, X), 13 (A, B), and 19 (A, B, X) only two or three profiles, respectively, were sampled. At locations 14 and 

15, the central profile was extended to 4 m. This way, firn cores B55 and B56 were supported in the top meters 
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with the liner method as the snow is very soft and unconsolidated, and therefore the core quality is often not 

sufficient. The sampling of one location took around 2 h and 15 minutes. 

 

Fig. 8: Top: Scheme of the sampling strategy. The distance to the central profile (X) was always 10 m. Bottom left: 

location 3 after the sample retrieval. For the snow pits, blocks were sawn as good as possible and lifted out of the 

pit. The sawn snow blocks can partly still be recognized. Bottom right: snow pit to retrieve a 4 m deep snow profile. 

The logistical challenge is to find the balance between sufficient space (to work and get out of the pit) and time 

efficiency. 

2.3 COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY 

The non-destructive, core-scale microfocus X-ray computer tomograph (μCT) in a cold cell (-15°C) is a worldwide 

unique device specifically constructed for snow, firn and ice cores (Fig. 9). Technically introduced by Freitag et 

al. (2013) the μCT offers the opportunity to X-ray meter segments with usually 7.7 cm (3 inches) and 10.2 cm 

(4 inches) in diameter. The procedure is described in more detail in publication I. 

In a 2D scan the measured attenuation by the sample is displayed as a gray value image, which directly visualizes 

the stratigraphy (the approach to count high-density crusts from the gray value images is presented in publication 

II). The central part of the measured segment and bubble-free ice of known density and geometry are used to 

translate this information into a density profile. In a 3D mode, the sample rotates around its central axis during the 

scan. The records from all angles are composed to a 3D dataset, in which space structure in firn and ice (in 
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particular surfaces or the porous matrix and gas bubbles) can be imaged. The 3D-μCT analysis is not subject in 

this thesis, but will be mentioned in the outlook. 

 

Fig. 9: μCT at AWI. The left box is the radiation source. In the middle stands an ice core inside a carbon fiber 

tube. The blue pedestal holds the ice core in position. The calibration unit is at the bottom of the carbon fiber tube 

directly above the pedestal. The rectangular box on the right is the detector. 

2.4 DISCRETE SAMPLING 

After the μCT imaging, the snow profiles were prepared in the AWI ice laboratory at -18°C for further analysis. 

They were cut into discrete samples using a device specially made for this purpose by the AWI workshop. It 

consists of a trough with a cutting mounting at the end. A detailed protocol for the cutting procedure including a 

picture of the device is presented in publication II. 

The original plan was to cut every profile in 1 cm resolution. After the first completed profiles, considering the 

considerable amount of work and time, material and capacity for ion chromatography (IC), and cavity ring-down 

spectroscopy (CRDS), the plan was adjusted. Profiles A, B, and C were cut in 2 cm resolution, profiles X in 1 cm 

resolution. Including preparation (i.e., labeling sample bags), cutting one snow profile in higher (1 cm) resolution 

takes 5 h, in lower (2 cm) resolution about 2.5 h. At this point (31.12.2019), 84 of the aspired 108 profiles were 

cut. 

2.5 ION CHROMATOGRAPHY 

The principle of chromatography uses the affinity of molecules to specific phases. The carrier medium (eluent) is 

pumped into the sample loop, where a defined volume of the snow sample (analyte) is injected. In the separator 

column, the impurities are separated by their different mobility in the stationary phase. The respective species are 

identified by their specific retention time. The suppressor decreases the background conductivity of the eluent and 

enhances detection of single species, which is important for molecules or elements with low concentrations. The 

integral of the measured conductivity signal in the chromatogram gets transferred into a concentration by 

referencing it with a known standard. 

IC is an established system for the measurement of ions from discrete snow and ice samples (Fischer et al., 2007, 

Göktas et al., 2002, Ruth et al., 2008, Wolff et al., 2006), also recently in combination with physical properties 
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(Eichler et al., 2019). A different approach in glaciology are continuous measurements where firn or ice cores do 

not have to be cut into discrete samples (e.g., Bigler et al., 2011, Kaufmann et al., 2008). But in combination with 

the liner method or snow samples in general (Hoshina et al., 2014, Laepple et al., 2016), IC has been the preferred 

method so far. On the one hand, the resolution can be lower in continuous measurements (dependent on the system) 

as the signals can smear during the continuous melting process (resulting in smoothed data). On the other hand, 

due to the low cohesiveness and high porosity of surface snow the discrete sampling in a trough is also easier to 

carry out. Nevertheless, plans to use continuous measurement techniques for this method exist (similar to Dallmayr 

et al., 2021). 

Anorganic impurities were measured with a Dionex ICS-2100 system. The anion analytics were conducted with 

potassium hydroxide as eluent, using a Dionex AS 18 (2 mm) separation column and an AERS 500 suppressor. 

Analyzed anions were chloride (Cl-), nitrate (NO3
-), sulfate (SO4

2-) and methanesulfonate (MSA). For the cation 

analytics MSA was used as eluent and a Dionex CS12a (2 mm) as separation column for analyzing sodium (Na+), 

ammonium (NH4
+), magnesium (Mg2+) and calcium (Ca2+). The suppressor in the cation IC unit was a Dionex 

ERS 500. Fluoride (F-), bromide (Br-) and potassium (K+) were measured as well, but will not be considered in 

this thesis. The normative precision for anions is <10%, for cations <20%. 

2.6 CAVITY RING-DOWN SPECTROSCOPY 

CRDS (Berden et al., 2010, Zalicki & Zare, 1995) uses the unique infrared spectrum of molecules at a characteristic 

wavelength based upon different energy levels in the atomic orbitals. The CRDS analyzer consists of a laser diode, 

a cavity piston and a detector unit. Inside the isolated cavity, there are three mirrors installed facing each other 

(although not used for oxygen and hydrogen isotopes like in this study: find a sketch of the setup in figure 1 in 

Kratochwil et al. (2018) or figure 1 in Balslev-Clausen et al. (2013)). As the laser enters the cavity, the mirrors 

create a continuous travelling light wave. After a threshold intensity level is reached, the laser beam is turned off. 

The light in the cavity still circulates being reflected by the mirrors with exponential intensity decay. This intensity 

decrease is called ‘ring-down’. The same procedure is repeated with the samples in gaseous phase. The measured 

decrease in intensity and time (ring-down) of the laser beam is characteristic for the gas in the cavity and its specific 

energy absorption (i.e., the isotopic composition). 

Despite mass spectrometry (Maselli et al., 2013), CRDS has established as a state-of-the-art technique for stable 

water isotope analysis in glaciology (Gupta et al., 2009) and has been used in numerous studies (e.g., Bagheri 

Dastgerdi et al., in review, 2020, Casado et al., 2016, Jones et al., 2017, Münch et al., 2016, Servettaz et al., 2020, 

Steen-Larsen et al., 2014, Touzeau et al., 2016). 

Samples in this study have been measured with a Picarro L2130-i isotope analyzer using the protocol by van 

Geldern and Barth (2012) and are presented in publication III and also discussed in chapter 6. 

2.6.1 DELTA NOTATION FOR STABLE WATER ISOTOPES 

The delta value is a common notation for stable isotopes expressing a relative enrichment or depletion (Craig, 

1961). It is always given in reference to a defined standard in order to make measured samples intercomparable. 

On a global scale, the reference value is the standard mean ocean water. For regional studies with extreme isotopic 

values (like this one), specific standards are used. Further details are presented in publication III.  
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𝛿 =  
𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 −  𝛼𝑠𝑡𝑑

𝛼𝑠𝑡𝑑
⁄  × 1000 [‰] 

δ:   Delta value [‰]  

αsample:   Isotopic value of the sample (YAsample/
XAsample)  

αstd:   Isotopic value of the standard (YAstd/
XAstd)  

A:   Chemical element (here: H or O)  

X & Y:   Sum of protons and neutrons of the respective isotope (of element A)  

 

Relevant δ values in this thesis are δ18O and δ2H (further δD). 

The second order parameter deuterium excess (d) is defined as 

𝑑 =  𝛿𝐷 − 8 × 𝛿 𝑂18  

2.7 ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

Unfortunately, during the expedition I could not retrieve shallow firn cores as originally planned in this project. 

With this procedure, I would have been able to determine the exact accumulation rate and to perform precise 

temporal comparisons at each sampling site reaching the last volcanic eruption with a firn core. However, the 

required hand auger was not available at the start of the traverse.  

Despite the snow profiles mentioned in section 2.2.1, I used several other samples within this thesis. 

2.7.1 SINGLE SNOW PROFILES ALONG THE COFI TRAVERSE 

Additionally to the snow profiles mentioned in section 2.2.1, single snow profiles have been sampled along the 

traverse route roughly every 30 km. On the way back from OIR camp to Kohnen Station the sampling distance 

increased due to limited liner availability. These 1 m profiles are marked in the overview map (Fig. 6) with S#  

(# standing for 1 to 32 in chronological order). These profiles were used for μCT analysis in publication I & II and 

a combined analysis of stratigraphy and major ions in chapter 6.1. 

2.7.2 THE OIR TRENCH 

For an additional high resolution study on a local scale, at the OIR camp a trench (50 m long, 2.3 m deep) was 

excavated with a PistenBully®. 30 snow profiles with 3 m length were sampled directly at the trench wall. The 

profile positions were chosen feature-dependent and not with an equidistant spacing. A description and a picture 

of the OIR trench are in publication I, a sampling protocol of the OIR trench is in the appendix (Tab. 3). 

2.7.3 SNOW PROFILES FROM DIFFERENT PROJECTS 

In local projects in Antarctica and Greenland, further snow profiles were sampled using the liner method as 

described above (sect. 2.2) and used in this thesis: 

 Samples taken at Kohnen Station in season 2015/16 (CLP). See Schaller (2017) (page 60) for the sampling 

scheme. 

 Samples from a trench at Kohnen Station in season 2018/19 (T4M). 
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 Samples at the Renland ice cap drilling site (RECAP) in Greenland taken in May 2015. 

 Samples in a trench at the East Greenland ice core project drill site (EGRIP) taken in May 2016. 

Samples from Kohnen Station (CLP), EGRIP and RECAP were used in publication II, CLP samples also in 

publications I & III. T4M samples were used in chapter 6.2. 

2.7.4 FIRN CORES 

The main focus of this thesis is the snowpack of the recent past. However, to compare the results from the snow 

profiles to a longer temporal record or simply to another available sample, we used two firn cores within this study. 

From μCT gray value of firn cores B40 close to Kohnen Station (Medley et al., 2018) and B54 (Tab. 1), we derived 

a crust record presented in publication II. Furthermore, stable water isotopes measured in firn core B54 were used 

for a comparison to the snow profiles in chapter 6.2. 
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Abstract. Surface mass balances of polar ice sheets are es-
sential to estimate the contribution of ice sheets to sea level
rise. Uncertain snow and firn densities lead to significant
uncertainties in surface mass balances, especially in the in-
terior regions of the ice sheets, such as the East Antarctic
Plateau (EAP). Robust field measurements of surface snow
density are sparse and challenging due to local noise. Here,
we present a snow density dataset from an overland traverse
in austral summer 2016/17 on the Dronning Maud Land
plateau. The sampling strategy using 1 m carbon fiber tubes
covered various spatial scales, as well as a high-resolution
study in a trench at 79◦ S, 30◦ E. The 1 m snow density has
been derived volumetrically, and vertical snow profiles have
been measured using a core-scale microfocus X-ray com-
puter tomograph. With an error of less than 2 %, our method
provides higher precision than other sampling devices of
smaller volume. With four spatially independent snow pro-
files per location, we reduce the local noise and derive a rep-
resentative 1 m snow density with an error of the mean of
less than 1.5 %. Assessing sampling methods used in pre-
vious studies, we find the highest horizontal variability in
density in the upper 0.3 m and therefore recommend the 1 m
snow density as a robust measure of surface snow density
in future studies. The average 1 m snow density across the
EAP is 355 kg m−3, which we identify as representative sur-
face snow density between Kohnen Station and Dome Fuji.
We cannot detect a temporal trend caused by the temperature
increase over the last 2 decades. A difference of more than
10 % to the density of 320 kg m−3 suggested by a semiem-
pirical firn model for the same region indicates the necessity
for further calibration of surface snow density parameteriza-
tions. Our data provide a solid baseline for tuning the surface

snow density parameterizations for regions with low accu-
mulation and low temperatures like the EAP.

1 Introduction

Various future scenarios of a warming climate as well as cur-
rent observations in ice sheet mass balance indicate a change
in surface mass balance (SMB) of the Greenland and Antarc-
tic ice sheets (IPCC, 2019). Accurate quantification of the
SMB is therefore one of the most important tasks to esti-
mate the contribution of the polar ice sheets to the global sea
level rise (Lenaerts et al., 2019). Satellite altimetry is a state-
of-the-art technique to measure height changes of the ma-
jor ice sheets on large spatial scales (McMillan et al., 2014;
Schröder et al., 2019; Sorensen et al., 2018). These changes
are converted to a respective mass gain or loss, which is
directly linked to a eustatic change in sea level (Rignot et
al., 2019; Shepherd et al., 2018). But this volume change
converted to a mass change is subject to large uncertainties
(Shepherd et al., 2012). In altimetry, at the margins of the
ice sheets the local surface topography is a limiting factor
in accuracy, while in the comparably flat and high-elevation
interior part of the ice sheet’s snow properties like density
have a much larger influence on the accuracy (Thomas et
al., 2008). Therefore, an accurate snow and firn density on
top of the ice sheets, which constantly undergoes the natural
process of densification, is crucial. Given the large extent of
the ice sheets, the spatial coverage of ground truth snow and
firn density data is still sparse. To overcome this shortcom-
ing, surface snow density (usually 1 m) is often parameter-
ized as a function of climatic conditions, such as tempera-
ture, wind speed and accumulation rate (Agosta et al., 2019;
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Kaspers et al., 2004). Then, this parameterized approach is
implemented in firn models, leading to a fresh snow density
(e.g., Ligtenberg et al., 2011). But both the parameterized
and modeled approach seem to underestimate the snow den-
sity when compared to independent ground truth data from
Antarctica (Sugiyama et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2018). Inac-
curate snow density, especially in the uppermost meter, leads
to significant surface mass balance uncertainties (Alexander
et al., 2019). Accordingly, ground truth density data are ur-
gently needed to optimize densification models, which are
crucial to convert height changes to mass changes in altime-
try and therefore reduce the uncertainties in ice sheet mass
balance estimates.

One source of uncertainty in the assessment of ground
truth density data is the representativeness of the derived den-
sity values mainly due to the sampling strategy and sampling
tools, as the snow surface on the ice sheet is spatially inho-
mogeneous at all scales. Apart from climate-induced (e.g.,
seasonal or event-based) density fluctuations, surface snow
density is also influenced by topographic changes of the ice
sheet surface and underlying bedrock on small (tens of me-
ters) and large spatial scales (up to hundreds of kilometers)
(Frezzotti et al., 2002; Furukawa et al., 1996; Rotschky et al.,
2004). On the local scale, surface roughness and the surface
slope in combination with dominant wind regimes and vary-
ing accumulation rates (Fujita et al., 2011) cause the main
variations in density.

Arthern et al. (2006) derived snow accumulation in
Antarctica from available field measurements of accumula-
tion and density. To obtain this density, sampling is usually
conducted in snow pits with discrete sampling over depth.
Between Kohnen Station and Dome Fuji, snow density has
been sampled in discrete depth intervals by Sugiyama et
al. (2012), who report a high spatial variability on a kilometer
scale. A small part of the variability can be attributed to the
sampling method. Conger and McClung (2009) compared
different snow cutting devices with various volumes between
99 and 490 cm3. The combination of undersampling (usually
negligible), variation in the device itself (0.8 %–6.2 %) and
the weight error of the scale can add up to a significant error
(dependent on the type up to 6 %). Box- or tube-type cutters
with larger sampling volumes are suggested for more precise
measurements, with the disadvantage of coarser sampling in-
tervals. Other commonly used devices to derive snow density
in discrete intervals use dielectric properties of snow (Sihvola
and Tiuri, 1986) or penetration force into the snow (Proksch
et al., 2015).

In this paper, we present surface snow density data from a
traverse covering over 2000 km on the East Antarctic Plateau
(EAP). We show snow density data using the recently intro-
duced liner sampling method (Schaller et al., 2016). The fo-
cus of this study is on the uppermost meter, echoing the study
of Alexander et al. (2019), who emphasized the importance
of an accurate 1 m density of polar snowpack. To reduce the
stratigraphic noise, we show a strategy with multiple sam-

Figure 1. Overview map of the traverse route and sampling loca-
tions; inset shows location in Antarctica. Contour lines are given in
1000 m a.s.l. intervals. The first sampling position with multiple lin-
ers after Kohnen Station is named location 1. Following the traverse
route, B51 is also called location 5, OIR camp location 12, Plateau
Station location 14, B56 location 15 and B53 location 22 (see Ta-
ble 2). The 200 m firn cores were drilled at locations indicated with
a red star. Subregions defined in Sect. 2.5 are colored differently
(Kohnen and vicinity: purple; ascending plateau area: orange; B53
and vicinity: light blue; interior plateau: lavender).

ples per location. This allows a more representative local 1 m
snow density. The spatial representativeness of density pro-
files in East Antarctica has been recently addressed at the
local scale (Laepple et al., 2016), but correlation studies for
larger scales are currently not available. We discuss the rep-
resentativeness of density on small and large spatial scales
as well as on the temporal variability of density. Beyond im-
proving density retrieval, our results can be of particular in-
terest for calibration of surface snow density parameteriza-
tions in firn models for this part of the East Antarctic ice
sheet.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Study area

We performed an overland traverse in austral summer
2016/17 – a joint venture between the Coldest Firn (CoFi)
project and the Beyond EPICA – Oldest Ice Reconnaissance
(OIR) pre-site survey (Karlsson et al., 2018; Van Liefferinge
et al., 2018) (Fig. 1). The CoFi project aims at an improved
understanding of firn densification with samples from the
EAP. In its framework, five firn cores have been drilled, re-
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Table 1. Definition of terms used in the following sections are listed below.

Term Symbol Description

Liner – 1 m of snow sampled with a carbon fiber tube. This term is used in a methodological
context or for the tube itself.

Snow profile – (Continuous) snow sample at a given position. It may consist of several consecutively
(vertically on top of each other) sampled liners; the length can be 1–3 m.

Location – A given place with one or several snow profiles taken within a range of 50 m.

Liner density ρL Volumetrically derived 1 m density of one single liner.
Note: for snow profiles over 1 m length, liner densities for every meter segment are
calculated individually.

µCTx mean density ρx
µCT µCT-derived mean density for the sampling interval x.

Location mean density ρloc Average of liner densities at one location for the same depth interval (usually 0–1 m).

Horizontal standard deviation σ xH Standard deviation of either liner density or µCT density for depth interval x over hor-
izontal distance in a given area. Note, for 1 m we use the liner density, for smaller
intervals µCTx means.

Vertical standard deviation σ xV Vertical standard deviation of either µCT density over depth interval x or liner density
(only for snow profiles > 1 m) at a given position.

Standard error σn Definition in Sect. 2.4.

ferred to as B51 and B53 (both drilled in 2012/13) and B54,
B55 and B56 (drilled on the traverse in 2016/17).

From Kohnen Station the traverse went to the former
B51 drill site. Right after B51 the traverse split up and fol-
lowed two different legs, to reunite at the OIR field camp
at 79◦ S, 30◦ E. After accomplishing the OIR survey and
drilling the firn core B54, the traverse continued to the for-
mer Plateau Station (abandoned in 1969) and then returned
back to Kohnen Station.

We follow Stenni et al. (2017) using the term EAP for the
region higher than 2000 m above sea level (a.s.l.).

The traverse covers a region with a 10 m firn temperature
range of about −44.5 ◦C at Kohnen Station (Oerter et al.,
2000) to −58.4 ◦C at Plateau Station (Kane, 1970; Picciotto
et al., 1971), which belongs to the lowest firn temperatures
ever recorded (cf. Dome A: −58.3 ◦C; Cunde et al., 2008).

At Kohnen Station the accumulation rate used to be
64 kg m2 a−1 in the period between 1200 and 2000 (Oerter
et al., 2004, 1999) with an increasing tendency to over
80 kg m2 a−1 over the last decades (Medley et al., 2018).
At Dome Fuji 27.3 kg m2 a−1 was measured (Hoshina et
al., 2016). For the locations along the traverse, an accurate
value is difficult to obtain. Large-scale accumulation esti-
mated based on remote sensing techniques (Arthern et al.,
2006) is assumed to be too high for the EAP (Anschütz et
al., 2011). Karlof et al. (2005) determined an accumulation
rate of ∼ 45 kg m2 a−1 close to location 5 (Fig. 1); Anschütz
et al. (2009) published ∼ 20 kg m2 a−1 for sites between lo-
cation 8 and B53 as well as OIR camp and Dome Fuji. A
high interannual variability of accumulation rate is observed

in several places on the EAP (Hoshina et al., 2016, 2014;
Oerter et al., 2000). A 1 m deep snow profile can therefore
cover a time period of about 4 years at Kohnen Station and
up to 20 years on the interior plateau.

While the northern part of the traverse (Kohnen Station –
B51) is more strongly influenced by synoptic activities with
periodic snowfall (Birnbaum et al., 2006), the interior plateau
(OIR camp to Plateau Station) is characterized by diamond
dust deposition from a clear-sky atmosphere (Schwerdtfeger,
1969), which was described by Furukawa et al. (1996) as the
calm accumulation zone. Wind maps (Lenaerts and van den
Broeke, 2012; Parish, 1988; Sanz Rodrigo et al., 2012; van
Lipzig et al., 2004) show generally low mean wind speed
(around 6 m s−1) from Kohnen Station along the ice divide
up the EAP, but lower values for the region around Plateau
Station. Due to the prevailing Antarctic high-pressure system
over the EAP and the gentle slopes, the katabatic winds reach
only moderate wind speeds there. While occasionally snow
storms with wind speeds exceeding 15 m s−1 can happen at
Kohnen Station, this is not the case on the interior plateau.

2.2 Liner sampling

For clarity, we define the terms used in the following para-
graphs in Table 1.

Along the traverse route, vertical snow profiles were ex-
tracted using the snow liner sampling technique, also de-
scribed by Schaller et al. (2016). Each vertical profile was
taken using a carbon fiber tube of 1 m length and 10 cm in di-
ameter. The liner was pushed into the snow until the liner top
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was level with the snow surface. Afterwards, a snow pit next
to the liner was dug and the snow was cut at the liner bottom
with a metal plate to take the filled liner out of the pit wall.
Both ends were covered with a Whirl-Pack® plastic bag to re-
duce possible contamination by touching the liner ends and
air ventilation. During the sampling process, the liner was
handled carefully to avoid concussions that destroy the orig-
inal snow stratigraphy (e.g., not to bounce against the liner
with the shovel and placing it softly into the sample box).
A 1 m snow profile can be retrieved within 15 min. The lin-
ers were stored in isolated polypropylene boxes and shipped
to the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) in Bremerhaven in a
continuous cold chain. In total 144 snow profiles in differ-
ent setups and total lengths were taken (Sect. 2.2.1–2.2.3).
All strategies described in the following sections have been
applied independently of each other.

2.2.1 Single snow profiles

Single profiles were taken every 30 km. On the last segment
of the traverse (OIR camp to Kohnen Station) the distance
increased due to limited liner availability. In total, 31 single
snow profiles are available (Fig. 1).

2.2.2 Multiple snow profiles

A total of 22 locations with multiple profiles were sampled
during overnight stops of the traverse; therefore the distance
between the locations varied (roughly around 100 km). Reg-
ularly four snow profiles were sampled, at one location three,
at two locations only two profiles because of time constraints
(see Table 2). The four profiles were arranged in an even-
sided triangular setup with one profile in the center (labeled
with “X”) and three profiles around it (labeled with “A”, “B”
and “C”). The corner profiles A, B and C are on a radius of
10 m to the central profile X (Fig. 2). A total of 83 profiles
were retrieved in this setup. The locations are named in as-
cending order (Fig. 1 and Table 2).

2.2.3 OIR trench

At the OIR camp (Fig. 1), a 50 m long and ca. 2.3 m deep
trench was excavated by a PistenBully snow vehicle (Fig. 3).
The trench orientation was perpendicular to the main wind
direction (127◦ true north). Thirty 3 m snow profiles were
sampled directly at the trench wall using the liner technique
described above. At every sampling position in the trench
three liners were taken below each other. The first liners were
pushed into the snow around 0.2 m behind the trench wall, to
ensure an original stratigraphy not disturbed by excavation of
the trench. After removal of the snow, the liners were directly
taken out of the wall and the next consecutive liner in depth
was placed at the same position (see Fig. 3, where the first
liner is already in place). The lateral spacing between neigh-
boring liners varied between 0.4 and 2.4 m, depending on the

Figure 2. The sampling setup for locations with multiple snow pro-
files. The profiles A, B and C have a sampling distance of roughly
10 m to the central profile. Due to time constraints, locations 19
(three profiles), 11 and 13 (two profiles) have been sampled differ-
ently.

Figure 3. Sampling procedure in the OIR trench. The first carbon
fiber tube (liner) is pushed into the snow after excavation of the
trench. The positions were marked with a small bamboo pole. After
retrieval of the first profile, the vertically consecutive second and
third liners were taken. Two empty liners lean at the trench wall.
The last liner had to be dug out partly as the trench was only 2 to
2.5 m deep.

surface structure. The profiles were taken within 2 d after ex-
cavation of the trench (31 December 2016–2 January 2017).

2.3 Density measurements

The snow liners have been non-destructively analyzed at
AWI with the core-scale microfocus X-ray computer to-
mograph in a cold cell (µCT), specifically constructed for
snow, firn and ice cores. For technical details see Freitag et
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al. (2013) and Schaller et al. (2016). Before the measurement
all liners were weighed. The weight of the carbon fiber tube
was subtracted. The exact height of filled snow inside the
liner was determined using the µCT. Then, ρL was calcu-
lated volumetrically. All liners have been measured in a 2D
mode using a setup of 140 kV and 470 µA at −14 ◦C. Breaks
and lost snow in the snow profiles have been spotted during
the scan and corrected (set to NaN) in the µCT density pro-
files, which have a vertical resolution of ca. 0.13 mm (see Ap-
pendix).

For the calculation of the µCT density only the central
segment of the liner is used as scattering effects at the outer
parts of the liner occur. The used segment corresponds to less
than half of the snow volume in the liner. Missing snow at the
edges of the profile does not influence the µCT scan. Accu-
racy of the ρµCT can be affected by the calibration, which
is done with three cuboids of bubble-free ice with different
lengths in every scan individually, or at the horizontal vari-
ability on the very small scale, as the central part of the pro-
file can have a different density than the edges.

It is generally possible that the snow profiles are subject
to compression during sampling or transport. Therefore the
exact snow volume determined with the µCT is rescaled to
the original 1 m length (length of every single snow profile is
determined individually) to avoid this potential error source.
But lost snow in the liner (or at top or bottom), e.g., in non-
cohesive layers (such as depth hoar layers), can lead to lower
densities. Thus, ρL is also affected by errors. Conger and
McClung (2009) reported that snow sampling devices with
larger volumes usually result in higher precision in snow den-
sity. The volume of the snow liners (radius: 5 cm, length: 1 m)
is 7855 cm3, 16 times the volume with the highest precision
in their study. As the volume error among single liners is not
known, we assume a 0.3 mm variation in both dimensions
(length and radius), resulting in a volume error around 1.2 %.
As still small parts inside the liner might not be completely
filled with snow (e.g., lost snow during the transport), we es-
timate the undersampling error of the liner method to be less
than 1.5 %. Additional error sources are the precision of the
used scale (1 g or 0.03 % compared to the mean value along
the traverse) as well as weight variations among the carbon
tubes (< 0.1 %). The maximum relative error is estimated to
be below 1.9 %.

Both ρ1 m
µCT and ρL are in good agreement with each other

(Fig. 4). The differences between the volumetrically calcu-
lated ρL and ρ1 m

µCT are on average only 0.6 %. As the µCT
density is sensitive to calibration, we consider ρL to be more
accurate for a 1 m interval. Some systematically higher val-
ues in the µCT measurements can be caused by low-quality
calibration in single measurements. Therefore, for the 1 m
surface snow density we use ρL. For the comparison of inter-
vals smaller than 1 m, we use the µCT-derived density ρµCT
(Table 1).

Figure 4. Comparison of liner density (ρL) with µCT density(
ρ1 m
µCT

)
calculated from the 114 liners along the traverse. Values

of both measurements are in good agreement with an R2 of 0.94.
The linear fit is given with a grey solid line; the dashed black line
represents x = y.

2.4 Finding a representative density

Fisher et al. (1985) defined stratigraphic noise as a “ran-
dom element caused by the surface irregularities”, which
is present in any taken snow profile or ice core. This
stratigraphic noise is mainly caused by spatially inhomoge-
neous deposition in combination with wind, leading to snow
patches or dune structures that usually have a spatial extent
of several meters. This stratigraphic noise hampers the repre-
sentative (i.e., for a certain location or area) estimate of sur-
face snow density, when not considered in the sampling strat-
egy. To still be able to get a representative value or profile (of
density or other parameters) at a given spot, several samples
have to be taken at a distance, at which they are not subject
to the same stratigraphic noise. For example, samples should
not be taken from the same dune or snow patch, as these
values cannot be considered to be spatially independent. By
stacking or averaging independent samples, the stratigraphic
noise is reduced. For example, this has also been performed
for isotopes (Karlöf et al., 2006; Münch et al., 2016), and a
common (annual or seasonal) climatic signal can be retrieved
despite a high level of stratigraphic noise.

The (minimum) sampling distance between two samples
was quantitatively described for snow density by Laepple et
al. (2016). In a 2D high-resolution trench study at Kohnen
Station they have shown that the correlation coefficient be-
tween single profiles decreases rapidly with increasing dis-
tance and settles at a constant value after 5–10 m. In the fol-
lowing we refer to samples taken at this distance as “spatially
independent”. Consequently, we consider the multiple snow
profiles at one location to provide spatially independent ρL.
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In the OIR trench, we assume a sampling distance of 5 m be-
tween two profiles to be sufficient.

For a representative 1 m ρloc, we aim for a relative error of
less than 2 %. To test how many snow samples per location
are needed for this representativeness, we calculated σ 1 m

H of
ρloc. We used the maximum number of spatially independent
ρL for ρloc (further called n). We did this for both the multi-
ple liners at the traverse locations and the OIR trench. At the
locations along the traverse we use all four available ρL val-
ues (n= 4) to calculate σ 1 m

H of ρloc. In the trench, we created
two sets of ρL, which have a minimum sampling distance of
5 m. We get two sets of seven (n= 7; using different snow
profiles in both sets) and calculated the mean value of both
sets. We then derive the standard error (σn), which depends
on the number n of ρL at a given location, by

σn = σ
1 m
H /

√
[2;n= 1], (1)

with the denominator being a varying number of snow pro-
files from 2 to n− 1. This means, for example, when using
seven profiles (like one set in the OIR trench), we are able
to calculate the standard error for two to six profiles. In this
way we use the maximum sample size without an artificially
caused bias in the data. This can happen, for instance, by
creating sets with a small sample size and picking ρL ran-
domly. Accordingly by (a) using large volumetric samples
we improve the accuracy, and by (b) using several profiles at
each location we improve the representativeness of the den-
sity values derived for each location. We are therefore able
to deliver a more accurate and representative density of each
site, compared to previous studies.

2.5 Definition of subregions on the EAP

We pooled several snow profiles for further investigation to
characterize the surface density of a larger (≥ 10 000 km2) re-
gion. We chose a minimum number of 10 profiles (0–1 m) per
area. We followed the classification of Furukawa et al. (1996)
as well as possible and used the 3500 m a.s.l. contour line as
the approximate boundary between different wind and accu-
mulation regimes on the katabatic wind zone and the inte-
rior plateau (calm accumulation zone). This way we clas-
sified one major area “ascending plateau area” (AP) with
64 profiles, covering roughly 140 000 km2 between Kohnen
Station and OIR camp and the smaller “interior plateau”
(IP) with 29 profiles between OIR camp and Plateau Sta-
tion (28 500 km2). We did not include the OIR trench, as this
specific location would have been overrepresented. The area
around B53 (28 500 km2) was treated as a separate area as it
is on the interior plateau close to the ice divide (“B53 and
vicinity” – 10 profiles). Additionally, we handled the area
around Kohnen Station (Ko) with roughly 10 000 km2 as an-
other separate unit (“Kohnen and vicinity” – 45 profiles).
The sample availability at Kohnen Station from other stud-
ies is sufficient, several liners from other sampling programs
in seasons 2015/16 (16 profiles) and 2016/17 (18 profiles)

have been added to the evaluation. The areas are color-coded
in the overview map (Fig. 1).

As we present density data on different scales, in this con-
text we use the term “local” scale for distances between pro-
files at one location and the area around a sampling location
(i.e., tens of meters, Table 1). In contrast, the term “regional”
scale is used for distances between several locations (100 to
1000 km) and areas in the dimensions of the subregions de-
fined above. For all subsets, we present a spatial distribution
of ρL and ρloc.

2.6 Optical leveling

The relative surface elevation of the OIR trench was mea-
sured using optical leveling at each profile position and in
between two consecutive profiles. Additionally, at the OIR
camp and Plateau Station surface roughness transects were
measured. The optical level was placed at the transect start-
ing point. The first height measurement was done at a 10 m
distance to the starting point and repeated every 2 m up to a
58 m distance relative to the start, resulting in 25 measuring
points per transect. In total six transects have been done at
one location with 1 m lateral spacing between them.

3 Results

3.1 Snow and firn density in the OIR trench

ρL ranges in the OIR trench from 347 to 380 kg m−3. We
calculated ρloc for the OIR trench (± standard deviation)
with 365± 10 kg m−3, which is 3.1 % higher than for the
whole traverse (Sect. 3.2). σH is between 10 and 27 kg m−3

for 0.1 m sampling intervals and between 5 and 10 kg m−3

for 1 m sampling intervals (Fig. 5 and Table 4). The highest
σ 0.1 m

H can be found in the top 0.3 m. σ 3 m
V of the 3 m profiles

is 34 kg m−3 (Table 4).

3.2 Snow and firn density along the traverse

Here we present data from Sect. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Along the
traverse we find ρL ranging from 324 kg m−3 (pos. 22C) to
382 kg m−3 (pos. 16A). The average ρL calculated from 114
liners along the traverse is 354± 11 kg m−3 (Fig. 6).
ρloc (Table 1) is calculated from multiple snow profiles

(Sect. 2.2.2) at each location. At locations 21 and 1 close
to Kohnen Station we find the lowest ρloc with 344 and
345 kg m−3, respectively. The highest ρloc is found at po-
sition 5 with 372 kg m−3 (Table 2). The average ρloc along
the traverse is 355± 8 kg m−3. To characterize the surface
variability, we calculated σ 1 m

H for each location separately.
The minimum σ 1 m

H is 2 kg m−3 at position 20 (and posi-
tion 13 with only two profiles taken); the maximum σ 1 m

H is
15 kg m−3 at position 22.
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Figure 5. Density of the OIR trench from 30 profiles in vertical 1 m (liner density, a, b) and 0.1 m sampling intervals (µCT density, c, d) in a
color-coded plot. For the profiles in 0.1 m intervals, we used a common depth scale for the whole trench starting at the top of the profile with
the highest surface elevation (profile 30); all other liners start at the measured relative height. We then calculated the density of each 0.1 m
interval according to the common depth scale. ρL and ρ0.1 m

µCT , respectively, are given in a blue (low density) to red (high density) color code.
On the right of each panel, σH of the respective depth interval is shown.

A detailed overview of all ρloc and σ 1 m
H along the traverse

can be found in Table 2, and a visualization is in the appendix
(Fig. 13).

3.3 Representativeness of surface snow density on local
scales

In Fig. 7 we compare the calculated σn according to Sect. 2.4.
For four spatially independent snow profiles in the OIR
trench, we get a value for σn of less than 1.5 % (4.9 kg m−3)
relative to ρloc (355±2 kg m−3). We note that on average σn
in the OIR trench is higher than the average of the four areal
subsets (7.0 kg m−3 in contrast to 6.1 kg m−3 for two profiles
and 5.7 kg m−3 in contrast to 5.0 kg m−3 for three profiles).

Consequently, we consider four snow profiles to be suffi-
cient for a ρloc with σn of less than 2 %. Unfortunately, we

cannot test a number of profiles higher than six. But assum-
ing a constant σ 1 m

H , seven spatially independent profiles are
needed to assure a relative σn of less than 1 %.

3.4 Representativeness of surface snow density on
regional scales

In the spatial density distribution of ρL and ρloc, we find sim-
ilar values for Kohnen and vicinity (352±1 kg m−3), ascend-
ing plateau area (356± 1 kg m−3) and the interior plateau
(355±2 kg m−3) (Fig. 8). These have less than 1 % difference
from the average value of the whole traverse. Only B53 and
vicinity show lower density values (349± 3 kg m−3, −1.7 %
compared to the traverse location mean density 355 kg m−3).

Looking at the density distribution of the high-resolution
µCT density profiles (for details, see Appendix), we find
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Figure 6. Histogram of (a) liner density (ρL) and (b) location mean density (ρloc) along the whole traverse route (profiles of the OIR trench
not included). For both plots we used a bin width of 5 kg m−3. The average liner density and location mean density, respectively, are shown
by the red dashed line in (a) and (b).

Table 2. ρloc at each location with multiple liners and the respective standard deviation. The number of liners at each location is given in
brackets. For locations and abbreviations see Fig. 1.

Location Longitude Latitude Elevation ρloc σ 1 m
H

(no. of ρL values) (◦) (◦) (m a.s.l.) Sampling date (kg m−3) (kg m−3)

1 (4) 2.89 −75.11 2990 14 December 2016 345 8
2 (4) 6.12 −75.18 3146 15 December 2016 355 10
3 (4) 9.58 −75.21 3301 16 December 2016 360 13
4 (4) 12.66 −75.18 3400 17 December 2016 350 9
5 (4) – B51 15.40 −75.13 3470 18 December 2016 372 7
6 (4) 16.32 −75.47 3484 19 December 2016 353 14
7 (4) 18.33 −76.19 3463 20 December 2016 346 8
8 (4) 20.66 −76.90 3456 21 December 2016 355 9
9 (4) 23.19 −77.57 3452 22 December 2016 351 12
10 (4) 26.30 −78.29 3455 23 December 2016 346 5
11 (2) 29.38 −78.89 3461 24 December 2016 350 6
12 (4) – OIR/B54 30.00 −79.00 3473 26 December 2016 358 6
13 (2) 35.69 −79.18 3576 6 January 2017 362 2
14 (4) – B55 40.56 −79.24 3665 9–11 January 2017 352 10
15 (4) – B56 34.97 −79.33 3544 16–18 January 2017 351 8
16 (4) 27.28 −78.84 3416 23 January 2017 366 11
17 (4) 22.64 −78.50 3325 24 January 2017 358 7
18 (4) 17.62 −78.02 3259 25 January 2017 356 5
19 (3) 12.03 −77.32 3153 26 January 2017 365 6
20 (4) 7.20 −76.54 3067 27 January 2017 368 2
21 (4) 2.90 −75.67 2959 28 January 2017 344 7
22 (4) – B53 31.91 −76.79 3737 26 December 2016 345 15
Whole traverse (22 ρloc) – – – – 355 8

a normal distribution of the snow density in the first meter
(Fig. 9). We see a shift towards higher densities in the OIR
trench and a higher probability for lower densities in B53 and
vicinity, but in general a similar distribution of density in all
subregions is found.

We calculated the confidence interval (95 %) of ρL for
each respective subregion (Table 3). We want to stress that

the number of samples of “B53 and vicinity” is lower than
recommended for this method. The mean value for the tra-
verse is represented in all four intervals of the subregions. We
note that the interval for Kohnen and vicinity just includes
this value.

The snow density directly measured at the surface in gen-
eral shows high spatial variability (Figs. 5 and 10). To char-
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Figure 7. Standard error (σn) of the location mean density (ρloc) as a function of the number of profiles (n). Triangles represent samples
from the OIR trench while colored circles show samples along the traverse in the respective subsets (Sect. 2.5).

Figure 8. Histograms of the liner density (ρL) for the four subregions (Fig. 1). The bin width for each histogram is 5 kg m−3. The average
ρL (Fig. 6a) is given as a red dashed line while the liner density of the respective subregion is marked with a blue dashed line.
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Figure 9. Density distribution from surface to 1 m depth of the µCT
density. It is based on all available liners – 114 liners from the tra-
verse (according to their subregion), 30 liners for the OIR trench
(grey) and 16 liners from Kohnen Station (not this study) with a bin
width of 2 kg m−3. We used the same color code for the subregions
(Sect. 2.5) as in Fig. 1.

Table 3. Confidence intervals of 95 % for each pooled area.

Lower Upper
boundary boundary

Area (number of samples) (kg m−3) (kg m−3)

Whole traverse (114) 352 356
Kohnen and vicinity (45) 350 354
Ascending plateau area (64) 353 358
B53 and vicinity (10) 341 357
Interior plateau (29) 351 358
OIR trench (30) 361 368

acterize the spatial variability of density in a given area (tens
of meters for traverse locations and trenches, hundreds of
meters for Kohnen Station), we use the parameter σH. For
a comparison we used snow liners along the traverse (liners
sampled at OIR trench presented in a separate column), from
Kohnen Station (Schaller, 2018) and from East Greenland
Ice-core Project (EGRIP) camp site (75◦37′ N, 35◦59′W;
2702 m a.s.l.). Shown is also σV for the respective areas,
which can be interpreted as temporal (seasonal or annual)
variations in density. We computed both (σH and σV) for 0.1,
0.5 and 1 m intervals each (Table 4).

3.5 Small-scale topography at OIR camp and Plateau
Station

The maximum height difference between the lowest (first)
and highest (last) profiles in the OIR trench is 38.5 cm. The
height values of each position are given in the appendix (Ta-

ble 6). We find significant differences in the surface topogra-
phy at both places. At OIR camp the height differences be-
tween the lowest and highest points of the measured transects
are 60 % larger than the height differences at Plateau Station
(Table 5). The variation in height differences between the six
transects at each location is low with a standard deviation of
2.4 cm (OIR camp) and 2.0 cm (Plateau Station).

4 Discussion

4.1 Liner method vs. discrete sampling

To discuss the 1 m snow density using the liner technique, we
compare our dataset with data by Oerter (2008). In that study,
snow pits with 20 km spacing have been dug and sampled
along a small transect from Kohnen Station upstream towards
B51 (comp. Fig. 1). A detailed map of the sampled region by
Oerter (2008) is available in Huybrechts et al. (2007). Snow
density has been measured volumetrically in each snow pit
using discrete samples in 0.1 m depth intervals. We compare
our results with density data from locations 1 to 4 (including
single snow profiles in between) at two different depth res-
olutions (0.1 and 1 m). For our study, we use ρ0.1 m

µCT and ρL.
For the 1 m interval from Oerter (2008) we use the average
density value of all discrete samples between 0 and 1 m.
ρ1 m values from both studies are in good agreement

with each other. ρ1 m derived with the liner method tends
to be 1 %–5 % higher than the one from Oerter (2008)
(Fig. 10). A higher discrepancy can be seen in the mean
density of the upper 0.1 m. While we find on average
ρ0.1 m
µCT = 349 kg m−3 from liner measurements, ρ0.1 m for

Oerter (2008) is 293 kg m−3. The calculated σ 0.1 m
H over the

whole distance is 31 kg m−3 for our study and 25 kg m−3 for
Oerter (2008). Interestingly, ρ0.1 m in Oerter (2008) is always
lower than ρ1 m, which is not the case in samples from our
study. Due to the soft and unconsolidated snow at the sur-
face, we assume that the undersampling error is higher at the
surface for small sampling devices, which forces a system-
atic error towards smaller values (Fig. 10). Snow in greater
depth has undergone sintering processes and is more coher-
ent; therefore the undersampling error should also be smaller.
Additionally, a systematic error with increasing depth in the
data by Oerter (2008) cannot be excluded, as the sampling
device (core cutter) might densify the snow with each interval
due to the thick wall in relation to the sampling volume. In
contrast to other devices, the liner method preserves the orig-
inal stratigraphy of the snow column. In combination with
the µCT measurement on different chosen depth intervals,
this results in a density value with less uncertainty, especially
for small sampling intervals at the snow surface. Despite the
sampling strategy, the difference between both datasets can
be caused by different weather conditions during the sam-
pling. This affects in particular the upper centimeter of the
snow column.
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Table 4. Comparison of σ (horizontal and vertical) for each depth interval (from surface to respective depth) of samples from the traverse
and OIR trench (this study), Kohnen Station and a trench from EGRIP (Schaller, 2018).

σ 0−X σV Traverse σH Traverse σVOIR trench σH OIR trench σV Kohnen σH Kohnen σV EGRIP σH EGRIP
(kg m−3) (22 locations, (22 locations, (30 profiles) (30 profiles) Station Station trench trench

4 profiles) 4 profiles) (16 profiles) (16 profiles) (22 profiles) (22 profiles)

0.1 m 24 23 19 25 31 23 24 17
0.5 m 33 11 33 14 31 9 33 9
1.0 m 34 8 34 10 33 6 43 7

Table 5. Maximum height differences (m) along transects one to six at Plateau Station and B56.

1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean

OIR camp 0.268 0.280 0.310 0.330 0.319 0.310 0.303
Plateau Station 0.180 0.211 0.180 0.174 0.150 0.212 0.184

4.2 Comparison of different sampling intervals

In the following we discuss the advantages of a 1 m snow
density in contrast to smaller depth intervals. In this context
we refer to the data presented in Table 4. At sites with ac-
cumulation rates higher than 100 kg m−2 a−1 (e.g., EGRIP),
small sampling intervals (< 0.5 m) do not contain the sea-
sonal or annual variability over several years (see also data by
Oerter, 2008, in Fig. 10), at sites with lower accumulation (in
this context < 60 kg m−2 a−1) the density might be masked
by the high stratigraphic noise. Both effects can be seen in the
low σ 0.1 m

V in contrast to σ 1 m
V looking at data from different

sites in Table 4. Higher σ 1 m
V in snow profiles from EGRIP are

caused by a clearer seasonal density cycle, which is barely or
not detectable on the EAP. This can be explained with higher
temperatures as well as higher accumulation rates at EGRIP.
In the case of surface melting like in the year 2012 (Nghiem
et al., 2012), σ 1 m

V can be even higher. We find lower σH at the
surface in samples from EGRIP in contrast to EAP. This can
be explained by the non-uniform deposition causing high un-
dulations in the surface topography. We measured the topog-
raphy in the form of dune heights (Table 5), which are often
30 to 40 cm high and exceed the yearly accumulation by far.
Snow layers do not form as spatially consistently as at sites
where the (predicted) yearly layer thickness is larger than the
amplitude of dunes. This also affects the snow density as the
signal cannot form homogenously over a larger distance and
causes larger σH. For all presented sites, the σ 0.1 m

H is 2.4 to 4
times higher than the σ 1 m

H , which is explainable by the more
comprehensive density spectrum over larger depth intervals.
This high horizontal variability is mainly caused by the ex-
isting small-scale topography, in particular dunes. The vari-
ability decreases below the maximum measured dune heights
of 30–35 cm below the surface. These dunes have a higher
snow density (Birnbaum et al., 2010) than snow that gets de-
posited in local depressions due to enhanced wind packing
(see Sect. 4.3). This is also visualized for the OIR trench in

Fig. 5. A snow patch of low density can be seen at the sur-
face between 0 and 5 m (horizontal distance) and rather high
density between 18 and 25 m (horizontal distance) (Fig. 5c).
This illustrated the need to choose a far enough distance to
reduce the effect of stratigraphic noise (Sect. 2.5).

The temperature-dependent densification effect does not
affect the 1 m snow density substantially. By comparing all
µCT density profiles over depth, we cannot see a significant
increase in density over the first meter. Also according to the
model by Herron and Langway (1980), at a temperature of
−43 ◦C (annual mean air temperature at Kohnen Station af-
ter Medley et al., 2018), the increase in snow density by den-
sification from the surface to 1 m depth is 10 kg m−3. At a
−53 ◦C annual mean air temperature (−10 ◦C compared to
Kohnen Station) the densification is roughly 8.3 kg m−3. A
temperature change of −1 ◦C would lower the densification-
induced density by about 0.17 kg m−3.

In summary, due to the high snow density variability in the
upper decimeters of the snowpack, we suggest the 1 m den-
sity as a feasible approach to derive the surface snow density
independently of local recent weather conditions. For a rep-
resentative value, at least four samples should be taken per
location with the respective sampling distance. The densifi-
cation of snow over the first meter is negligibly small. Fur-
thermore, we want to advert to the time efficiency of the liner
method here. A 1 m snowpack density with four samples can
be obtained within 1 h. Even if a high-resolution study in a
snow pit is done, a snow profile using a liner can always be
added to the discrete sampling in a snow pit for comparison.

4.3 Temporal and vertical variation in density along
the traverse

Long-term changes in temperature, accumulation rate or
wind systems can also affect fluctuations in density. At
Kohnen Station a 1 ◦C temperature rise per decade has been
recorded by an automatic weather station, jointly operated by
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Figure 10. Density values of this study (black) in comparison with those from snow pit sampling by Oerter (2008) (grey). The samples are
taken along a comparable transect line. Density is given as mean value from the snow surface to the respective depth. The spatial variability
in both 1 and 0.1 m intervals can be seen by the spread of points in data of this study at one sampling location (comp. Table 3).

the Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research (IMAU)
and AWI (Reijmer and van den Broeke, 2003) over the past
20 years and discussed by Medley et al. (2018). Recent stud-
ies postulate in some areas of Antarctica, partly also on the
EAP, an increase in the accumulation rate (Frieler et al.,
2015; Medley and Thomas, 2019) caused by a temperature
rise. However, accurate accumulation rates for the interior
EAP are hard to determine and are generally overestimated
(Anschütz et al., 2011).

We test the impact on surface snow density of a 1 ◦C tem-
perature rise as well as a 15 % increase in accumulation rate
at Kohnen Station. We use the surface snow density parame-
terization after Kaspers et al. (2004):

ρ = 7.36× 10−2
+ 1.06× 10−3T + 6.69× 10−2Ȧ

+ 4.77× 10−3W, (2)

where T is the 10 m firn temperature (K), Ȧ the accumulation
rate (kg m2 a−1) and W the mean wind speed (m s−1).

For comparison we also use the surface snow density pa-
rameterization after Sugiyama et al. (2012), as this one has
been calibrated in particular with samples along a traverse
over the EAP:

ρ = 305+ 0.629T + 0.150Ȧ+ 13.5W, (3)

with T (◦C), Ȧ (kg m2 a−1) and W (m s−1) at the given loca-
tion.

A temperature rise of 1 ◦C and an increase in accumu-
lation rate of 15 % at Kohnen Station would increase the
surface snow density by 1.7 kg m−3 according to Kaspers
et al. (2004) and by 2.0 kg m−3 according to Sugiyama et
al. (2012). According to both parameterizations, the differ-
ence in density between this study and Oerter (2008) cannot
be solely attributed to these climatic changes as both poten-
tial increases are inside the error range of ρloc. Despite un-
certainties in the precision of the sampling method or natural
(climatic) variability, the discrepancy in surface density be-
tween both datasets can also be caused by stratigraphic noise
over time. To give an example here, we compare ρloc of snow
profiles from Kohnen Station taken in two different seasons
at the same position. We use 17 profiles along a transect line
with 0.5 m spacing from the season in 16/17, which were re-
sampled in the season in 18/19 (both unpublished). The cli-
matic conditions during this time span did not change signif-
icantly. ρloc(16/17) and ρloc(18/19) both have the same value
and the same standard deviation 350± 6 kg m−3. Although
this example can give an estimate for the robustness of our
density measurements using the liner method, we are not able
to completely decouple the spatial variability and the tempo-
ral variability as we cannot resample the exact same position
(and thus the exact same snow).

In a second test, we use an annual mean temperature of
−50 ◦C (223.15 K), accumulation rate of 40 kg m2 a−1 and
wind speed of 6 m s−1, which are roughly the mean values of
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Figure 11. Location mean density (ρloc) as well as liner density (ρL) along one leg of the traverse route, from Kohnen Station to B51, further
along the ice divide to B53 and from Plateau Station straight back to Kohnen Station. σn calculated from the OIR trench (Sect. 3.3) is given
by vertical error bars at each location. A mean density value for Kohnen Station was calculated from samples not collected in this study
(Sect. 2.5). The red dashed horizontal line indicates the mean density along the whole traverse, and the standard error (σn) is indicated with
grey shading. The triangles show the parameterized density values according to Ligtenberg et al. (2011).

the area covered with the traverse. While the parameteriza-
tion by Sugiyama et al. (2012) is fairly accurate compared to
our 1 m snow density (+5 kg m−3), keeping the temperature
and accumulation rate constant we have to increase the wind
speed to 9 m s−1 to reach the surface snow density along the
traverse using the parameterization by Kaspers et al. (2004).

In general we conclude that several parameterizations for
the surface snow density (Kaspers et al., 2004; Sugiyama et
al., 2012) need further tuning for regions with low accumu-
lation and low temperatures like the EAP. Rather, local pa-
rameterizations should be used for regions with similar en-
vironmental conditions instead of continent-wide parameter-
izations.

4.4 A representative surface snow density on the EAP

In order to overcome the sparsity of ground truth surface
snow density, regional climate models and derivatives with
adequate snow deposition modules are often used to obtain
estimates of accumulation and surface snow density on a full
regional scale. Ligtenberg et al. (2011) presented firn density
averaged from surface to 1 m depth over a period from 1979
to 2011. It is forced by RACMO2.3p1 mass fluxes and skin
temperature and gridded at 27 km resolution.

Compared to the firn densification model presented by
Ligtenberg et al. (2011), we find systematically higher val-
ues for density on the interior EAP than the model predicts
for the same locations. While ρloc spans the range from 346

to 372 kg m−3, the firn model provides a range from 308 to
332 kg m−3 (Fig. 11). Having sound statistics at these loca-
tions, we exclude the systematic bias to be caused by our ob-
servations, but rather we assume a shortcoming of the model
to yield densities which are about 10 % too low. This could
be caused by a multitude of reasons, e.g., model physics, spa-
tial and temporal resolution, or forcing. As the parameteriza-
tion by Kaspers et al. (2004) provides density values closer
to our ground truth data than the model output by Ligtenberg
et al. (2011), we suggest revising the used slope correction
(Helsen et al., 2008) for the EAP.

Our observation is consistent with recent field observa-
tions on the EAP (Sugiyama et al., 2012) or snow density
collections from over 2 decades (Tian et al., 2018). Sugiyama
et al. (2012) found a density around 350 kg m−3 for the same
depth interval (0–1 m) along a traverse between Dome F and
Kohnen Station, with a similar spatial variability. Neverthe-
less, we cannot detect a clear trend in density along the whole
traverse route. A potential reason might be the increase in el-
evation, distance to the coast and major Dronning Maud Land
(DML) ice divide on the one hand and the decrease in tem-
perature as well as accumulation rate (Fig. 11) on the other
hand. As the sampling took 6 weeks in total (Table 2), we
exclude an effect of seasonal density variability as well as a
significant effect of accumulation during the traverse (as the
only observed accumulation on the traverse was a few dia-
mond dust events above 3500 m a.s.l. during the nights and
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some drift snow). We explain the increase in surface den-
sity along the ice divide from Kohnen Station towards B51
(Figs. 8b and 11) by smaller grain sizes due to decreasing
temperature. The combination of the lower accumulation rate
and longer exposition and mixing at the snow surface seems
to create a higher surface snow density here. The observa-
tion of this systematic change in density is also visible in
results of Sugiyama et al. (2012) and not captured by firn
models. In fact, the model by Ligtenberg et al. (2011) shows
the opposite trend along this traverse section (km 0–500 in
Fig. 11). High density at B51 goes along with stronger dune
formation than at Kohnen Station, which was observed to in-
crease along this traverse part, and higher potential for wind
packing due to lower accumulation rates. This is consistent
with observations of dune formation at wind speeds exceed-
ing 10 m s−1 (Birnbaum et al., 2010) or observation of wind-
packing events (Sommer et al., 2018) causing increased snow
density.

Modeled density is parameterized by wind speed, but the
process of denser packing by wind scouring and redistri-
bution over the time until the snow is finally buried might
be underestimated. We assume that the modeled low den-
sity values for locations 14 and 15 (Plateau Station and B56,
Fig. 11) in the calm accumulation zone are caused by the
relatively low wind speed (Lenaerts and van den Broeke,
2012; Sanz Rodrigo et al., 2012), in combination with low
temperatures and humidity (Picciotto et al., 1971). But the
wind on the interior plateau is not strong enough to cause
wind packing and sintering of snow crystals. It rather redis-
tributes them smoothly at the surface, which also happens at
low wind speeds. This process is significantly different from
wind packing at high wind speeds. Thus as the sintering pro-
cess is prolongated it increases the density on the long term,
which also causes an increase in density variability at the sur-
face. But as the low densities cannot be seen for the whole in-
terior plateau region (Fig. 8d), we consider it to be a process
that needs very specific settings on the high plateau than av-
erage characteristics. The abundance of wind speeds higher
than 10 m s−1 might be a limiting factor in this context.

Different environmental conditions at B53 and vicinity
might cause lower density here as well (Fig. 8c). High σn
for subset B53 and vicinity should not be over-interpreted, as
only one sampling location with four profiles is present there.
Still, σloc is highest here amongst all locations with multiple
liners along the traverse (compare also σ 1 m

H in Table 2). An
explanation can be a different wind and accumulation regime
at the distant side of the ice divide causing high heterogeneity
on a very small scale.

Small fluctuations in density within the error range at
nearby locations can be explained by stratigraphic noise
(Laepple et al., 2016; Münch et al., 2016). Stronger vari-
ations in density, e.g., beyond 1 standard variation, can be
caused by a complex interaction between wind speed and sur-
face roughness on the small scale but also have been shown to
originate from dynamic interaction of ice flow over bedrock

undulations, thus altering surface slope and in turn elevation
and accumulation rate on the large scale in this region (An-
schütz et al., 2011; Eisen et al., 2005; Rotschky et al., 2004).
For a detailed conclusion regarding the influence of bedrock
topography on the density fluctuations in our data, we con-
sider the local scale (10 m) to be too small and the regional
scale (100 km) to be too large. We suggest a different sam-
pling scale (i.e., 10 km spacing of representative density) for
this purpose.

As already stated above, we cannot conclusively attribute
a cause to the model behavior as we also neglected the at-
mospheric forcing of the firn densification models, which
could explain parts of the density discrepancy between field
data and modeled values. Unfortunately, it is also difficult to
pin down the mechanism for the observed systematic spatial
distribution of density. As the surface snow density param-
eterizations are mainly dependent on temperature and wind
speed, the influence of both might be too high while pro-
cesses acting on the snow surface like snow redistribution
and packing play a major role in snow density. Obviously, a
dedicated sensitivity study with a snow deposition and firn
model is needed to discriminate the various processes affect-
ing post-depositional snow metamorphism and densification.
We suggest setting up a specific model test designed for the
EAP and using datasets like ours and those from compara-
ble studies as the standard against which to evaluate model
outcomes.

4.5 Application to satellite altimetry of ice sheets

Firn densification models are used in altimetry to convert
height changes of the ice sheets to mass changes. The more
accurate the modeled firn density provided by these models
is, the lower the uncertainties in the calculated mass changes
will be. Therefore, our presented density data can be of par-
ticular interest to improve the accuracy of ice sheet mass bal-
ances.

One way in altimetry is to use a simple density mask as
an input parameter (e.g., McMillan et al., 2014; Schröder et
al., 2019). In regions with a strong influence of ice dynamics,
only the density of ice is used. In the remaining areas, also
in large parts of East Antarctica where the ice flow velocities
are low (Rignot et al., 2011), the density of firn is used. In
this conversion, uncertainties in snow density have a direct
impact on the result in mass. In our case, the 10 % density
underestimation in previous studies can lead to a 10 % mass
error (e.g., Alexander et al., 2019). Shepherd et al. (2019), in
contrast, use firn or ice density by defining areas of dynamic
imbalance, which depend on surface uplift or lowering in re-
lation to firn column changes. This method is even more sen-
sitive to uncertainties in the firn densification models, as it
subtracts variations in firn density over time.

Despite the impact of density on the height-to-mass con-
version, the snowpack properties can also influence the mi-
crowave penetration into the snow and therefore considerably
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affect the radar altimetric measurements. Generally, snow
properties like density, grain size and liquid water content
can influence the permittivity (Mätzler, 1996), but spatiotem-
poral variations in these parameters also influence the mea-
surements (Davis and Zwally, 1993). Furthermore layering
of the snowpack seems to affect the penetration depth, like
shown in Slater et al. (2019) for Greenland. Interestingly,
the density distribution of density (Fig. 9) does not show as
much difference between the subregions as previously ex-
pected due to different accumulation rates. While we can see
differences on the local scale (OIR trench), on the regional
scale the vertical density distribution of the subregions is
very congruent. Therefore further high-resolution studies on
the vertical variability of the snowpack are needed on the
EAP, especially with regard to high surface variability.

4.6 Impact of surface snow density on the firn depth on
the EAP

In the following we provide an idea of how the mass of
the firn column depends on the choice of the surface den-
sity. Based on our findings we employ a simple quantita-
tive calculation of the mass in the firn column with the
density data presented in this study (average ρloc) using
the semiempirical firn densification model by Herron and
Langway (1980). We use an annual mean temperature of
−50 ◦C and an accumulation rate of 40 kg m2 a−1 as input
parameters. We use the two different surface snow densities
ρ0(1)= 320 kg m−3 (Ligtenberg et al., 2011) and ρ0(2)=
355 kg m−3 (this study) and sum up the water equivalent
(w.e.; based on 1000 kg m−3) in the firn column.

We calculated 59.0 m w.e. for ρ0(1) and 61.0 m w.e. for
ρ0(2) in the firn column down to the firn–ice transition in
92.9 m, where scenario ρ0(2) reaches the critical density of
830 kg m−3. The calculation is in good agreement with firn
density (µCT) measured in core B53 (unpublished data).
This difference of +2 m w.e. corresponds roughly to an un-
derestimation of 3 % mass for the firn column only using the
modeled initial density. Other effects like an overestimation
of the accumulation rate on the interior plateau are not taken
into account.

5 Conclusion

We presented surface snow density data along a traverse
route from Kohnen Station to former Plateau Station on the
EAP using the time-efficient liner method. By using the
liner technique (this study and, for example, Schaller et al.,
2016) we can reduce the sampling error from up to ±4 %
for other measurement techniques (Conger and McClung,
2009) to less than 2 % relative error for a 1 m snow density.
The method covers seasonal and annual variations at sites
of high accumulation and reduces the influence of high sur-
face roughness in relation to the annual accumulation in low-

accumulation areas. Especially in the upper 30 cm we see the
highest stratigraphic variability in snow density. As long as
the accumulation does not exceed 0.5 m of snow per year
(independent of the snow density), we suggest a 1 m snow
density using the liner method as the best way to quantify
surface snow density as the 1 m interval offers high accuracy
and is representative when repeated several times. It is not bi-
ased by the seasonal density variations or weather conditions,
balances high surface roughness with multiple samples, has
negligible undersampling errors as well as snow compaction
and is very time efficient.

We compared the presented snow profiles to density data
from snow pits by Oerter (2008). We found 1 %–5 % lower
1 m snow densities, which cannot be attributed to a tempera-
ture change between the sampling dates only. For the density
from the surface to 0.1 m depth we find a considerable 16 %
difference in density that we explain with a systematic sam-
pling error. This systematic error makes comparisons of old
and new datasets with different sampling devices difficult, as
an increase in mass in Antarctica or an underestimation of
mass in the past is hard to detect.

Especially on the EAP, field data are sparse. We conclude
that four spatially independent snow profiles are necessary
to determine a snow density value with an error lower than
1.5 % of the mean. To further verify this result in future stud-
ies, we suggest testing this with a similar sampling scheme
with five and more profiles using the liner technique. A cir-
cular setup with one profile in the midpoint and four to six
profiles along a circle with a radius of 10 m to keep spatial
independency might be a feasible approach.

Our results are in good agreement with earlier den-
sity studies partly made in the same region (Sugiyama et
al., 2012). We suggest a representative mean density of
355 kg m−3 for surface snow on regional scales on the EAP.
As we find a high variability on different spatial scales, we
suggest averaging point measurements for snow density over
regional scales to find a spatially representative density value
for surface snow instead of using single measurements. We
divided the area covered by the traverse into subregions due
to different environmental regimes, but we cannot find signif-
icant differences in surface snow density among them. Nat-
ural variability in snow density seems to be higher than pre-
viously assumed. Especially on the regional scale, we cannot
see a clear correlation between temperature and accumula-
tion rate with snow density. For future studies we therefore
suggest sampling transects of 50–100 km with representative
density samples every 1 km to investigate the influence of to-
pography changes on snow density in more detail.

We also suggest further tuning of parameterizations of the
surface snow density in firn models, especially for regions
with environmental conditions like the EAP, which currently
produce densities which are almost 10 % lower than our ob-
served values. We did not test the climatic forcing in firn
models, which also can contribute to this significant offset.
Neglecting the forcing, an underestimation of surface snow
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density can lead to a 3 % mass underestimation in the firn col-
umn of East Antarctica. These errors or biases in 1 m snow
density can lead to large uncertainties in SMB. Improving
densification models with the presented density data can also
increase the accuracy of ice sheet SMB derived by altimetry,
as a 10 % offset in snow density, as presented in this study,
can lead to a 10 % error in SMB. We suggest further inves-
tigation of the density variability in depth (temporal vari-
ability) with local snowpack studies in high resolution and
whether this can affect altimetry measurements.
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Appendix A: Snow density profile

For a better understanding of Fig. 9, we show a density pro-
file over depth measured with theµCT. In the radioscopic im-
age the stratification of the snowpack is visible. In Fig. 9 we
took all high-resolution µCT density profiles along the tra-
verse, according to their subregion, as well as the OIR trench
and plotted the relative abundance of the density values in
2 kg m−3 intervals.

Figure A1. µCT density of a snow profile at position 15X. On the
left the radioscopic image of the snow profile is visible. Dark grey
color represents high-density values, and bright grey represents low-
density values. On the right, the corresponding density profile over
depth is shown.
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Appendix B: Geographical map of ρloc and σ 1 m
H

Figure B1. Location mean density (ρloc) and the horizontal standard deviation
(
σ 1 m

H

)
along the traverse. The according values can be found

in Table 2. Colored points show ρloc, grey edges σ 1 m
H .
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Appendix C: Height measurements along the OIR
trench surface

Table C1. Surface leveling along the OIR trench. Surface height
was measured at and in between subsequent sampling positions. In
column two we show the distance along the trench and in column
three the relative surface height in relation to the last profile.

Sample Distance Relative surface height
position (cm) (to profile 30) (cm)

1 0 −38.5
59 −31

2 125 −23.4
178 −33

3 237 −21.6
274 −16.1

4 309 −12.7
391 −17.8

5 462 −9.7
510 −19.3

6 556 −22.7
610 −30.1

7 672 −30.2
740 −34.7

8 800 −32.1
895 −35.7

9 970 −30.5
1030 −32.6

10 1088 −32.3
1150 −35

11 1209 −33.4
1278 −33.5

12 1343 −24.9
1395 −30.4

13 1440 −31.3
1510 −29.6

14 1575 −28.4
1675 −30.4

15 1750 −20.2
1790 −19.6

Table C1. Continued.

Sample Distance Relative surface height
position (cm) (to profile 30) (cm)

16 1832 −17.6
1880 −20.4

17 1934 −22.6
1998 −25.2

18 2056 −17.1
2100 −25

19 2145 −24.6
2230 −27.9

20 2282 −28.2
2380 −30

21 2449 −28.9
2500 −26.8

22 2545 −25.6
2619 −27.8

23 2700 −25.2
2760 −29.9

24 2815 −31.8
2940 −30.9

25 3051 −18.3
3120 −21.9

26 3177 −16
3245 −12.7

27 3310 −14.6
3368 −8.7

28 3412 −4.6
3432 −4.2

29 3453 −3.2
3488 −1.1

30 3522 0
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Data availability. Datasets will be uploaded to the open-access
repository Pangaea. They are available upon request to the authors
in the meantime.
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The occurrence of snowpack features has been used in the past to classify environmental
regimes on the polar ice sheets. Among these features are thin crusts with high density,
which contribute to firn stratigraphy and can have significant impact on firn ventilation as
well as on remotely inferred properties like accumulation rate or surface mass balance. The
importance of crusts in polar snowpack has been acknowledged, but nonetheless little is
known about their large-scale distribution. From snow profiles measured by means of
microfocus X-ray computer tomography we created a unique dataset showing the spatial
distribution of crusts in snow on the East Antarctic Plateau as well as in northern Greenland
including a measure for their local variability. With this method, we are able to find also
weak and oblique crusts, to count their frequency of occurrence and to measure the high-
resolution density. Crusts are local features with a small spatial extent in the range of tens of
meters. From several profiles per sampling site we are able to show a decreasing number
of crusts in surface snow along a traverse on the East Antarctic Plateau. Combining
samples from Antarctica and Greenland with a wide range of annual accumulation rate, we
find a positive correlation (R2 � 0.89) between the logarithmic accumulation rate and crusts
per annual layer in surface snow. By counting crusts in two Antarctic firn cores, we can
show the preservation of crusts with depth and discuss their temporal variability as well as
the sensitivity to accumulation rate. In local applications we test the robustness of crusts as
a seasonal proxy in comparison to chemical records like impurities or stable water
isotopes. While in regions with high accumulation rates the occurrence of crusts
shows signs of seasonality, in low accumulation areas dating of the snowpack should
be done using a combination of volumetric and stratigraphic elements. Our data can bring
new insights for the study of firn permeability, improving of remote sensing signals or the
development of new proxies in snow and firn core research.
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INTRODUCTION

Densification of snow to ice is one of the key processes at the
surface of ice sheets and glaciers (Herron and Langway, 1980).
The (local) characteristics at the interface of the atmosphere and
the ice pre-condition the rates of further densification (Hörhold
et al., 2011), which are of primary importance for the paleo-
atmospheric archive of air bubbles as well as observations of mass
balance (Zwally and Jun, 2017). Due to the rapid and significant
technological progress, there are plenty of methods to derive
snow properties of the polar ice sheets remotely. In contrast, field
observations are still preciously scarce, albeit of their necessity to
validate remote measurements of e.g. accumulation rate (Arthern
et al., 2006), surface snow density (Champollion et al., 2019),
grain size (Picard et al., 2012) or surface roughness (Tran et al.,
2008), or for properties which cannot be obtained remotely (yet)
like stratigraphic elements in the snow column.

By observing and describing the snow surface and snowpack
stratigraphy, regions of different environmental regimes have
been characterized, for instance, along overland traverses from
the coast to the interior plateau of East Antarctica (Furukawa
et al., 1992; Furukawa et al., 1996). These classifications, based on
field observations, are commonly used to explain regional
accumulation behavior or the influence of wind action on the
snow surface. Examples for observed snow characteristics are
megadunes in parts of Antarctica (Frezzotti et al., 2002) and
smaller wind-induced dunes in Dronning Maud Land (DML)
where a wind speed threshold of 10 ms−1 for dune formation at
Kohnen Station was reported (Birnbaum et al., 2010).

Directly at the snow surface formation conditions for glazed
surfaces on the West Antarctic Ice Sheet Divide (79°27.78′S,
112°7.51′W) have been monitored by Fegyveresi et al. (2018).
Glazed surfaces have low porosity, can be one to several
millimeters thick and form throughout the year, but according
to the case study by Fegyveresi et al. (2018) primarily in summer.
Glazed surfaces are reported to form after an event with high
wind speed and eventually accumulation, followed by clear-sky
conditions, low wind speed and higher atmospheric pressure
enhancing the possibility of water vapor transport vertically
upwards and the formation of subsurface hoar (Albert et al.,
2004; Fegyveresi et al., 2018). They can have an extent of up to
200 km2 and are often found in leeward slopes of large-scale
dunes formed by katabatic winds (Scambos et al., 2012). A very
similar structural feature are smaller crusts, sometimes also
referred to as windcrusts (Sommer et al., 2018a), which can be
defined as very thin (<2 mm) high-density layers that form at the
snow surface. In many field studies their appearance at the very
surface as well as recurring features in firn and ice is reported as a
side note in stratigraphy description. Monitoring of a wind-
packing event in DML (Sommer et al., 2018b) and wind
tunnel experiments (Sommer et al., 2018a) have indicated that
snow deposition and wind (drift) in combination with exposition
at the surface are necessary to form a crust. But the exact
formation of both features (glazed surfaces and crusts) is still
not completely clear, as the temporal development was rarely
observed and methodical approaches for this intention are hardly
available (Fegyveresi et al., 2018). This also applies to studies on

the spatial distribution of crusts or quantitative studies of crust
appearance in general. Based on this sparse knowledge, also their
relevance for ice core studies is not well understood. As at the
snow-atmosphere interface many physical and chemical
processes take place in a complex way, especially the exchange
of energy and mass, a variety of processes must interact to form a
crust at the snow surface. Nevertheless, crusts have been counted
and used in combination with impurities as relative dating
approach in low accumulation areas and are interpreted in a
very local application as a summer marker (Ren et al., 2004;
Hoshina et al., 2014).

In general, dating reference horizons from volcanic eruptions
in ice cores and calculating the water equivalent in a given period
of time is a state of the art method to derive accumulation rates at
certain positions on the ice sheets (Eisen et al., 2008). If an
absolute time marker is missing, proxies like impurities or stable
water isotopes can be used as relative temporal markers on a
decadal, annual or even seasonal scale (Münch et al., 2016). In
central Greenland, sea salt aerosols chloride and sodium (Cl− and
Na+) are interpreted to reflect the winter to spring transition,
while maxima in the ratio of chloride to sodium (further Cl−/Na+)
are attributed to summer (Whitlow et al., 1992). Also ammonium
(NH4

+), nitrate (NO3
−) and methanesulphonic acid (MSA) can

be interpreted as a summer signal (Du et al., 2019). On the plateau
of the Antarctic ice sheet, sulphate (SO4

2−) as well as Cl−/Na+ can
be interpreted as seasonal summer to late summer signals (Weller
and Wagenbach, 2007) and also NH4

+, calcium (Ca2+) and Na+

have been used successfully as seasonal markers in DML ice cores
for the past 2 ka (Sommer et al., 2000). At Kohnen Station
(Figure 1), a link of crusts to seasonal anisotropy has been
proposed (Moser et al., 2020). But so far, there has been no
study backing crusts as a solid summer proxy in low
accumulation areas. Especially on short (annual to seasonal)
time scales the determination of an annual layer thickness
from stratigraphy is problematic, as the accumulation is not
evenly distributed over the year (precipitation intermittency)
and the original deposited climate signal is not preserved in
the snow column (Laepple et al., 2011). The exposition of snow at
the surface can lead to erosion and redistribution by wind,
resulting in a hiatus or overestimating a precipitation event in
a time series. These postdepositional alterations also hamper the
interpretation of impurities (Weller et al., 2004; Jonsell et al.,
2007) or stable water isotopes (Hoshina et al., 2014) in snow, firn
and ice. These processes generally occur on the surface of ice
sheets, but are much more dominant in areas with low
accumulation rates. The extent of these alterations of chemical
impurities depends on the individual physico-chemical
properties, like volatility, solubility or reactivity, with mineral
dust and sea salt being less affected (e.g. Curran et al., 2002;
Weller et al., 2004).

The layering of polar firn, and therefore the stratigraphic
elements therein, can also serve as a paleoclimatic record. At
the same time crusts can block, or at least reduce, the exchange of
gases between the atmosphere and the pore space in the firn
column (Mitchell et al., 2015). In this context, the open pore
structure is a main parameter controlling the permeability and
gas transport in firn (Adolph and Albert, 2014). To what extent
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layers of low porosity, can impact the pore close-off at the firn-ice
transition (Gregory et al., 2014) is still subject to research.
Nevertheless, the variability of porosity has been proposed to
be a significant factor for the pore close-off depth (Schaller et al.,
2017).

Furthermore, crusts are also considered to affect remote
sensing backscatter properties (Arthern and Wingham, 1998).
The strong density gradient over very short depth intervals can
influence (passive) microwave emission and (active) reflection
(Wilheit, 1978). Firn volume characteristics have been proposed
to be important when remotely deriving accumulation rates in
DML (Arthern et al., 2006; Dierking et al., 2012), and there are
observations of microwave brightness temperature linked to
snowpack properties (Rotschky et al., 2006)—but still there is
no conclusive physical explanation. Several approaches try to link
these observations to the stratigraphy, i.e. the density layering of
the snow and firn (Liang et al., 2008). Here, thin crusts could play
an important role, but as they are not always reported in field
observations, a systematic analysis of their impact remains open.

In this study, we present a crust dataset from snow cores (snow
profiles) along a traverse route on the East Antarctic Plateau as
well as from different sites on the Greenland ice sheet. In the
results, we show for the first time a spatial distribution of crusts in
the snowpack by means of statistical analysis on the local (tens of
m) and regional (hundreds of km) scale. With this dataset, we
cover an accumulation rate range from
30 kg m−2a−1–200 kg m−2 a−1 (and even single samples at
500 kg m−2a−1). Additionally, we show a crust record in two
firn cores from DML, which gives insights on the temporal
variability of crusts, and suggest an explanation for
preservation of crusts over depth. With our dataset we
contribute some evidence to ideas how crust formation on the
polar ice sheets take place (Fegyveresi et al., 2018), in particular in
low accumulation areas (<60 kg m−2 a−1) like on the East

Antarctic Plateau. We test whether a correlation between the
accumulation rate and crust concentration exists and compare
our data with environmental parameters like wind speed. In a
second step, we follow pilot studies (Ren et al., 2004; Hoshina
et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2020) to investigate the link between
crusts and chemical proxies in snow. In this context we introduce
a cutting device specifically made for snow profiles. For selected
samples we show the impurities NH4

+, SO4
2- and Cl−/Na+ and

combine them with our stratigraphic analysis. We discuss the
deposition history of the snowpack in Greenland and Antarctica
as well as the constraints of dating in low accumulation areas.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Commonly (wind)crusts and glazed surfaces describe a high
density layer at the snow surface, but can form through
different processes. Nevertheless, in a snow profile, firn or ice
core, these features simply occur as high density layers and are
difficult to distinguish. Therefore we will simply use the term
‘crust’, implying that this feature could have been created by
either process.

Sampling Area, Snow and Firn Profiles
In this study, we investigated 138 snow profiles from both polar
ice sheets covering various environmental conditions. The
majority of the profiles (108) was sampled in Antarctica in the
framework of the Coldest Firn (CoFi) project at the Alfred
Wegener Institute (AWI) in December 2016 and January
2017. One to four snow profiles per sampling site were taken
along a traverse on the East Antarctic Plateau between Kohnen
Station and former Plateau Station (further called CoFi traverse).
Several profiles along a transect line (trench) were sampled at the
Oldest Ice Reconnaissance camp (OIR camp; e.g. Karlsson et al.,

FIGURE 1 |Overviewmap with the investigated snow profiles. Left: Map of the sampling sites along the CoFi traverse on the East Antarctic Plateau in 2016/17 and
at Kohnen Station. Right: Snow profiles from various campaigns on the Greenland ice sheet. Locations of automatic weather stations in Antarctica are shown with small
blue points. The numbers 2, 6, 9 and 14 (Plateau Station) indicate ion profiles presented in this manuscript.
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2018). Eight samples were from Kohnen Station, taken in
December 2015 (Figure 1, left).

The remaining 22 snow profiles originated from different
campaigns in Greenland. Several profiles were sampled at
Renland Ice Cap drilling site (RECAP; e.g. Holmes et al., 2019;
Simonsen et al., 2019) in May 2015 and in a trench at the East
Greenland Ice-Core Project site (EGRIP; e.g. Vallelonga et al.,
2014; Du et al., 2019) inMay 2016. Single samples (one profile per
site) were taken on a traverse between the North Greenland
Eemian Ice Drilling site (NEEM; e.g. Steen-Larsen et al., 2011;
NEEM Community Members, 2013) and EGRIP in May 2015
(Figure 1, right).

The sampling sites (distinguishing between single profiles,
multiple profiles and profiles in a trench) are shown in
Figure 1. For the retrieval of the snow profiles the liner
method was used, which was first described by Schaller et al.
(2016). The used carbon fiber tubes conserve the original snow
stratigraphy with negligible small compaction within the tube.
The snow profiles had various lengths, covering the interval from
the surface to 1 m or 2 m depth, respectively. More details on the
sampling protocols in Antarctica are provided in Weinhart et al.
(2020).

Additionally, we analyzed nine 2 m snow profiles along the
CoFi traverse and ten 2 m snow profiles in the OIR trench to see
the development of crusts with depth. For the investigation of the
deeper firn, two firn cores were used in this study, both drilled on
the East Antarctic Plateau (Table 1). The core B40 was drilled in
season 2012/13, B54 in season 2016/17. Both have a total length of
200 m. As we focus on the firn structure, both cores were only
considered from surface to 30 m depth.

We use data of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Automatic Weather Station (AWS) Program (JASE2007 and
Dome F) as well as data from an AWS9 at Kohnen Station,
which was jointly operated by the Institute for Marine and
Atmospheric Research and AWI (Reijmer and van den
Broeke, 2003), from the years 2016 and 2017.

Non-Destructive Analysis Using μCT
The snow profiles were analyzed by means of core-scale
microfocus X-ray computer tomography (μCT) at AWI
(Freitag et al., 2013). The X-ray source produces a (fan-
shaped) cone beam, which is recorded by the detector after
being transmitted through the sample. X-ray source and
detector move simultaneously along the profile (snow, firn or
ice) and record gray value images.

For a density profile of the sample, only the parts of the images
parallel to the central radiographic line are processed and the gray
values (representing the transmissivity of the radiation)
translated into density using a calibration function and ice
pieces of known geometry and density (Figure 2A). A possible
application of the μCT density can be found in Schaller et al.
(2016). The gray value images of the profiles contain visual
information about the snow stratigraphy.

We defined crusts as thin layers with a strong gradient in the
gray value in contrast to the surrounding snow (but we did not
use a density threshold). In order to identify crusts, we used the
non-processed μCT image sequences, which also store structural
information with an angle to the horizontal central radiographic
line of ±16°. With this procedure also oblique crusts could be
spotted (Figure 2B), which are barely or not visible at all in the
processed images. By moving along the snow profile and
changing the angle of view, we detected crusts and looked for
the angle of view with the highest contrast to the surrounding
snow to find their orientation. From this information we
calculated the position of the crusts center within the snow
profile. Strong crusts can exhibit densities between 400 and
550 kg m−3 as determined in the central radiographic line (s.
examples in Figure 2A). To ensure consistency in detecting the
crusts, one person did the manual detection of crusts in all
profiles.

Reproducibility of the Method
Counting and categorizing the visible crusts of a 1 m snow or firn
section based on the gray value image took roughly 10 min. To
validate the method, we also counted crusts in three profiles using
3D-volume imaging from the μCT like performed in Moser et al.
(2020) (s. Figure 3 therein). In 3D mode, the profiles were
investigated in 50 μm resolution. Exact surfaces of the crusts
could be found and detected. The absolute difference in crust
counting per profile between both methods was on average ±1.5
counts (from a total of 20–30 crusts). As we did not see a large
difference and the 3D visualization is much more time
consuming, the 2D method is the preferred option to count
crusts when the 3Dmicrostructure is not part of the investigation.

Calculation of Crust Abundance
To compare the regional presence of crusts in snow, we used the
number of crusts in a depth interval of 1 m as a proxy for crust
abundance, further called crust concentration (cm). We also
calculated the distribution of crusts over depth locally at

TABLE 1 | Overview of investigated firn cores and snow profiles. See Figure 1 for the locations on both ice sheets.

Type Name Site Ice sheet Date (mm/yyyy) Latitude Longitude Approx. annual layer
thickness (cm)

Snow profile W10 EGRIP Greenland 05/2016 75°37′N 35°59′W 50
Firn core B40 Kohnen Station Antarctica 01/2013 75°0′S 0°04′E 25
Firn core B54 OIR camp Antarctica 01/2017 79°0′S 30°0′E 14
Snow profile 2 Antarctica 12/2016 75°06′S 02°53′E 16
Snow profile 6 Antarctica 12/2016 75°29′S 16°19′E 13
Snow profile 9 Antarctica 12/2016 77°34′S 23°11′E 11
Snow profile 14 Plateau Station Antarctica 01/2017 79°15′S 40°33′E 9
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EGRIP, Kohnen Station and the OIR camp by stacking all
available profiles and show the result as a histogram.

The densification process begins below a depth of 2–3 m
(Weinhart et al., 2020) and evolves differently dependent on
mainly temperature and accumulation rate at the different sites
(Hörhold et al., 2011). For the investigated firn cores, we
calculated the crusts per kg ice (cice) by dividing cm by the
density of firn (snow in the upper meter, respectively) for each
meter interval to account for the differing bulk density and for a
better comparability of our results from different locations.

We calculated an ‘annual layer thickness’ at each sampling site
of the snow profiles using the snow density and accumulation rate
(find values for the profiles that were analyzed for impurities in
Table 1). For Antarctica we used a surface snow density of
355 kgm−3 (Weinhart et al., 2020) and accumulation data from
Arthern et al. (2006). In Greenland we used a surface snow density
of 335 kg m−3 as well as accumulation data derived from reference
horizons at the sampling sites (Schaller et al., 2016). Then, we
multiplied cm by the annual layer thickness [m a−1] resulting in the
number of crusts per annual layer (cal) in the rate unit a−1.

Discrete Sampling and Chemical Analysis
After the μCT-measurements, selected snow profiles from the
CoFi traverse in East Antarctica were cut in discrete samples of
1 cm thickness in the AWI cold laboratory at −18°C. We used a
cutting device for snow profiles developed with the AWI
workshop (Figure 3, left). For the sampling, the snow profile
was carefully pushed out of the carbon fiber tube into the holding
trough. The snow is cohesive enough to remain as whole piece in
the trough (Figure 3, right). Length, position of possible breaks
and noteworthy features (e.g. visible changes in grain structure,
surface undulations, slivered carbon fibers) were noted. An
attachment was placed at the end of the cutting device, which
controls the thickness of the cut sample width. After pushing the
profile forward and cutting one sample, a piston was used to cut
out the inner part of the snow profile. As this part is assumed to be
contamination-free, it was used for the analysis of impurities by
means of ion chromatography (IC). Removing the attachment,
the remaining outer part of the cut slice is stored in a separate bag
for e.g. isotopic analysis (only presented for EGRIP). Then the
area was cleaned with a brush for the next sample. The effective

FIGURE 2 | Setup of the μCT to retrieve a density profile and to detect crusts in a snow profile. (A) Using a transfer function, the gray value image is translated into a
density profile, only using records along the central radiographic line (solid gray arrow pointing from the X-ray source to the detector). Here, crusts are visible, but only if
they are oriented horizontally. Density peaks at crusts can be seen in the density profile next to the gray value image. (B)Using the non-processed images, we are able to
look at samples with an angle (α � ±16°) to the central radiographic line (gray dotted lines). With that method, also oblique crusts like in picture 2) on the right can be
detected. Angle 1) shows the crust with a horizontal view (crust being just slighty visible), while angle 2) shows the crust with oblique view (crust becomes clearly visible).
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sample thickness was slightly below 1 cm as the blade cuts away a
small fraction of the snow profile. This is acknowledged in the
depth assignment, where the position of each sample with respect
to depth is kept constant during the cutting procedure (without a
consequence of a possible offset for the depth scale). The
sampling was done in teams of two, in which one person was
in charge for cutting and collecting the outer part of the snow
profile, the other one sampled the contamination-free inner part
wearing protective gloves.

Each sample was measured for major ions (Na+, NH4
+,

Ca2+, MSA, Cl−, SO4
2-, NO3

−) using a Dionex® IC 2100 ion
chromatograph. We compare the recognized crusts with the
measured ions at selected sampling sites along the CoFi
traverse in Antarctica (with decreasing temperature and
accumulation rate) and in one profile at EGRIP, Greenland.
The profiles in Antarctica are named profile 2, 6, 9 and 14, the
profile at EGRIP is called W10 (Table 1). As we focus on the
seasonality aspect in this study, we only present the ionic
species NH4

+, SO4
2- as well as Cl−/Na+ in the following. For the

profile W10 we also show stable water isotopes, which were
measured by Ring Down Spectroscopy following the protocol
by van Geldern and Barth (2012) with a precision of <0.1‰
for δ18O.

RESULTS

Most crusts are in the thickness range of 0.5–1 mm. The
thickest crusts can be up to 2 mm thick, which is rather an
exception. We do not find a trend or striking differences in
crust thickness at the different sampling sites, i.e. the crust
thickness is not higher at warmer sites with higher
accumulation rate. We can report a high potential for depth
hoar layers just below the crusts (s. Stratification of the Snow
Column Through Crusts Section).

Spatial Distribution of Crusts
On the DML Plateau, East Antarctica
Within the samples from Antarctica, we find the maximum cm
(23.5 m−1) from the surface to 1 m depth close to Kohnen Station.
Along the CoFi traverse cm decreases and has its minimum on the
plateau between OIR camp and Plateau Station, where we count
an average cm of 9 m−1 (Figure 4). The mean standard deviation
at sampling sites with four profiles along the traverse is 3.8 m−1.
We record the maximum standard deviation at OIR camp with
7.5 m−1.

On the Greenland Plateau
In Greenland, the highest cm is found at NEEM (28 m−1) and
close to NEEM (33 m−1) (Figure 5). As we only have one snow
profile per site along the traverse, the statistics are not as solid as
for the CoFi traverse in Antarctica. The average cm in the depth
range 0–1 m along the whole traverse amounts to 23.3 m−1. This
fits well with cm of 23.5 m−1 at EGRIP from eight samples. At
EGRIP, we calculated a standard deviation of 3.9 m−1, at RECAP
of 2.9 m−1 (four samples).

Crusts vs. Accumulation Rate
We show cm (Figure 6A) and cal (Figure 6B) plotted against the
logarithmic accumulation rate. We see a steady increase in cal
with increasing accumulation rate. A linear fit between the
logarithmic accumulation rate and cal results in a coefficient of
determination (R2) of 0.89 (plotted in Figure 6B). Note that this
spatial correlation applies to the total dataset, i.e. from Greenland
and Antarctica.

For an estimation of the temporal sensitivity of crusts to
accumulation rate, we calculated cal in B40 up to 15 m depth
using a five-year running mean for both, crusts and
accumulation rate, as the latter is subject to large
interannual variability (in some cases roughly a factor of
two in consecutive years–note that this is an artifact of a

FIGURE 3 | Sampling device for the snow profiles (A) Front part of the snow profile cutting device with trough (orange), blade with handle (metal), attachment (white
synthetic material, hold in place by clamp with red handle), piston to cut the interior part of the snow profile (B) Due to the sampling method and the cohesiveness of the
snow the profile remains as one piece, unless breaks or layers with high porosity occur.
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single point measurement and not necessarily representative
for a larger area). The regression analysis on the temporal
scale also results in a positive correlation, but with a much
lower R2 (0.36) then on the spatial scale (Figure 6C). A
potential bias of the slope is discussed in Crust
concentration in relation to accumulation rate Section. We
consider the temporal resolution of the accumulation rate in
B54 and thus cal as not precise enough to perform a regression
analysis here as well.

Vertical Record of Crusts in East Antarctic
Firn
We see a decrease in cm from 0 to 2 m depth. The relative decrease
seems to be higher at sites with a higher cm in the first meter. At
Kohnen Station, from the first to the second meter in depth there

is a reduction in cm of 27% (average of eight samples), at OIR
camp of 25% (ten samples). But single samples along the traverse
also show a reduction of over 50%.

The maximum lateral extent of crusts can be followed in the
OIR trench, where it ranges between 10 and 15 m, typical
dimensions of the snow patches perpendicular to the mean
wind direction. In addition, the depth position of crusts is
rarely consistent among nearby sampling sites on the East
Antarctic Plateau. This can be explained by the high surface
roughness relative to the annual accumulation rate as dune
heights can exceed two or three times the annual layer
thickness (Weinhart et al., 2020).

cm in the firn cores at Kohnen Station and the OIR camp
agrees well with cm in snow profiles in the vicinity of the firn
cores. In core B40 we count 21 crusts in the first meter and 18 in
the second meter, whereas in core B54 we only find eight and
seven crusts in the first and second meter, respectively. In both
cores, cice decreases steadily but does not fall below 10 kg−1

(Figures 7A,B).

Local Vertical Crust Distribution
We also find profiles where multiple crusts form on top of
each other, also oblique to each other with only few
millimeters between them. The question arises, whether a
preference for the crusts to form in a distinct period of time is
visible in several profiles from the same location. This could
then indicate the annual layering on a local scale. At EGRIP in
a stack of several profiles the crust distribution over depth
agrees with the annual layer thickness (Table 1; Figure 8A).
At Kohnen Station five local maxima in the crust count can be
seen, which is consistent with the local accumulation rate
(Figure 8B). At the OIR camp, the histogram is not as clear.
The higher the surface roughness and the lower the
accumulation rate, the more difficult is the recognition of a
lateral consistency of crusts. For the smaller bin width
(2.5 cm), we count eight local maxima, which could be

FIGURE 4 | Crust concentration in the uppermost meter along the CoFi traverse route. Solid dots represent the average cm per site with multiple profiles, small
crosses show locations with only one snow profile. Error bars in solid vertical lines show the standard deviation from multiple profiles at one sampling site.

FIGURE 5 | Crust concentration in snow profiles from the NEEM to
EGRIP traverse. We used the same symbols as in Figure 4.
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congruent with the local accumulation rate or the number of
deposition events (Figure 8C).

Impurities in Snow Profiles From Antarctica
and Greenland
The corresponding impurity profiles to the results presented in
this section are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 in Case study
at EGRIP (Greenland) and Case study in DML (Antarctica)
Sections.

In Antarctica, Cl−/Na+ increases from profile 2 close to
Kohnen Station (mean: 3.6, max. peak: 15.3) toward the
interior Plateau. In profile 14 at Plateau Station, the mean is
4.0 and the maximum peak at 21.4. The peak of Cl−/Na+ in
Greenland can reach values up to 82.3, the mean of the profile is
7.7. The mean SO4

2− concentration is a bit lower in Greenland
(W10: 90.8 ppb) than for the interior part of the East Antarctic

Plateau (profile 2: 72.3 ppb; profile 6: 79.7 ppb; profile 9: 104.1
ppb; profile 14: 101.6 ppb).

We do not find seasonal cycles in impurities measured in the
Antarctic profiles. While a seasonal signal in density (not shown)
is not pronounced at low-accumulation sites (Landais et al., 2006;
Laepple et al., 2016), we see rather some profiles (or parts of
profiles), in which we recognize a strong coincidence of crusts,
SO4

2− and Cl−/Na+ peaks, in some profiles the ions and crusts
seem to have just an arbitrary connection (Figure 10). In profile 9
most of the crusts are located directly at the Cl−/Na+ peaks and
(temporally) after the SO4

2- peaks.
In contrast to the Antarctic profiles, in the profile at EGRIP

seasonal cycles in several ionic species are much easier and clearer
to detect. As NH4

+ seems to exhibit a clearer seasonality than
sulphurous species like SO4

2- (Du et al., 2019), for the dating of
the profile we rather use NH4

+ and Cl−/Na+. The seasonal cycle in
Cl−/Na+ corresponds well with the accumulation rate. NH4

+

FIGURE 6 | (A) and (B): Spatial crust statistics for Antarctica and Greenland. We used the crust information in snow of the top meter at all sampling sites. In (A) the
crust concentration, in (B) the crust concentration per annual layer is plotted against the accumulation rate (logarithmic scale) at each sampling position. With increasing
accumulation rate, also the number of crusts per year increases (C): Five-year running mean of crust concentration per annual layer, also plotted against the
accumulation rate (logarithmic scale), in firn core B40 (up to 15 m depth) over the last 100 years at Kohnen Station. It shows the temporal evolution of crusts with
changing accumulation rate, possibly affected/biased by the destruction of crusts through metamorphism with depth (and time).
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FIGURE 7 | Crust concentration per meter water equivalent (calculated meter by meter) in cores B40 (A) and B54 (B). The bottom end of each 1 m segment is
shown on the x-axis. The smoothed dashed curve is a polynomial fit of grade 4. We also show the accumulation rate of (C) B40 according to Medley et al. (2018) as well
as the long-term mean (Oerter et al., 1999) and of (D) B54 (preliminary results).

FIGURE 8 | Histograms of crusts over depth using multiple snow profiles (A) at EGRIP (B) at Kohnen Station and (C) at OIR camp. The blue bars are the results of
using a bin width of 2.5 cm, the gray line using a bin width of 5 cm.
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peaks set in a bit earlier but do not show a high amplitude like
Cl−/Na+. For this profile, we also show δ18O as well as the high
resolution μCT density (ρ) (Schaller et al., 2016). Both, local
maxima in δ18O and minima in density, indicate summer seasons
in Greenland as well. The crusts partly seem to cluster at the
(temporal) end of the Cl−/Na+ peaks (Figure 9).

DISCUSSION

Spatial and Temporal Variability of Crusts
and Validity of the Method
On the interior plateau cm agrees well with data from snow pits in
the vicinity of Dome Fuji (Sugiyama et al., 2012; Hoshina et al.,
2014). But the number of crusts can vary a lot in space, especially
on small scales (in the order of tens of meters), which is visible in
the standard deviation at single sampling sites in Figure 4. This
shows, that crusts are a rather local feature and several samples
are needed to obtain a representative value. The high small-scale
variability seems to be related to the dimension of snow patches
and dune structures at the snow surface (Birnbaum et al., 2010).
Sugiyama et al. (2012) reported a lower cm at Kohnen Station than
we find in this study. We consider this offset to originate from the
different methods and the higher potential of crust clusters (two
or more crusts within 1 cm) at Kohnen Station than along the
traverse. But also the temporal variability in cm can be a possible
explanation.

In general, our method shows numbers of crusts in the same
order of magnitude as other sparse published field observations so
far. A big advantage we see in our method to derive crusts in
comparison to observations in the field, is the detection of crust
clusters and weak crusts, which can be easily overlooked in the
field. In addition, the distinct density of the crusts itself and the
surrounding snow (s. Stratification of the snow column through
crusts Section) can be an important point for the classification of
polar snowpacks.

On Crust Formation and Potential
Implications for Snow and Firn Studies
Crusts in cold dry snow, which are not the result of melting
processes, occur in the wide temperature range between 0°C and
−60°C. Our crust count from various sampling sites in
Greenland and Antarctica suggests that, surprisingly, at
warm sites the crusts do not seem to grow thicker than at
cold sites. This is different to our experience from granular
materials with a high vapor pressure. Since crusts in polar snow
form over a wide diversity of environmental conditions
(temperature, wind, sunshine duration, relative and absolute
humidity, etc.) it is difficult to give more than general
assumptions for crust formation.

In areas of low accumulation (here: <60 kg m−2 a−1) the snow
surface must be considered dynamic and exposed to the
atmosphere for up to or even more than one year. Snow

FIGURE 9 | Snow profile from the trench at EGRIP (W10), sampled in May 2016. Five clear annual cycles are visible in Cl−/Na+ (dotted gray) and NH4
+ (solid gray).

Crusts are indicated with blue vertical lines. Interpreted summer signals are marked with a red shade, the corresponding year of summer (S’yy) is annotated in the top
panel. Below 1.4 m depth the profile is influenced by surface melting (2012) and percolating melt water (e.g. Nghiem et al., 2012).
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dunes with heights of 20–30 cm may well be exposed for more
than one year.

Crust Concentration in Relation to Accumulation Rate
With decreasing accumulation rate and therefore more years
covered in 1 m snow, one would intuitively expect cm to increase
toward the East Antarctic Plateau. Surprisingly, we observe the
opposite trend. The number of crusts decreases with decreasing
accumulation rate (Anschütz et al., 2011) and temperature along the
CoFi traverse (Figure 4). Comparing our results to the temperature
and accumulation rate at each site, we find a similar trend for both
parameters to cm. In contrast, the surface snow density (surface to
1 m depth, Weinhart et al., 2020) is not influenced by cm, as there is
no correlation between both parameters. The crusts are too thin to
make a significant impact on the surface snow density.

From a dating perspective, a rather important measure is the
number of crusts that form per year. A relationship between

surface features and accumulation rate has been proposed by
Craven and Allison (1998), as higher accumulation rates lower
the time of exposition of upper layers to surface conditions. On
average, at least one crust per year forms on the interior plateau of
East Antarctica due to the limited formation conditions
(Figure 6). On the one hand, the annual accumulation rate
can be a factor for the preservation of crusts over time. On
the other hand, we conclude that the formation of crusts is also
directly related to the number of deposition events per year. We
also observe a non-linear behavior toward lower accumulation
rates. In areas with higher accumulation rate (especially in the
investigated areas in Greenland), there are more periods and
conditions present, which favor crust formation.

A reduction of cm (and cal) on the plateau can generally also
come from a higher destruction rate of crusts after formation.
This objection has also been raised by Fegyveresi et al. (2018) and
might in particular be relevant for areas with low accumulation

FIGURE 10 | Four exemplary profiles of SO4
2− (black line), Cl−/Na+ (gray dotted line) and crusts (blue vertical lines). All ion profiles have a 1 cm resolution. A possible

dating version of profile 9 shows summer intervals in shaded red vertical bars. Corresponding locations can be found in Figure 1.
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rate and very mobile snow grains at the surface. Interestingly, as is
could not confirm a correlation of crust hardness and duration of
exposition at the snow surface, which causes phase
transformations and sublimation-condensation cycles in the
uppermost snow layer. We also did not find crusts with higher
density on the interior East Antarctic Plateau. A possible
explanation might be the higher mobility or the higher
potential for destruction of crusts, but the formation
conditions of crusts can be rather diverse.

We assume that only strong crusts survive the further firn
metamorphism as both cores B40 and B54 show a similar
decrease in cice from a depth of 5 m on (Figure 7).
Unfortunately, we are not able to separate the temporal
variability from thinning of crusts with time due to firn
metamorphism. This finding would have been in particular
interesting at Kohnen Station, whether the increase in
accumulation rate over the last decades (Medley et al., 2018)
caused an increase in cice, or the drop of cice in the first meters is
only due to destruction because of firn metamorphism
(Figures 7A,C).

Both regression analyses of cal with the logarithmic
accumulation rate on the spatial and temporal scale result in a
positive correlation (compare Figures 6B,C). We explain the
offset between the temporal and spatial regression with the
destruction of crusts with depth. The cause for the lower slope
in B40 in contrast to the spatial overview is not completely clear.
We observe an increase in accumulation rate in the upper 10 m
which is also the depth interval in which we would expect the
strongest crust destruction by firn metamorphism. This would
theoretically lead to a higher slope, which is not the case for B40.
Nevertheless, the correlation on the spatial and temporal scale
proves a high sensitivity of crusts to accumulation rate. For future
studies we suggest to investigate further firn and ice cores with an
additional focus on the depth interval below 10 m (due to high
crust destruction) in order to better separate the effect of
accumulation rate from firn metamorphism.

At the moment, we assume that there are no regional
differences how crusts vanish with depth and that the
variability in crust strength is not stronger than the temporal
variability, but cal can still be determined precisely in firn and ice
cores. In the EPICA ice core at Kohnen Station (EPICA
Community Members, 2006), single crusts are even visible
down to the ice clathrate transition zone. If this relationship
between cal and the accumulation rate can be proven in the future,
taking the densification rate into account crusts can be used as
proxy for accumulation rate variability in firn and ice cores.

Discussion of Wind Speed and Snow Mobility as
Important Parameters for Crust Formation
While drifting snow seems to be an important factor for wind
packing and crust formation as they are also grain size and their
mobility might play a role in that context. Picard et al. (2012)
reported an increased grain index in summer around Kohnen
Station, which decreases toward the sampling sites on the interior
plateau. Larger grains with lower mobility might be in favor for
crust formation. Smaller grains, which form in particular at low
temperatures (Endo and Fujiwara, 1973) like on the interior East

Antarctic Plateau, are prone to wind erosion and redistribution.
But more important could be the coordination number and the
potential of particles to sinter together. Sintered grains remain at
the snow surface while weakly bonded particles get blown away.
The mobility and grain size distribution might not be optimal for
crust formation on the interior plateau as the uppermost layer of
the snowpack has the tendency to be eroded or redistributed
completely and has no chance to build a crust.

While we discuss temperature (gradients) later in the text
(Stratification of the Snow Column Through Crusts Section), we
also compare the wind speed distribution over the last two years
of the three mentioned AWS (Figure 1) with our crust record.
Large scale weather events are visible at all three locations, but
especially the wind speed maxima are significantly different. We
find, that the abundance of events with wind speed exceeding
10 m s−1 is considerably higher at Kohnen Station than at
JASE2007. At Dome Fuji, there are barely more than four
events per year above that threshold. As we cannot date the
formation of the crusts to link them to the wind events and the
high wind speeds are recorded all over the year, we cannot
conclude a direct dependence between crusts and events with
high wind speed. Nevertheless, the abundance of events with
high wind speeds fits with the general trend of cal along the CoFi
traverse. To classify them unequivocal as marker for event-
based accumulation or seasonality, additional observations of
the snow surface coupled with weather data (in particular
precipitation and wind speed) are necessary. To avoid crust
destruction, the wind speeds should not exceed a level, at which
erosion of the whole surface layer takes place. In this context, the
wind speed thresholds might vary for different areas dependent
on the environmental conditions and grain mobility. Wind
scour areas, which are spread over the Antarctic continent
and are characterized by high wind erosion (Das et al.,
2013), might additionally hamper or prevent the formation
of crusts.

Stratification of the Snow Column Through Crusts
From the local histograms in Figure 8 we conclude that at least a
slight preference for crust formation in a specific time frame
(fitting environmental conditions) seems to be likely. As a
consequence of that distribution, crusts can indicate some sort
of seasonal layering for a local application, but a sufficient amount
of samples (we suggest at least six) is necessary. In low
accumulation areas, the stacked signal does not show an
unequivocal result due to the high amount of stratigraphic
noise (Fisher et al., 1985).

Despite the direct effect of stratification, crusts can also have
an indirect effect, altering the (surrounding) snowpack after crust
formation. Vertical temperature gradients can enhance mass
transport upwards during clear sky weather conditions with
lower air temperatures than snow temperatures (Fegyveresi
et al., 2018). This mass transport from the snow layer (or
layers, dependent on the thickness and permeability) can
create layers of low density and high porosity below crusts
with increased grain size. This was also observed in radar
profiles in West Antarctica (Arcone et al., 2004). The crust on
top in turn absorbs the transported mass and increases in density
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and decreases in porosity. Similar effects are observed at the
formation of firnspiegel (Schlatter, 1984).

But also the opposing effect of hard depth hoar is possible,
dependent on the original snow type and density. An additional
exposure to a temperature gradient of 20°C m−1 or higher was
observed to produce a hard and cohesive snow layer (Pfeffer and
Mrugala, 2002), while high temperature gradients can lead to a
preferred crystal growth in vertical direction (Calonne et al., 2017).

Over half of the layers (56%) between 0.2 cm and 3 cm below
crusts in our samples from Antarctica have a lower density than
the average 1 m density of the snow profiles. This is a higher
percentage as we report for Greenland (43%), where the mean
surface snow density is generally lower and a seasonal cycle in
density (Figure 9) may be stronger than the postdepositional
formation of low porosity layers. The formation of (low density)
depth hoar seems to be more likely on the East Antarctic Plateau
than on the Greenlandic plateau [but has also been observed
there, see Alley et al. (1990)]. Also the relative contribution of
crust formation to density variations within the snowpack is
potentially larger on the East Antarctic Plateau than on the
Greenlandic Plateau. In both ways, crusts can influence the
stratigraphy significantly even after their formation. We see
our results as a good starting point for snowpack models that
can capture these processes.

These findings can have impact on remote sensing techniques
as both, passive and active remote sensing methods reveal a
sensitivity to accumulation rate (e.g. Winebrenner et al., 2001;
Flach et al., 2005; Arthern et al., 2006; Dierking et al., 2012). The
reason for this relationship is assumed in the density layering of
firn (Liang et al., 2008) as the density stratification affects the
polarization of the horizontally polarized microwave radiation
(Winebrenner et al., 2001; Macelloni et al., 2007). Even more, a
few millimeters thin and high-density crusts can influence the
polarization considerably as the density gradients at layer
boundaries can be huge (Winebrenner et al., 2001; Arthern
et al., 2006). For example, Surdyk (2002) interpreted local
differences in measured brightness temperatures with the
appearance of windcrusts. However, the effect will be limited
by the considered wavelength of the sensor, as at lower
frequencies the influence of the surface meter(s) are small
(Macelloni et al., 2007). It is beyond the scope of this study to
go into the physical explanation and the possible effect of crusts
on the microwave signal. Nevertheless, we see potential for
further studies on this topic based on our records.

The Potential of Crusts as Dating Proxy
We tested a correlation between ion peaks (SO4

2−, Cl−/Na+) and
crusts, which has also been done by Moser et al. (2020).
Nevertheless, crusts only make a small amount of the 1 cm
thick samples and a direct conclusion between the ion
concentration of the sample and the crust cannot be made. A
potential solution based on sampling and measuring the crust
only is technically very difficult. While the detection of crusts with
the μCT is fairly precise, spotting the crusts by eye working in the
field or in the ice lab is not very straightforward. While cutting the
crust still might work technically, the volume is not sufficient for
an IC measurement.

For a better understanding of the discussion of crusts as a
climatic or temporal proxy, we show the annual layer thicknesses
for the profiles presented in Figures 9 and 10 in Table 1. At this
point we want to mention, that crusts are interpreted as markers
for a specific point (or interval) in time. This structural
information is in principle independent from an impurity or
stable water isotope signal in deposited snow. Still, both structural
and chemical components can of course indicate the same point
in time (season or year).

Case Study at EGRIP (Greenland)
Interpreting Cl−/Na+ and NH4

+ as a clear summer signal and
assuming that accumulation is to some extent evenly distributed,
then in Greenland the majority of the crusts seems to form in late
summer or autumn. A formation in spring seems less likely.
Weather conditions or lack of exposition time at the snow surface
might be reasons why less crusts form in that period. In general
we conclude that crusts in Greenland have the potential to
indicate seasonal transitions, i.e. could be used as an annual
marker, but should remain second priority for dating. In between
single deposition events there seems to be enough time for a crust
to form. Whether crusts can be used as an annual marker for firn
core records from other regions in Greenland and in future
studies in general, requires the investigation of additional data.

Case Study in DML (Antarctica)
Snow profiles at Kohnen Station indicate the presence of a
seasonal cycles in some impurities there (Göktas et al., 2002;
Weller and Wagenbach, 2007; Moser et al., 2020), but going
further inland (increasing distance to the coast and decreasing
accumulation rate), this seasonal signal vanishes. In profile 9 the
clarity of the ion peaks is good and also the correlation between
ions and crusts is fine, therefore we tried to assign summer
periods there (Figure 10C, red shaded areas). We interpret a
combination of at least two proxies (SO4

2−, Cl−/Na+ or crust) as
summer marker and find 16-18 summer periods from surface to
2 m depth, which is reasonable comparing it to the approximate
annual layer thickness (Table 1). In contrast in profile 2
(Figure 10A), which is close to Kohnen Station and the
accumulation rate can be derived with lower uncertainty, it is
hard to assign four to five clear peaks per meter. In profile 14
(Figure 10D), the SO4

2− signal shows rather a constant value over
2 m depth instead of clear peaks and we cannot assign summer or
winter periods to specific layers. This profile in turn is an excellent
example for dating problems of chemical signals (stable water
isotopes, impurities) in low accumulation areas as well. Structural
elements in the snow column (density, anisotropy, crusts) have
the potential for an additional annual marker when chemical
signals fail to show a clear seasonality. They are not biased by the
physico-chemical exchange reactions between snow and
atmosphere like diffusion, sublimation or volatilization. But, of
course, they are also subject to erosion and probably sensitive to
specific weather conditions. We assume that the potential for
crust destruction is higher for a lower annual accumulation rate.
For a reliable dating application in low accumulation areas we
suggest a combination of several parameters derived from a
sufficiently large amount of samples.
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CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented for the first time a crust record derived
from radioscopic scan images using X-rays. With this method, we
can detect weak crusts as well as crust clusters and also the density
of horizontal crusts and the surrounding layers can be
determined. We investigated samples from the East Antarctic
Plateau and the Greenland interior. Although the lateral extent of
crusts is limited to few meters and the small-scale variability is
high, in Antarctica we find a clear trend of decreasing cm (crusts
per meter) going from Kohnen Station (75.00°S, 0.06°E) to the
interior Antarctic Plateau (79.24°S, 40.33°E). Looking at samples
from both ice sheets and taking the annual layer thickness into
account, cal (crusts per annual layer) decreases constantly from
high to low accumulation rate areas. A linear relationship
between cal and the logarithmic accumulation rate seems likely
on the spatial scale, as well as on the temporal scale as shown for
firn core B40. We recommend further studies to test this positive
correlation, especially to decouple the crust destruction with
increasing depth from an accumulation rate (or climate)
driven temporal variability of crusts. This crust abundance
(and variability) might play a role for firn ventilation and pore
close-off at the firn-ice transition, especially in the diffusive zone
(Birner et al., 2018).

Assessing the formation theory for glazed surfaces by Fegyveresi
et al. (2018) and observations by Sommer et al. (2018b) in
combination with our data, we conclude that the most
important factor for crust formation is time with absence of
persistent snow deposition. Due to the reduced metamorphism
under cold temperatures, on the interior Antarctic plateau the
surface snow is rather soft and remains mobile even under
moderate winds. It prevents longer residence times at the
surface and therefore crust formation. In addition, less annual
accumulation reduces the seasonal supply of snow leading to a
further reduction of formed crusts. It is shown that crusts on the
East Antarctic plateau are more frequently associated with porous
layers below them than at the investigated sites in Greenland. We
conclude that the contribution of crusts to the overall stratigraphy
of the snowpack is therefore stronger on the East Antarctic plateau.

Future studies could deal with a microstructure analysis of
crusts (e.g. grain size distribution), the thickness of depth hoar
layers in consequence of temperature and vapor pressure
gradients and the mass loss within these layers and the mass
gain at crusts. Our crust record can serve as a physically
constrained dataset on which radiation of scattering modeling
can build, both, subscribing vertical distribution as well as
horizontal variations. The observations in this study indicate
that crusts might have a direct (stratification through crusts) as
well as an indirect effect (stratification through low porosity
layers below crusts), but this topic needs further investigation.

The distribution of crusts over depth from several samples and
the combination of crusts with chemical data at EGRIP, where
seasonal signals of impurities are clearly visible, have shown that
structural elements can be used for dating on a seasonal scale,
although several samples are necessary for a reliable result. If the
accumulation rate is completely unknown, it is difficult to identify
the annual layer thickness in low accumulation areas just based

on a crust record. A multitude of different mechanisms interact
for crust formation, the general formation mechanism is not
limited to one specific season only and a correlation to ions
cannot be seen in all investigated profiles. But stable water
isotopes and some impurities face postdepositional, physico-
chemical alterations in their concentration at the snow-
atmosphere interphase (i.e. diffusion, sublimation, chemical
reactions) and redistribution by wind (i.e. change of the
stratigraphic order). Crusts, which form at the snow surface
and are advected downwards by snow accumulation unless
they are eroded, can be seen as a rather immobile proxy and
can support dating approaches with other proxies.
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Abstract 

Stable water isotopes in snow and ice can function as a proxy for paleotemperatures from seasonal to orbital time scales. 

However, as several processes – occurring from precipitation to downward advection into the snowpack – influence the 

measured signals in ice cores, a further understanding of these processes at the snow-atmosphere interface is crucial. In this 15 

study, snow cores were taken along a traverse route from Kohnen Station to former Plateau Station on the East Antarctic ice 

sheet. They were cut into discrete samples of 1 cm or 2 cm resolution and analyzed by means of cavity-ring-down spectroscopy 

for δ18O and δD. We see the textbook relationship between both δD and δ18O with temperature on the spatial scale, but we 

report a larger scatter and lower deuterium excess values in relation to elevation when only considering the upper snow layer 

instead of a 1 m mean. A temporal variability in form of seasonal cycles is visible in the first part of the traverse until an 20 

accumulation rate of ~50 kg m-2a-1. Further inland, this variability is not consistent anymore with the local accumulation rate. 

Postdepositional processes shape the isotope profiles with a dominating cycle length of around 20 cm, which is primarily 

attributed to snow and firn diffusion. A comparison of our observed snow isotopic composition with the isotopic composition 

of precipitation from the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM6-wiso shows an offset in δ18O and deuterium excess, 

which we attribute mostly to postdepositional effects. Furthermore, we simulated profiles at three selected sites along the 25 

traverse from the isotopic ECHAM6-wiso output with diffusion applied. They resemble the observed snow profile very well 

below 1 m depth. In turn, from surface to 1 m depth, the simulated profiles show too much temporal (seasonal) variability. As 

the diffusion in snow and firn is well constrained, we relate this discrepancy to the processes of mechanical mixing at the snow 

surface and sublimation. Without a quantitative description of the sublimation process and a record of the climatic conditions, 

the interpretation of cycles in δ18O on the seasonal scale in snow and ice core records from sites below an accumulation rate 30 

of 50 kg m-2a-1 is not possible. 
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1 Introduction 

Stable water isotopes as a paleoclimatic proxy 

Since the observation that the isotopic composition of precipitation is directly linked to the condensation temperature in the 

air (Dansgaard, 1964), stable water isotopes retrieved from climate archives have been used for paleoclimatic reconstructions, 

also called “isotopic thermometer”. The isotopic composition of water molecules (H2O, HDO, or H2
18O with D standing for 5 

deuterium) is commonly expressed as δD or δ18O with respect to the Standard Mean Ocean Water (Craig, 1961). Stable water 

isotope records from ice cores in Greenland (e.g., Rasmussen et al., 2006) and Antarctica (e.g., EPICA Community Members, 

2004; EPICA Community Members, 2006) dating back hundreds of thousands of years into the past brought milestones in 

paleoclimatic research. To translate the isotopic composition measured in ice cores into paleotemperature, a quantitative 

conversion assuming a specific relationship between the isotopic composition of snow (ice) and the local annual mean 10 

temperature is applied. In the past, this was done using the spatial slope between (mean) δ18O and the local annual mean (10 m 

firn) temperature (T) (Lorius and Merlivat, 1975 for Antarctica). Then this slope was used as an equivalent surrogate for a 

temporal relationship between stable water isotopes and paleotemperatures, assuming that the relationship remains constant 

over time (e.g., over glacial-interglacial time scales). Nowadays, this approach is only used in a qualitative manner. An 

overview of available stable water isotope data in surface snow of Antarctica was given by Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008). 15 

They also discussed the relationship to environmental properties and suggested a δ18O/T slope around 0.8 ‰ °C-1 for the whole 

Antarctic continent. However, this relationship is known to vary spatially and can be hampered by local to regional processes. 

Influence of postdepositional modifications 

For the interpretation of a stable water isotope record as a paleoclimatic proxy, several processes have to be considered, which 

we want to distinguish into three phases: a) syndepositional (the timing, amount, and type of precipitation and processes during 20 

deposition), b) mechanical postdepositional (e.g., erosion and redeposition at the snow surface) and c) physico-chemical 

postdepositional processes (including firn diffusion).  

Syndepositional aspects include single precipitation events caused by synoptic activity. In many areas of the East Antarctic 

Plateau (higher than 2000 m asl), this synoptic precipitation is responsible for a large fraction of the annual accumulation 

(Birnbaum et al., 2006; Schlosser and Oerter, 2002) and affects interannual variability in surface mass balance as well as 25 

temperature and, in consequence, stable water isotopes (Servettaz et al., 2020). Also precipitation intermittency on the 

interannual scale can complicate interpreting stable water isotopes in firn and ice cores (Casado et al., 2020; Laepple et al., 

2011). Additionally, diamond dust deposition as well as hoar frost can constitute a significant amount of the annual deposition 

on the East Antarctic Plateau (e.g., 65% at Dome C; Stenni et al., 2016). Both (precipitation intermittency and diamond dust) 

hamper the consecutive recording of "temperature-driven” isotopic composition of precipitation. 30 

Mechanically the interaction of wind with the surface (Lenaerts and van den Broeke, 2012) creates a significant amount of 

noise in isotopic composition on small time scales (Ekaykin et al., 2002; Fisher et al., 1985; Münch et al., 2016), especially in 

regions with low annual accumulation rates (i.e., lower than 50 kg m-2 a-1). Erosion and redistribution contribute to a high 

spatial variability in the local accumulation rate (Zuhr et al., in review, 2021), affecting isotopic signals on short time scales 

(Karlöf et al., 2005). Filtering datasets from stratigraphic noise has been applied recently in firn cores from Dronning Maud 35 

Land (DML) and the West Antarctic ice sheet (Münch and Laepple, 2018). With a sufficient amount of samples, stacking 

several records can help filter out the noise and reconstruct the deposited climate signal (Altnau et al., 2015; Münch et al., 

2016). 

More challenging for the interpretation of climate signals can be snow-air interactions and their effects on the snow isotopic 

composition in a physico-chemical context. Amongst these processes are sublimation and condensation, which have been 40 

shown to have a significant impact on the isotopic composition of snow (Hughes et al., in review; Madsen et al., 2019). 
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Laboratory experiments (Moser and Stichler, 1974; Sokratov and Golubev, 2009) and field observations (Stichler et al., 2001) 

show that the specific surface area and exposition time are two controlling factors here. This surface sublimation is also 

mentioned to be stronger during snow drift (van den Broeke et al., 2006) and influences snow height changes over time (Steffen 

and Box, 2001). Generally, snow-atmosphere interactions alter the deposited signal in the upper snow layers and can produce 

a seasonal signal independent of precipitation (Casado et al., 2018). These processes were found to happen on diurnal scales, 5 

which have been studied in Greenland (Steen-Larsen et al., 2014) and Antarctica (Ritter et al., 2016). 

Once the snow is finally deposited, diffusion smoothes the amplitudes of the isotopic record (Gkinis et al., 2014; Johnsen et 

al., 2000; Town et al., 2008; Whillans and Grootes, 1985), but seems not to affect the net isotopic composition. Previous 

studies postulated (depth-dependent) diffusion to cause a cyclicality in stable water isotope records dependent on temperature 

and accumulation rate with similar diffusion lengths along the East Antarctic Plateau (Casado et al., 2020; Laepple et al., 10 

2018). 

The Deuterium excess (d) is defined as δD - 8×δ18O. In several studies of climate reconstruction d is used as a proxy for the 

moisture source temperature when combining ice core data and model simulations (Pfahl and Sodemann, 2014; Sodemann and 

Stohl, 2009; Stenni et al., 2004; Uemura et al., 2012; Vimeux et al., 1999). However, if kinetic fractionation takes place, this 

second order isotopic property d is strongly affected. While on the East Antarctic Plateau the main control on d in precipitation 15 

seems to be the local condensation temperature (Touzeau et al., 2016; Uemura et al., 2012), another driver of d is sublimation 

of surface snow (Kopec et al., 2019). This sublimated snow can be recycled and deposited again, and make up a large 

proportion (~40%) of the condensating moisture over Antarctica (Noone and Simmonds, 2002). Recently, a δ-scale effect has 

been proposed to influence d significantly in high latitudes and altitudes (Dütsch et al., 2017). Studies at Dome Argus (Pang 

et al., 2019) and Kohnen Station (Kipfstuhl, unpublished) have shown that d in snow precipitation (fresh snow) is much higher 20 

than in e.g., snow pits. d measured in deposited snow seems to be superimposed by sublimation effects happening at the snow 

surface directly after deposition. This explains a much higher d in fresh snow samples and creates a warm bias in δ18O when 

the altered signal is archived in firn and ice. In contrast to mechanical mixing, the sublimation causes kinetic fractionation. 

However, the major factor of uncertainty in signal formation is the not well constrained isotopic composition of fresh snow, 

although δ18O and δD in snow precipitation have been analyzed locally (e.g., Fujita and Abe, 2006; Landais et al., 2012; Ma 25 

et al., 2020b; Motoyama et al., 2005; Pang et al., 2019). 

Isotopic composition of precipitation in atmospheric general circulation models 

Atmospheric general circulation models (AGCM) like ECHAM5-wiso (Werner et al., 2011) mathematically describe the 

atmospheric dynamics. ECHAM5-wiso captures the global pattern of precipitation and water vapor isotopic composition of 

past and future precipitation on Earth. As these AGCM work on a global scale, they are not specifically tailored to the Polar 30 

Regions. Still, previous studies have compared modeled precipitation of ECHAM5-wiso to δ18O, δD, and d in Antarctic snow 

to test the model performance, but often only the uppermost cm of the snowpack were sampled for this approach (e.g., Ding 

et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2012). Goursaud et al. (2018) have reported a general warm bias of ECHAM5-wiso in winters on the 

remote plateau of East Antarctica. 

Motivation & scope of this study 35 

All of the above-mentioned processes – from precipitation-related to postdepositional – shape and modify the isotopic records 

retrieved from firn and ice cores. In order to interpret stable water isotopes as paleoclimatic proxies, it is crucial to understand 

the processes related to signal formation. Comprehending and quantifying all relevant processes will improve not only the 

interpretation of isotope records, but also (isotopic) climate models and thus their applications. Whereas spatial variability and 

diffusion are well constrained, synoptic effects, precipitation intermittency, and especially snow-air exchange reactions are 40 

topics of recent research. Our study targets this objective and presents stable water isotope data from snow profiles taken on a 
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traverse on the East Antarctic Plateau – covering a region of low temperatures, accumulation rates, and sparse sample 

availability. With multiple samples per sampling site, we can quantify the spatial variability of stable water isotopes on a local 

and regional scale and reduce the impact of stratigraphic noise. Furthermore, we analyze the data in relation to environmental 

properties like performed by Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) in order to assess the effect of postdepositional processes on ice 

core records. From several long-time snow sampling projects at Kohnen Station (Münch et al., 2016), we know that isotopes 5 

can be interpreted as proxies of annual and seasonal temperature variations. By counting local maxima and minima in the 

vertical isotope records along the traverse with its systematically varying accumulation rate, we aim to answer the question up 

to which critical minimal value of accumulation rate a seasonal signal appears to be still preserved in Antarctic snow. 

In the second step of this manuscript, we compare our field measurement to simulation results of the recently updated 

ECHAM6-wiso model (Cauquoin et al., 2019) on the spatial (hundreds of km) and temporal (months to decades) scale. This 10 

comparison serves as a validation for the new ECHAM6-wiso to capture the extreme environmental conditions on the East 

Antarctic Plateau. We discuss whether the sampling depth (here 5 cm vs. 1 m) affects the relation to geographical properties. 

In case studies at selected sites, we compare simulated snow profiles derived from the ECHAM6-wiso model results with 

sampled snow profiles to find out whether climatic signals are preserved and which processes dominate in the postdepositional 

phase. The change of d in snow exposed at the surface over time (starting from fresh snow to deposited snow) can be a measure 15 

for sublimation or warm bias of δ18O. Still, for a quantitative analysis, we are missing the isotopic values of the respective 

fresh snow in our samples. Instead, we address the question how many depositional events prognosed by ECHAM6-wiso are 

later visible in the snowpack. A related question is how an isotopic signal is formed, altered, and connected with stratigraphy 

(and therefore depositional events) on the East Antarctic Plateau. Finally, the surface snow on the interior East Antarctic 

Plateau can be exposed to the atmosphere for months up to several years. We use our observations and utilize the model to 20 

assess the link between snow precipitation to in-fact deposition. 

2 Material & methods 

Sampling area & snow profiles 

In the framework of the Coldest Firn project (CoFi; Weinhart et al., 2020), an overland traverse from Kohnen Station to former 

Plateau Station was conducted in austral summer 2016/17, further called CoFi traverse. 25 

50 snow cores taken along this traverse were analyzed in this study. The sampling sites (Figure 1a) are numbered 

chronologically (site 14 was sampled before site 15). Data of omitted sampling site numbers 11 and 13 are not presented here 

(partly not measured yet). The sampling distance between the sites ranges mostly between 80 km and 100 km, dependent on 

the overnight stops during the traverse (except for the distance between sites 5 and 6: ~46 km). Site 14 was close to former 

Plateau Station. 30 

The mean annual temperature at Kohnen Station used to be -44.5°C (Oerter et al., 2000). Over the last two decades, an increase 

of 1°C per decade has been measured by the automatic weather station, jointly operated by the Institute for Marine and 

Atmospheric Research (IMAU) and the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) (Medley et al., 2018). The mean annual 10 m firn 

temperature at former Plateau Station is -58.4°C (Kane, 1970), one of the lowest in Antarctica. According to previous field 

measurements, the accumulation rate along the traverse ranges from 80 kg m-2 a-1 at Kohnen Station to roughly 25 kg m-2 a-1 35 

at Plateau Station (Radok and Lile, 1977). Coming along with the temperature increase at Kohnen Station, a firn-core analysis 

also indicates a simultaneous increase in accumulation by almost 20% over two decades (Medley et al., 2018). Close to site 5, 

an accumulation rate of 49°kg m-2 a-1 was measured (Karlöf et al., 2005). 
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Figure 1: a) Map of the investigated area in Antarctica. Grey dots represent the sampling sites along the CoFi traverse in this study. 

At each site, snow profiles according to the setup in b) were taken. Contour lines show height above sea level (in 500 m increments). 

At each sampling site, snow cores were taken with carbon fiber tubes of 1 m in length and 10 cm in diameter. In the following, 

we use the term ‘profile’ for a continuous snow record (i.e., one profile can consist of multiple cores sampled consecutively in 5 

depth). From a central position (labeled ‘X’) the surrounding sampling positions (labeled ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’) had 10 m distance to 

assure spatial independence according to Laepple et al. (2016) (Figure 1b). Profiles at position X have a total length of 2 m (at 

sites 14 and 15: 4 m), the surrounding profiles A, B and C have a length of 1 m. For a more detailed description of the sampling 

procedure, we refer to Schaller et al. (2016) or Weinhart et al. (2020). After sampling, the profiles were transported to AWI in 

polypropylene boxes in a continuous cold chain below -20°C. 10 

Further in the text, we will distinguish between three different transects along the traverse. The first one is about coast parallel 

following the ice divide between Kohnen Station and sampling site 5. The second one is contour line parallel at 3500 m asl 

from site 5 to site 12. The third transect, which contains sites 12, 14, and 15, is called interior plateau. 

Discrete sampling and cavity ring-down spectroscopy 

For further analysis, the snow profiles are cut into discrete samples in the AWI ice laboratory at -18°C. We used the snow 15 

cutting device presented in Weinhart et al. (2021a) to process the snow cores. The cut samples were put into plastic bags, 

which were welded to prevent exchange reactions with the surrounding air before the analysis. Usually, profiles taken at 

position X have been cut in 1 cm intervals, profiles from positions A, B, and C have been cut in 2 cm intervals (at sites 5 and 

8, all profiles were cut in 1 cm resolution). The depth scale of each individual snow core has been adjusted to the 1 m tube 

length. At site 5 and site 12 only three measured profiles are available. 20 

Stable water isotopes have been measured using cavity-ring-down-spectroscopy (CRDS) with a Picarro L2130-i isotope 

analyzer using the protocol by van Geldern and Barth (2012) for memory and drift correction. Results are presented in the 

common δ-notation in per-mill [‰] according to 

𝛿 =  (
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
− 1) ×  103 
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with the isotopic ratio (18O/16O or D/H, respectively) of the sample (Rsample) and a standard (Rreference). Due to the low isotopic 

values in the area of investigation, we used an in-house snow standard collected at site 14. For δ18O we report a precision of 

<0.1‰. 

In this manuscript, we present δ18O (δD and d) over depth of single profiles. Furthermore, we calculated mean values over 

depth and use the following terms: 5 

 zδ
18O as the mean value from surface to depth z (e.g., 5 cm and 1 m) of a single snow profile 

 σv(zδ
18O) as vertical standard deviation from surface to depth z of δ18O (variability over depth) of a single snow profile 

 zδ
18OSite as the mean zδ

18O of all available profiles to depth z at a given sampling site (Figure 1) 

 σh(zδ
18OSite) as horizontal standard deviation of all zδ

18O (variability in space to the same depth z) at a given site 

Used climatic parameters on the East Antarctic Plateau 10 

We use the temperature derived from ECHAM6-wiso at each site for a large-scale comparison of our data with temperature. 

Additionally to the accumulation rates presented earlier, at sites 14 and 15, we used sulfate (SO4
2-) measurements of the 4 m 

snow profiles (Weinhart et al., 2021b) to calculate a more recent local accumulation rate. Maxima in SO4
2- concentration can 

reflect volcanic horizons in snow and ice cores and are used to derive the local accumulation rate (e.g., done in the vicinity of 

Kohnen by Traufetter et al., 2004). As the ionic budget on the Antarctic plateau is not sea-salt dominant like in coastal regions 15 

(Legrand and Mayewski, 1997) and our calculation of non-sea-salt SO4
2- (e.g., Ma et al., 2020b; Traufetter et al., 2004) did 

not significantly differ from SO4
2-, we use SO4

2- here. 

We counted local maxima (and minima) of δ18O in all available profiles, and for comparison also in SO4
2-. Additionally, we 

estimated an annual layer thickness at each sampling site by multiplying snow density and annual accumulation rate (see 

Weinhart et al., 2021a). 20 

Isotopic mean values and vertical profiles derived from ECHAM6-wiso 

We use δ18O and δD precipitation-weighted model output from an ECHAM6-wiso simulation nudged to ERA5 reanalysis data, 

covering the period 1979-2020 (Cauquoin and Werner, in review, 2021) in annual resolution for all sampling sites, and in daily 

resolution for the selected sites 5 and 14 as well as at Kohnen Station. The ECHAM6-wiso simulation was performed at a 

mean horizontal grid resolution of approximately 1.1°×1.1° with 31 vertical model levels. 25 

For the comparison of the annual mean values we calculated the mean δ18O (δD and d) of the same time period that is covered 

in the uppermost 1 m of the snow profile at the respective sampling site (according to the local accumulation rate) using the 

ECHAM6-wiso data in annual resolution. 

To compare the ECHAM6-wiso data to the vertical snow profiles, we decided to use just one snow profile at each location 

instead of a stacked profile to avoid the loss of the amplitude of the temporal variability. At locations 5 and 14, we used profile 30 

X (Figure 1b). We use a snow profile from season 2015/16 (Schaller et al., 2017) at Kohnen Station, as in the framework of 

this study no samples were taken there. 

In order to simulate the δ18O profiles, we apply a similar concept as explained in Casado et al. (2020). The daily precipitation 

amount from ECHAM6-wiso was piled up in layers, as if deposited onto the surface day by day, to a simulated snow profile, 

applying a minimum precipitation threshold of 10-7 kg m-2 d-1, where each layer is converted into snow equivalent thickness 35 

assuming a density profile according to Herron and Langway (1980) and associated with the corresponding daily ECHAM6-

wiso δ18O value. The top of the artificial profile is chosen to correspond to the sampling date of the taken snow profile. To 

account for the postdepositional firn diffusion (Johnsen et al., 2000), we apply the method used in Münch et al. (2017). For 

this, we interpolate the artificial snow profile to an equidistant depth resolution of ~0.1 mm and calculate the depth-dependent 

diffusion length with site-specific parameters (i.e., annual mean temperature, annual mean accumulation rate, and Herron-40 
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Langway density profile). Finally, we sample the simulated snow profile virtually in 1 cm intervals to mimic the cutting into 

discrete samples. 

3 Results 

δ18O, δD & d in surface snow 

In the following sections, we present the isotopic data along the traverse and their spatial variability. We describe them in 5 

relation to their geographical context, using properties like temperature and elevation. A list of 1mδ18OSite, 1mδDSite, 1mdSite and 

the respective horizontal standard deviations can be found in the appendix (Table 3). 

Spatial distribution along the traverse 

We record the highest values for 1mδ18OSite (-45.2‰) and 1mδDSite (-355.7‰) close to Kohnen Station at site 1 and the lowest 

values at site 14 (1mδ18OSite=-55.5‰, 1mδDSite=-428.4‰). Both values decrease steadily from Kohnen Station towards the 10 

interior plateau. In contrast, values of 1mdSite are lowest at site 2 (5.8‰) and increase towards site 14 (15.8‰) (s. appendix). 

The same trends are visible in the samples from surface to 5 cm depth, i.e., 5cmδ18OSite, 5cmδDSite and 5cmdSite (not shown). 

We find the minimum of σh(1mδ18OSite) and σh(1mdSite) at site 9. Generally, we record a slight increase in σh(1mδ18OSite) from 

Kohnen Station towards site 14 (Table 3). 

Stable water isotopes vs. environmental properties 15 

Putting our data into the context of the Antarctic-wide dataset from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) we find our sites among 

those with the coldest temperatures and highest elevations. For the isotope ratios we record a slope of 1mδD/1mδ18O=7.01 

(Figure 2a) and also see a trend in 1md towards higher values at altitudes higher than 3000 m asl (Figure 2b). From our 

observations we calculate a slope of 1mδ18O/T=1.04 ‰ °C-1 and 1mδD/T=7.21 ‰ °C-1 (Figure 2c and d). Regional differences 

are also visible in the coast parallel part of the traverse (1.16 ‰ °C-1), the contour line parallel part (1.30 ‰ °C-1) and the 20 

interior plateau (0.61 ‰ °C-1). Here we want to mention that the traverse starts at already 2892 m asl. 
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Figure 2: Plots of a) 1mδD against 1mδ18O, b) 1md against elevation, c) 1mδ18O against 10 m firn temperature, d) 1md against 10 m firn 

temperature. Results of this study are plotted in black, for comparison we plotted the data from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) in 

grey. 

In contrast, the same calculations with values from the upper 5 cm reflect the general trend not as good as the 1 m mean values 5 

(Appendix, Figure 7). The relationship between 5cmδD and 5cmδ18O is closer to the GMWL with a slope of 7.3. However, the 

relationship with temperature at the very surface (5cmδ18O/T and 5cmδD/T) results in an R² of only 0.49 and 0.43, respectively. 

In particular the behavior at low temperatures is not depicted very well (5cmδ18O and 5cmδD tend to be too high). Also, 5cmd at 

sites with an elevation higher than 3000 m asl are lower compared to 1md. We see an increase of R² for the correlation of zδ
18O 

to the local temperature when increasing the depth interval from 5 cm to 1 m (Table 1). 10 

Table 1: Relationships of zδD with zδ
18O and zδ

18O with T along the CoFi traverse dependent on the sampling depth. 

Depth interval (z) zδD/zδ
18O zδ

18O/T R² (zδ
18O/T) 

5 cm 5cmδD = 7.30×5cmδ18O - 26.2 5cmδ18O = 0.58×T - 1.5 0.49 

10 cm 10cmδD = 7.31×10cmδ18O - 24.8 10cmδ18O = 0.68×T + 7.1 0.62 

20 cm 20cmδD = 7.31×20cmδ18O - 24.7 20cmδ18O = 1.38×T + 15.9 0.73 

40 cm 40cmδD = 7.13×40cmδ18O - 33.9 40cmδ18O = 1.17×T + 5.4 0.78 

1 m 1mδD = 7.01×1mδ18O - 39.3 1mδ18O = 1.04×T - 0.7 0.86 

 

Accumulation rate derived from snow pits at sampling sites 14 and 15 

As an independent measure to evaluate the annual layer thickness and consequently the presence of seasonal signals, we use 

the two 4 m profiles to determine the mean decadal accumulation rate. There are two significant local maxima in 15 

SO4
2- concentration in both 4 m profiles at sites 14 and 15 (Figure 3). Both peaks appear more apparent in the profile at location 

14. We assigned the local maxima around 2 m and 4 m depth to the volcanic eruptions of Pinatubo and Agung, respectively 

(Traufetter et al., 2004). Cole-Dai et al. (1997) reported high SO4
2- concentrations in snow layers of 1993 and 1994 at South 
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Pole and assigned them to the Pinatubo eruption. The deposition of volcanic material was delayed due to long-distance 

transport in high altitudes to the South Pole region. According to this information, we also dated this snow layer to 1993. 

We derive a mean accumulation rate of 25.8±0.5 kg m-2 a-1 at site 14 and 25.9±0.5 kg m-2 a-1 at site 15 since 1964 

(27.7±1.1 kg m-2 a-1 and 27.8±1.1 kg m-2 a-1 since 1993, respectively), which is consistent with observations at Plateau Station 

(Radok and Lile, 1977) and around Dome F (Fujita et al., 2011). The uncertainty comes from the unclear deposition time (after 5 

the eruption as well as the time interval of deposition itself) of the volcanic material in Antarctica. 

 

Figure 3: Sulfate concentrations over 4 m depth for sites 14 (a) and 15 (b) measured by means of ion chromatography. We used the 

dataset by Weinhart et al. (2021b). 

δ18O over depth 10 

Generally, we cannot see one specific relationship between δ18O and d in all snow profiles as a function of depth. In most cases 

we see an anticorrelation, but also correlated patterns or a change between both within a profile is possible. In most snow 

profiles, d increases from the very surface to about 15 cm depth, mostly independent of the δ18O trend. Vertical profiles at 

some locations can be found in the appendix for comparison. 

According to the counted δ18O cycles in the snow profiles (Table 2), from sites 1-5 the numbers are consistent with the number 15 

of years expected from estimates of the accumulation rate. In the contour line parallel part of the traverse this seasonal signal 

vanishes and is not present at all on the interior plateau (Figure 4). Nevertheless, there is still variability in the order of 4-6 

maxima per meter visible in most profiles, which however is not consistent with the annual accumulation rate (compare 

selected profiles in the Appendix, Figure 8). 

 20 
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Table 2: Average of local maxima counted in δ18O over 1 m depth in each profile at each sampling site. The shown accumulation 

rate is according to the Antarctic-wide dataset by (Arthern et al., 2006) 

Sampling site 

(number of profiles) 

Cycles in δ18O 

(± standard deviation) 

Expected cycles per meter 

[m-1] 

Accumulation rate  

[kg m-²a-1] 

1 (4) 5±0.5 4.3 65.7 | comp. Medley et al. (2018) 

2 (4) 5±1.0 5.1 55.8 

3 (4) 5±0.9 5.6 50.0 

4 (4) 6±0.5 6.0 46.6 

5 (3) 6±1.2 6.0 47.2 | comp. Karlöf et al. (2005) 

6 (4) 5±1.0 6.2 45.5 

7 (4) 6±0.5 6.9 41.1 

8 (4) 5±1.0 7.0 40.3 

9 (4) 4±1.3 7.1 39.5 

10 (4) 5±0.5 7.4 38.0 

12 (3) 5±1.0 7.4 38.3 

14 (4) 5±1.7 9.0 31.3 | comp. Figure 3 

15 (4) 4±0.8 8.0 35.1 | comp. Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 4: Counted seasonal cycles in δ18O (dark red, Table 2) and SO4
2- (red) as well as number of expected cycles according to the 5 

accumulation rate (grey). Vertical dashed lines separate the different transects along the traverse (coast parallel, contour line 

parallel, interior plateau). 

Observations vs. ECHAM6-wiso 

In the next two sections, we present the results of the comparison between observed isotopic data and ECHAM6-wiso output 

on a) the spatial scale and b) the temporal scale at the selected sites. 10 

Along the CoFi traverse 

Comparing the ECHAM6-wiso model output to the field data, we see that the model depicts very well the trend in δ18O, but 

with an offset that slightly increases from Kohnen Station (+4‰) to the interior plateau (+6‰). In contrast, the increase in d 

of the modeled data along the traverse is too flat (offset on the interior plateau of around +7‰), although d is captured very 

well close to Kohnen Station. 15 
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Figure 5: Isotope values a) 1mdSite (blue, inverted y-axis) and b) 1mδ18OSite (red) along the CoFi traverse displayed as solid circles with 

the respective σh as vertical error bars. The isotopic composition of the precipitation in ECHAM6-wiso for δ18O and d for the same 

time interval is displayed in empty squares. The number of the sampling site is shown in grey circles at the bottom of b). 

Vertical profiles at selected sites 5 

Comparing the snow profiles with the simulated profiles, we generally see the offset in δ18O, which is also visible on the spatial 

scale (Figure 6). Some local maxima and minima seem well reflected in the profiles below 1 m at Kohnen Station and site 5. 

In the upper meter, the simulated profiles show too many temperature-induced variations (seasonal cycles), particularly at site 

14, which we consider as representative for the interior plateau. 

At site 5 we note an offset in δ18O between the first and the second meter possibly originating from daily measurement drift. 10 
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Figure 6: Observed δ18O snow profiles (red) and simulated snow profile (blue) from daily ECHAM6-wiso output including 

precipitation threshold, postdepositional diffusion and virtual sampling for a) Kohnen Station, b) site 5, and c) site 14. The panels 

have a common depth axis. 

4 Discussion 5 

In this chapter, we first want to discuss δ18O, δD, and d in the measured snow profiles in terms of spatial variability and of 

postdepositional processes in a qualitative manner. Later, we will focus on the comparison between observed and modeled 

snow profiles and evaluate the processes, which lead to similarities and differences between both. 

Spatial variability of δ18O, δD and d 

Considering the environmental conditions on the remote plateau of East Antarctica – a decreasing accumulation rate and higher 10 

relative surface roughness (Weinhart et al., 2020) – we assumed an increase of σH at each site along the traverse. Non-uniform 

deposition on the local scale, longer residence time at the surface, and a higher potential for mixing of snow from different 

deposition events were expected to affect the small-scale spatial variability (i.e., σH) of the isotopic composition in the samples 

significantly. In turn, σH fluctuates around a mean value along the traverse. Four spatially independent snow profiles seem to 

be sufficient to assure a standard error (of the mean at one sampling location: σH divided by the square root of the number of 15 

samples) of below 1‰ for 1mδ18O and below 6‰ for 1mδD in the sampling area. The 1 m mean value seems not to be strongly 

affected by the local surface topography, which can strongly impact the local accumulation behavior (King et al., 2004). 
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Along several traverses from Zhongshan Station to Dome A in different seasons, the top snow layer (5 cm) was sampled. Ding 

et al. (2010) reported a δ18O/T slope of 0.84 ‰ °C-1 using samples from two seasons, Ma et al. (2020a) reported a slope of 

0.91 ‰ °C-1 with data from four seasons. In general, the δ18O/T slopes reflect the overall dependence of the isotopic 

composition on temperature as well as the specific situation in the condensation layer in different regions and, therefore, may 

vary regionally. Lower δ18O/T slopes on both short (seasonal to annual) and long (glacial-interglacial) time scales have been 5 

found (e.g., Stenni et al., 2016; Touzeau et al., 2016) as well as for regions higher than 3000 m asl or generally with increasing 

elevation and lower temperatures (Li et al., 2021; Satow et al., 1999). This is also consistent with the slopes we find in the 

different transects in our study, ranging between 0.61 and 1.30‰ °C‑1. Casado et al. (2017) pointed out to be careful with the 

use of spatial slopes, as they have a much lower span than temporal slopes do (0.2 to 1.5 ‰ °C-1), especially when applying to 

time series covering glacial-interglacial cycles like the whole Holocene. 10 

Ma et al. (2020a) mentioned the interannual variability of δ18O to be low and evaporation for stable water isotopes to be limited. 

This can explain a similar spatial trend of δ18O along the traverse for both sampling intervals (5 cm and 1 m). On the other 

hand, we report a larger scatter in the 5 cm interval when plotting them against local temperature (Table 1 and Figure 7). 5cmd 

can be considered as too low, especially at sites with high elevations and cold annual mean temperatures. We explain this 

observation with surface-related processes (probably during summer) that are transient and not fully diffused into the 15 

snowpack. Especially the processes redistribution and sublimation are overrepresented in samples from the very surface and 

can generate a seasonal bias. Therefore we suggest using 1 m to obtain representative isotope samples instead of just the upper 

cm of the snow column if there are no logistical constraints. 1 m depth-averages cover the interannual variability of stable 

water isotopes in low accumulation rate areas, and the effect of sublimation (affecting d; see next section) is not 

overrepresented. 20 

Postdepositional processes impair conservation of temporal variability in δ18O, δD and d 

Alteration at the snow-atmosphere interface 

The isotopic composition of snow after deposition is subject to strong alterations at the very surface. Diurnal cycles in the 

isotopic composition of surface snow can be larger than day-by-day means in temporal observations (Hughes et al., in review; 

Ritter et al., 2016). The quantification of these sublimation effects on stable water isotopes archived in ice cores is one of the 25 

recent scientific questions (Pang et al., 2019) for higher accuracy in paleotemperature reconstructions. Unfortunately, in our 

study, we only have one observation in time and can therefore only indirectly reconstruct the temporal signal at each site. 

Still, the antiphase we observe between d and δ18O present in most profiles is consistent with observations at Dome F by Stenni 

et al. (2016) and at Dome C by Fujita and Abe (2006). The sublimation effect causes an enrichment in δD at the snow-

atmosphere interface and, therefore, lower d values (Moser and Stichler, 1974). We interpret the increase in d from the surface 30 

to 15 cm depth (independent of δ18O) as an ongoing manifestation of the sublimation process (strong at the surface, decreasing 

with depth). From a comparison with snow profiles from a previous season at Kohnen Station (Schaller et al., 2017), we also 

see that this is no general behavior, but probably strongly depends on the timing of the last snow deposition, exposition time 

of the snow surface, and generally the weather conditions. We conclude that d is strongly affected by sublimation in most 

profiles, independent of the δ18O signal. Whether this effect is stronger on the remote plateau than in the other regions still has 35 

to be investigated, especially with analyzing the isotopic composition of fresh snow (i.e., before deposition). Laboratory 

experiments showed that sublimation in the snow is temperature-dependent (Ekaykin et al., 2009), and also the much higher 

values of d on the interior plateau (Figure 5a) could support this argument. 

Postdepositional alterations dominate over seasonal variability in isotope profiles on the East Antarctic Plateau 

Assuming that seasonal variations in air temperature modulate the isotopic composition of the snow (either by precipitation or 40 

by snow-air interaction), the succession of high/low δ18O can be interpreted as a seasonal signal (e.g., Du et al., 2019; 
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Fernandoy et al., 2010; Furukawa et al., 2017; Nakazawa et al., 2021). However, it has been shown that diffusion only, even 

if irregular layers with noisy isotopic composition were deposited at the surface, can lead to this kind of observed cycles in the 

isotopic composition (Laepple et al., 2018). 

Hoshina et al. (2016) have discussed that seasonal cycles in several proxies (major ions and stable water isotopes) are preserved 

at sites with an accumulation rate >100 kg m-2 a-1 and calm wind conditions. Also stable water isotopes at Kohnen Station 5 

show sinusoidal patterns, especially after reducing local noise by stacking multiple profiles (Münch et al., 2016), although 

cycles in single isotope profiles cannot always be seen clearly (e.g., Moser et al., 2020). This is then commonly interpreted as 

a seasonal signal, but a significant impact of postdepositional alterations cannot be excluded. Considering these observations 

and interpretations, we also interpret the isotopic cycles in the profiles at sampling sites 1-5 still as seasonal. This is consistent 

with observations from Karlöf et al. (2005), who discussed seasonal δ18O signals close to sampling site 5. Further along the 10 

traverse towards the interior plateau, a combination of different processes seems to suppress seasonal isotope signals as the 

discrepancy between expected annual layers and counted local maxima in δ18O increases. At site 14, according to our dating, 

we should expect 9 cycles m-1 snow or firn (Figure 4). At this point, we want to mention that the cyclicality in sulfate fits the 

expected one adequately, but also major ions reach their limits in the usage as annual markers in low accumulation rate areas 

(Weinhart et al., 2021a). Vertical δ18O profiles with a cycle length of 20 cm have also been observed at Dome A (Ma et al., 15 

2020b). This behavior is generally described at several sites in East Antarctica and explained with a combination of local noise 

and diffusion (Laepple et al., 2018). All three stages of isotopic alteration mentioned in the introduction (syndepositional, 

mechanical postdepositional, and physico-chemical postdepositional) play a decisive role by overprinting the isotopic signals 

from precipitation. We also want to emphasize the diamond dust deposition and hoar frost, which could add an isotopic value, 

which is barely known (Stenni et al., 2016). However, as the wave-shape signal with 4-6 local maxima (~20 cm cycle length) 20 

is present in the vast majority of all profiles, the retrieved diffusion lengths explain the similarity of cycles in snow pits across 

the East Antarctic Plateau, despite the very different accumulation rates. 

The diffusion length at the surface is not very large and increases with depth (and density) (Johnsen et al., 2000; Laepple et 

al., 2018; Münch et al., 2017). Therefore we conclude that a seasonal signal is still present along the ice divide but vanishes 

shortly behind site 5 (accumulation rate of about 50 kg m-2 a-1), which is a bit lower than pointed out by Hoshina et al. (2016). 25 

Further samples in the precipitation shadow of the main DML ice divide are needed to investigate whether certain 

environmental conditions (e.g., wind speed) have an additional influence here. 

Comparison of measured and simulated snow profiles 

The absolute offset in δ18O (Figure 5 and Figure 6) between observations and model output (or simulated profiles, respectively) 

can originate either from a lower ice sheet elevation, higher temperatures, or missing fractionation processes (after 30 

precipitation). In the following, we will focus on the differences between observations and simulations in the variability over 

depth. 

Before contrasting δ18O in simulated and observed snow profiles, we briefly compare the annual precipitation from ECHAM6 

with the local accumulation rates (see section 2 and Figure 3). Generally, the modeled annual precipitation is slightly lower 

than the accumulation rate at Kohnen (56 kg m-2a-1), site 5 (41 kg m-2a-1), and site 14 (21 kg m-2a-1). This is no surprise, as the 35 

AGCM does not capture diamond dust and recycled water vapor. Considered the latter two account for over half of the annual 

accumulation at Dome C (Stenni et al., 2016) and we estimate a similar amount for the interior plateau, we evaluate the 

precipitation in ECHAM6 at site 14 as rather too high than too low. This overrepresentation of (temperature-driven synoptic) 

snowfall can explain a higher number of δ18O cycles in the simulated profile than expected. 

The applied diffusion in the simulated profiles is not significantly different at the sites because the site-specific parameters 40 

(accumulation rate, temperature, and density) produce similar diffusion lengths. Assuming that the diffusion in the simulated 

profiles depicts the environmental conditions on the East Antarctic Plateau, the smooth δ18O curves at the surface (especially 
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0-1 m in Figure 6) in the observed snow profiles are an indicator for strong influences of mechanical mixing and sublimation 

on the isotopic record in this depth interval. Lower than 1 m, the diffusion seems to control the shape of the isotope profiles, 

which is captured by our diffusion modeling. This also fits the observation that firn density is the main driver for the depth 

dependence of the diffusion length (Johnsen et al., 2000). 

On short time scales, stable water isotope records from the East Antarctic Plateau often are inconsistent with temperature (Ma 5 

et al., 2020b; Münch et al., 2017). Some of the previously mentioned postdepositional effects also are suggested to further lead 

to a correlation between δ18O and temperature (again) (Touzeau et al., 2016). In Greenland, a case study implies that only 40-

60% of deposited snow is later preserved in the snowpack (Zuhr et al., in review, 2021). Still, we consider the simulated profile 

to depict the trend at Kohnen Station very well, especially below 1 m depth. Single (climatic) signals in the observed profiles 

at site 5 and site 14 are visible in the simulated profile as well, although in the upper meter too many (seasonal) cycles appear 10 

in the simulated profile. 

We observe that the diffusion modeling is well constrained, but at the very surface, other processes dominate the alteration of 

δ18O. Of course, the discrepancy between our observed profiles and the simulated profiles can come from a mismatch of the 

precipitation in ECHAM6 with Antarctic precipitation or errors with the applied diffusion modeling scheme. Nevertheless, as 

the diffusion is generally well constrained, we qualitatively assign the discrepancy to a) the not well-constrained impact of 15 

mechanical mixing, sublimation, and recondensation as well as b) the barely known δ18O composition of diamond dust and 

hoar frost. Therefore, further studies on these processes are highly recommended. This could be accomplished by field 

experiments comparing fresh snow with deposited snow and a continuous record of δ18O in precipitation and temperature. 

5 Summary and conclusion 

In this study, we presented the spatial distribution of stable water isotope data (δ18O, δD & d) in the top meters along a traverse 20 

over the East Antarctic Plateau. On the spatial scale, 1 m averages of δ18O and δD show the expected correlation with increasing 

elevation and decreasing temperature. We report a higher scatter in the correlation of isotopic composition with temperature 

the smaller the sampling depth is. This indicates a seasonal bias in δ18O, while a lower deuterium excess in relation to the 

elevation does indicate an influence of sublimation. For a precise spatial relation of the isotopic composition of snow with 

environmental properties, we suggest a 1 m sampling depth to avoid a superimposition of surface processes. 25 

An increase of the deuterium excess from the surface to roughly 15 cm depth in most vertical snow profiles, which happens 

independently of the δ18O signal, is interpreted as an ongoing sublimation process. To comprehensively understand the history 

of a local snowpack, δ18O and δD cannot be interpreted independently from each other, d always has to be taken into account. 

A quantification of the sublimation effect, which we were not able to accomplish within this study, is the subject of current 

research (Ma et al., 2020b) and is essential for the climatic interpretation of isotopes in ice core records. 30 

Seasonal cycles of δ18O (even if postdepositionally altered) are visible in profiles at sites along the ice divide from Kohnen 

Station eastwards until an accumulation rate of roughly 50 kg m-2a-1. On the interior plateau, the observed cycles are no longer 

consistent with the local accumulation rate. The cyclicality with roughly 20 cm length would fit with previously published 

values for postdepositional diffusion, but in the uppermost meter diffusion alone is probably too weak to cause the observed 

patterns alone. The processes of sublimation, mechanical mixing, and diffusion together overprint a seasonal signal in areas 35 

with an accumulation rate lower than 50 kg m-2a-1. 

A comparison with model results of a recent ECHAM6-wiso simulation covering the same time span shows a similar trend for 

δ18O like in surface snow, but with a constant offset of on average +5‰. The simulated trend in d, in turn, is rather too weak, 

but the high deuterium excess in snow on the interior plateau is probably strongly influenced by postdepositional sublimation. 

At selected sites, we compared snow profiles to simulated profiles derived from ECHAM6-wiso data from the surface to 2 m 40 

depth. In the first meter, the simulated profiles show distinct variations (i.e., seasonal δ18O signals), which are not present in 
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observed profiles, especially on the interior plateau. In the second meter, the general trends of the profiles are depicted well 

by the simulation. We come to the conclusion that in the upper meter, the processes of sublimation and mechanical mixing – 

which are not included in the simulation – are very dominant and can therefore explain the discrepancy between observed and 

simulated profiles. Below 1 m – with increasing diffusion length – the diffusion gets stronger and results in a better 

representation of the observed profile. How many of the “depositional events” create a measurable isotopic signal remains a 5 

major question, but some precipitation events from ECHAM6-wiso were visible in the measured snow profiles. 

Our findings imply that the interpretation of seasonal signals in ice cores from low accumulation areas in East Antarctica 

(lower than 50 kg m-2a-1) is barely possible. However, the temporal signals of prominent years can be visible in snow profiles. 

Therefore we strongly encourage further studies to quantify the sublimation and mixing at the snow surface. 
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11 Appendix 

Spatial variability of δ18O, δD and d 

Table 3: Overview of 1mδ18OSite, 1mδDSite and 1mdSite 

Sampling site 

(number of profiles) 

Latitude 

[°] 

Longitude 

[°] 

Elevation 

[m asl] 

Sampling 

date 

1mδ18OSite 

[‰] 

σH(1mδ18OSite) 

[‰] 

1mδDSite 

[‰] 

σH(1mδDSite) 

[‰] 

1mdSite 

[‰] 

σH(1mdSite) 

[‰] 

1 (4) -75.11 2.89 2995 14.12.2016 -45.2 0.7 -355.7 5.7 5.9 1.1 

2 (4) -75.18 6.12 3153 15.12.2016 -46.4 0.8 -365.1 7.1 5.8 1.0 

3 (4) -75.21 9.58 3306 16.12.2016 -47.6 1.0 -373.3 7.7 7.8 0.6 

4 (4) -75.18 12.66 3406 17.12.2016 -49.8 0.8 -389.3 6.1 8.9 1.2 

5 (3) -75.13 15.40 3474 18.12.2016 -50.0 0.9 -391.3 7.1 9.0 0.3 

6 (4) -75.48 16.32 3491 19.12.2016 -50.1 1.0 -390.7 7.6 9.7 0.5 

7 (4) -76.19 18.33 3470 20.12.2016 -50.9 0.9 -396.7 7.3 10.7 0.6 

8 (4) -76.90 20.66 3462 21.12.2016 -51.5 1.1 -401.3 8.0 11.1 0.6 

9 (4) -77.57 23.19 3458 22.12.2016 -51.7 0.2 -402.2 1.5 11.2 0.7 

10 (4) -78.29 26.30 3461 23.12.2016 -52.2 1.1 -404.8 7.9 13.0 0.9 

12 (3) -79.00 30.00 3473 26.12.2016 -53.0 0.9 -410.7 6.3 13.3 0.8 

14 (4) -79.24 40.56 3665 09-11.01.2017 -55.5 0.6 -428.4 4.0 15.8 0.5 

15 (4) -79.33 34.96 3550 16-18.01.2017 -53.4 1.5 -412.9 11.0 14.3 0.9 
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Stable water isotopes (upper 5 cm) vs. environmental properties 

 

Figure 7: Same data presentation as Figure 2 considering the upper 5 cm of the snow column only. 
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Isotope profiles at selected sites 

 

Figure 8: δ18O (upper graph of the respective panel) and d (lower graph of the respective panel) from 0 to 1 m depth at the selected 

sites 1, 5, 9, 12, 15 and 14. Note the inverted scale for d. 
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6 FURTHER RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, I want to summarize results that were not part of the three publications. This chapter includes a 

combined analysis of density measurements, structural properties and major ions (section 6.1) and an analysis of 

the decadal variability of stable water isotopes (section 6.2). 

6.1 DECIPHERING THE LOCAL SNOWPACK HISTORY ON THE EAST ANTARCTIC PLATEAU – 

USING A COMBINATION OF STRATIGRAPHIC FEATURES AND MAJOR IONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Recording snowpack features and snow stratigraphy was an essential task in field glaciology in the past (e.g., 

Colbeck, 1991, Furukawa et al., 1996, Furukawa et al., 1992, Picciotto et al., 1971, Rundle, 1971) and is still done 

today. Numerous snowpack features were described in the past. Among them are crusts and depth hoar. Theories 

for their formation (depth hoar: Colbeck, 1991, crusts: Fegyveresi et al., 2018, Sommer et al., 2018) are already 

mentioned in publication II. The use of crusts as a paleoclimatic proxy (Hoshina et al., 2016) in combination with 

major ions has also been discussed there.  

Many ionic species can exhibit a cyclicality due to seasonal deposition if the accumulation rate is high enough 

(Legrand & Mayewski, 1997), but volatile species (especially Cl-, SO4
2-, NO3

-) are strongly affected by 

postdepositional losses (Weller et al., 2004). In a study at the South Pole, Dibb and Whitlow (1996) did not find 

the expected spring maxima in NO3
- concentration in their snow profiles, but a peak in near the surface. They 

concluded that these spring NO3
- peaks are not related to an atmospheric signal and are influenced by 

postdepositional effects.  

Understanding the link between stratigraphy and climate proxies in snow as well as associated processes is an 

essential step for reconstructing snowpack history. This can improve the interpretation of climate proxies at the 

very surface and also in ice cores. Therefore recent studies investigate depositional processes at the snow surface 

(Zuhr et al., in review, 2021).  

The main focus of this section is to investigate the connection of depositional features in combination with snow 

chemistry. I will show exemplary gray value images of snow profiles along the EAP with recurring stratigraphic 

features. Then go into detail on one special feature, which shows fine layering over a large part of the profile and 

is recognized in just few other snow profiles. Further, I want to characterize this fine layered feature in a 

combination with major ions and isotopes and discuss its deposition history. Lastly, I will tackle the question 

whether the (density and ion) characteristics of this feature can function as a general identification pattern to 

reconstruct the snowpack history through single snow profiles and a multiparameter analysis.  

In this section, the term ‘layer’ describes a coherent section (especially visually in the radioscopic gray value 

images – and in consequence also in density) of snow of particular thickness, which may vary as a function of 

position. One layer might originate from one depositional event (be it precipitation, constant diamond dust 

deposition or reworked snow and wind drift deposition) but can also be caused by an interaction of many processes. 

Usually, the term layer is not clearly defined and used rather in a descriptive manner than a quantitative analysis. 

The classic understanding of a layered snowpack is rather present in high accumulation areas and disturbed by 

many processes in low accumulation areas (e.g., uneven distribution of precipitation, erosion, and wind 

redeposition). This subject is also tackled in publications I, II & III. 
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MATERIAL & METHODS 

Snow profiles were measured by means of μCT (s. publications I & II). The gray value images are the interim step 

of 2D μCT measurements before the translation into (snow, firn, or ice) density. However, these gray value images 

better visualize the layering of the snow than a graph with the plotted density. In Fig. 10, sections from the 

following profiles are shown:  

1A (0.25 m – 0.62 m depth)  

8B (0.31 m – 0.68 m depth)  

9A (0.30 m – 0.67 m depth)  

14C (0 m – 0.37 m depth)   

S15 (0 m – 0.37 m depth)   

The procedure to count crusts in snow profiles is described in publication II.  

From profile S15, selected major ion concentrations (Na+, Cl-, NO3
-, SO4

2-, MSA) measured using IC (chapter 2.5) 

and d through CRDS (chapter 2.6) are presented over depth. Then for all available snow profiles at locations 1, 3, 

5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15, the NO3
- concentration is shown over depth as well. 

RESULTS 

SNOWPACK FEATURES 

Crusts can be found in every profile, here very present in Fig. 10a to d. Depth hoar can be identified in the gray 

value images by light gray color and high porosity, which visually appears ‘grainy’ in the images. Depth hoar is 

often associated with a crust at the top (very clear in the middle of Fig. 10b and at the bottom of d), which is caused 

by vertical mass transport upwards and therefore depletion in the (depth hoar) layer (Albert et al., 2004, Arcone et 

al., 2004, Fegyveresi et al., 2018). However, the opposite can be found as well. It is described as hard depth hoar 

(Pfeffer & Mrugala, 2002), when below a crust a layer with higher density is found. This can be seen very 

prominently in Fig. 10c.  

Profile 14C (Fig. 10d) shows a disturbed structure at the top. It is characterized by erosional, discontinuous and 

diagonal layer boundaries between two layers of snow. Such chaotic patterns can indicate sastrugi, old dune 

structures or similar features. Dunes and sastrugi can easily reach 30 cm in height on the EAP. 

In the following the focus will be on the special feature that was found in snow profile S15 and is present to a 

lesser extent in few other profiles as well. Profile S15 (Fig. 10e) contains an impressive continuous and fine (almost 

laminar) layering with an extent of roughly 35 cm. The most interesting observations are first of all the total 

thickness, but also the gradual small changes in the angle of inclination as well as in density, which makes the fine 

layering only visible in the μCT images. 
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Fig. 10: Here μCT gray value images are shown highlighting typical snowpack features along the CoFi traverse as well as special structures that are not captured very often. 

The scans are from positions a) 1A (0.25 m – 0.62 m depth), b) 8B (0.31 m – 0.68 m depth), c) 9A (0.30 m – 0.67 m depth), d) 14C (0 m – 0.37 m depth), e) S15 (0 m – 0.37 m 

depth) (s. Fig. 6). 
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PROFILE S15 

Taking the IC measurements into account, at the very surface (0-4 cm), an increased concentration of several ion 

species (Fig. 11, bottom) is visible. It is possible that this increase originates from contamination or is a true climate 

signal. An interval with very constant Na+, Cl- and SO4
2- concentrations follows, corresponding with the interval 

of fine-layering in the gray value image (shaded gray in Fig. 11). In the same interval, MSA slightly increases with 

depth while we find a steady increase in NO3
-. d increases from the surface to 30 cm depth as we see in the majority 

of the snow profiles as well (publication III). The increase of d in the upper 25 cm is negatively correlated with 

the snow density, which decreases from the surface to 35 cm. 

 

Fig. 11: Density (upper panel), deuterium excess (middle panel), and selected major ions (lower panel) of snow 

profile S15. The gray value image is plotted on top. The gray-shaded area represents the depth interval shown in 

Fig. 10e. 
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NITRATE PROFILES ALONG THE COFI TRAVERSE 

The correlation of the fine layering with the increase in NO3
- in profile S15 raised the question, whether this pattern 

is also visible in other snow profiles. In Fig. 12 NO3
- concentrations in snow profiles from several selected 

locations are shown. Until location 7, there are notable local maxima and minima over depth, starting with 

concentrations around 100 ppb and decreasing tendency with increasing depth. Especially at location 1, a distinct 

cyclicality seems to be visible. From locations 8 or 9 further inland (with decreasing temperature and accumulation 

rate), this local variation diminishes while the concentrations at the surface are higher than close to Kohnen Station. 

 

Fig. 12: Nitrate concentrations over depth for all available profiles (A, B, C and X; color coded) at the respective 

sampling sites. All panels a) to i) have the same depth axis. The annotation of the y axis applies to all panels on 

the same horizontal line. 
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Interestingly also in profiles 10B, 12A, 15B, a (rather high) maximum in NO3
- is visible within the first meter, 

independent from high concentrations at the very surface. These maxima seem preserved and not level off like in 

other profiles on the interior plateau. They furthermore correspond with intervals of homogenous gray values (or 

one snow layer), i.e., rather constant density. 

DISCUSSION 

I can only speculate about the timespan and the number of accumulation events that have caused the layer in profile 

S15 (Fig. 10e). This gradual layering seems to form either under constant surface conditions without any erosion 

(i.e., the snow surface was exposed for a long period of time without erosion and uneven deposition) or during a 

prolonged drift event with low to medium wind speed. The constant values of several ion species indicate a rather 

homogenous snow source, which could come from eroded and mixed snow (King et al., 2004). This makes the 

latter of the scenarios more likely. In this context, the constant decrease (from surface to top) in density is a really 

interesting observation, but the low small-scale fluctuations compared to other profiles (appendix of  

publication I) support this hypothesis (Fig. 11, top). The increasing d from the very surface with depth additionally 

indicates the slow pile-up of a dune structure (Freitag & Kipfstuhl, pers. commun.). While the snow in 20-30 cm 

depth was buried constantly with snow, the snow close to the surface had a longer exposition to the atmosphere. 

In this part, sublimation strongly alters the deposited d value towards lower d values (Ekaykin et al., 2009, Pang 

et al., 2019).  

The high ion concentrations at the top of snow profile S15 can be explained by contamination (estimated as rather 

unlikely) or a true climate (or depositional) signal (e.g., clear sky precipitation). Cl- on the other hand, seems not 

to be that much influenced by volatilization into the atmosphere (comp. Weller et al., 2004).  

The layers corresponding with the local maxima in NO3
- in the other profiles do not show extensive and fine 

layering as in profile S15, but might have a similar deposition history. The high NO3
- concentrations there can 

unlikely be interpreted as a climatic signal, especially not on the EAP (s. Fig. 11 and, e.g.,  Dibb and Whitlow 

(1996)). Maybe the origin of the snow in all those layers is a homogenous snow source (caused by mixing). 

Unfortunately, further investigations were not possible during the time of the project. Nevertheless, I strongly 

encourage a combined analysis of NO3
- and density layering in the future. Perhaps a combined analysis of both 

parameters can indicate a certain type of deposition or the exposition time at the surface with reduced 

photochemical reactions raising the NO3
- concentration (Wolff et al., 2002). In areas with higher accumulation 

rate, this might interfere with seasonal cycles in NO3
-. Similar approaches could also be followed with other ions, 

but a regional classification using the optically detected features is barely possible – at least we did not have an 

applicable idea or parameter to do so (except for the abundance of crusts, s. publication II). This could also include 

3D-μCT of other snow profiles. These data allow the calculation of physical properties such as grain size and 

structure, anisotropy and coordination number and can give even more insights into the snowpack evolution over 

depth and time. Profiles 14X and 15X have also been analyzed in 3D mode. A first step can be a comparison 

between Kohnen Station (Moser et al., 2020) and Plateau Station (14X) including chemical analysis. 

Continuous observations or tracer experiments are one possibility to learn more about processes at the snow 

surface, but these are usually time-consuming and require logistical planning and respective instruments. A rather 

simple improvement for future studies using the liner method or similar sampling tools (with which the snow 

stratigraphy can be analyzed) is to mark the carbon fiber tubes at the outside and analyze them in the same 

orientation as taken in the field. This becomes relevant when sampling in the dimension of snow patches on local 

scales (e.g., sampling increments of 1 m) like small transects or trenches. The original (relative) orientation to the 
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next sample is recorded and stratigraphic elements can be reconstructed and followed accordingly on the spatial 

scale. 

6.2 IS A TEMPERATURE RISE VISIBLE IN SNOW OF THE EAST ANTARCTIC PLATEAU? – 

A COMPARISON OF DECADAL δ18O AT SELECTED SITES 

INTRODUCTION 

As presented in chapter 1.3, climate change has also reached Antarctica and is visible on the EAP. This affects 

mainly directly measurable (atmospheric or climatic) properties like temperature and accumulation rate (South 

Pole: Clem et al., 2020, Kohnen Station: Medley et al., 2018). In turn, significant changes in climate proxies like 

stable water isotopes were not reported yet. In this section, I want to investigate whether the climatic changes over 

the last decades are already visible in snow on the EAP comparing decadal δ18O values according to the local 

accumulation rate. 

MATERIAL & METHODS 

The original plan in this study provided an additional shallow firn core (up to 10 m) at each sampling site with a 

hand auger. Using depth information of volcanic horizons, i.e., the eruption of Pinatubo in June 1991 (Cole-Dai et 

al., 1997), the local accumulation rates could have been derived. However, as the hand auger was unfortunately 

unavailable at the traverse start, this plan had to be canceled.  

For this alternative approach, five locations (Kohnen Station and locations 5, 12, 14, and 15) were chosen at which 

the accumulation rate is fairly known from literature or measurements within this study (publication III). At 

Kohnen station, I used an accumulation rate of 78.5 kg-2a-1 (according to Medley et al., 2018). At site 12, I used 

an accumulation rate of 30 kg-2a-1, a bit lower than derived by Arthern et al. (2006), as the remotely calculated 

accumulation rates tend to be overestimated on the interior EAP (Anschütz et al., 2011). The local accumulation 

rate was transposed into water equivalent. Subsequently, 10-year depth intervals were calculated for each location 

according to the water equivalent (of ten years) and the isotopic mean values (δ18O) in these intervals were derived. 

Here, the recent decade starts with 31.12.2017 and ranges until 01.01.2008. The values of the year 2017 for the 

samples of season 2016/17 were treated as not available (N/A). As the T4M samples were taken in season 2018/19, 

the first year covered in the snow profiles was omitted.  

In this approach, the accumulation rate was used as the only measure. I did not consider the cyclicality of stable 

water isotopes or impurities to derive annual layers as the dating is afflicted by a large uncertainty (publications II 

& III).  

Along the traverse, I used the available snow profiles presented in chapters 2.2.1 and 2.7.3. Profiles of all lengths 

were used (1 m, 2 m, 4 m), even if some 1 m profiles only cover one 10-year interval. The samples were cut and 

measured through CRDS, as mentioned in chapters 2.4 and 2.6. At Kohnen Station, T4M samples were used to be 

able to go back in time until year 1998. As more 1 m profiles are available, there are also more results regarding 

the most recent decade. The values of each profile were plotted individually for clarity (Fig. 13). At location 12, I 

additionally used data measured by means of continuous flow analysis from firn core B54 at the Desert Research 

Institute (unpublished; mentioned in publication II) (s. Tab. 2 in the appendix), including the time scale derived 

from volcanic layers. 

RESULTS 

In Fig. 13, the mean δ18O of the 10-year intervals at the five selected locations are shown. 
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Fig. 13: δ18O of the 10-year intervals separated by a color code and plotted against the accumulation rate. 1 m, 

2 m, and 4 m profiles can be distinguished by different symbols. Samples at Kohnen Station and location 12 were 

plotted next to each other to avoid an overlay. Consider that 1 m and 4 m profiles have a lateral spacing of 10 m. 

At Kohnen Station, there is no visible increase in δ18O comparing the last two decades. While at location 5 the 

more recent decade shows higher δ18O than the previous one (indicating warmer temperatures), at location 12, 

there is no unequivocal trend. Higher δ18O values in the decade 2017-2008 than in 1998-2007 are visible in two of 

three profiles.  

In the 4 m profiles at locations 14 and 15, a tendency towards higher δ18O in the two more recent decades is visible, 

generally speaking comparing intervals before (including) 1997 and intervals after 1998. At location 14, three out 

of four samples of the most recent decade have the highest δ18O values while the remaining one has the lowest 

δ18O.  

In the scattering of the δ18O of the recent decade (2017-2008), the local (spatial) variability of the 1 m means is 

also clearly visible. The decadal δ18O values from B54 have a much larger scattering than the δ18O from the snow 

profiles. The smoothing of the δ18O in the CFA analysis, which is an accepted effect due to time efficiency, should 

not affect the mean values considerably (Fig. 14). However, the short-term variability in δ18O (unless not the 

subject of this section) is much better represented in the snow profiles. 
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Fig. 14: δ18O over depth in firn core B54 and snow profile 12X at location 12. Dashed lines show the respective 

mean δ18O values from the surface to 2 m depth. 

DISCUSSION 

Although this approach is simplistic and does not consider temporal and spatial accumulation variability, it was 

still the most straightforward option using the available samples. One major uncertainty here is the accumulation 

rate or, being more precise, the annual layer thickness (vertical variability). As mentioned in publication III, 

temporal variability (including precipitation intermittency) (Casado et al., 2020, Laepple et al., 2011, Schlosser & 

Oerter, 2002, Servettaz et al., 2020) causes variations in the annual layer thickness each year. Of course, the 

accuracy of the decadal δ18O values would increase with a) a more accurate dating and b) with a higher number of 

samples. Absolute time markers are needed (like initially planned) for a more accurate dating,. For the decades 

earlier than 1998, only one value at locations 14 and 15 was available, which does not allow a very reliable 

conclusion.  

Also inconsistency between temperature and stable water isotopes has been discussed recently (Ma et al., 2020, 

Münch et al., 2017) and can hamper a conclusion in this context. However, if the warming trend (1°C, Medley et 

al., 2018) is also present in snow on the EAP, one would expect an increase in the range of 0.6‰°C-1 to  

1.2‰°C-1 over the two recent decades (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008 or publication III). The warming trend at 

Kohnen Station is not visible in the data, at least in the mean isotopic values of the last two decades. Going back 

further in time might show different results here. On the remote EAP, the recent decadal δ18O values are (for the 

most part) higher than the previous ones. Whether these observations are solid could be verified with a larger 

number of samples going further back in time than the year 1990. Still, these findings can indicate that global 

warming has also been recorded by climate proxies in snow of the EAP. 
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7 SUMMARY, CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK 

This thesis was designed to a) further quantify the spatial variability of climate proxies in surface snow of East 

Antarctica, b) expand the knowledge of surface processes and snowpack formation for a more reliable 

interpretation of ice core records, which in consequence c) can improve our understanding for past and future, 

natural and anthropogenic changes of climate.  

In the framework of this thesis, the large number of 83 snow profiles was collected along a traverse between 

Kohnen Station (0° 4’E, 75° 0’S) and former Plateau Station (40° 33’E, 79° 15’S) on the East Antarctic Plateau. 

At 22 sampling locations, four snow profiles (except for three sampling sites) were retrieved for a combination of 

physical and chemical analyses. Using four spatially independent samples at each location enabled us to derive 

locally and regionally more representative values than with single samples. We introduced a new sampling device 

for snow profiles for the laboratory work to cut the profiles into discrete samples. 

7.1 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS OF THE SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

The surface snow density is an essential characteristic in field glaciology and not well constrained in the remote 

part of the East Antarctic Plateau. We were able to determine the surface snow density (0-1 m) at each sampling 

site with an error of the mean of less than 1.5%. The bulk density of the snow profiles along the traverse route 

(2200 km) was 355 kg m-3. The applied liner method has a much smaller sampling error than previously used 

sampling devices with different geometry and much smaller sampling volume (Conger & McClung, 2009). A 

comparison with existing datasets from the same region (Oerter, 2008) has shown that even the spatial variability 

on the local scale (tens of meters) is higher than a potential increase in density caused by warming temperatures. 

We therefore cannot conclude that a snow density increase over the past decade on the East Antarctic Plateau is 

linked to global warming, but can be explained with different sampling methods and the local density variability. 

Surprisingly, the snow surface density along the traverse route did not decrease dependent on temperature and 

accumulation rate but rather fluctuated around a mean value. We could show with our data that the spatial 

variability of snow density fluctuates stronger than assumed and the surface snow density is higher (around 10%) 

than modeled. Parameterized snow density for firn models in SMB calculations (e.g., Ligtenberg et al., 2011) 

therefore need further optimization to capture the conditions in the East Antarctic Plateau. Wrong snow density 

assumptions can lead to a miscalculation of ice sheet mass balances. In an example we showed an underestimation 

of mass in the firn column of the East Antarctic Plateau of 3%. Therefore, we see our results as an important 

baseline to tune snow density parameterizations to improve SMB calculations. 

Crusts in polar snowpack have been observed, described and investigated in previous studies (e.g., Albert et al., 

2004, Fegyveresi et al., 2018, Sommer et al., 2017). Using the gray value images and vertical density profiles 

derived from the μCT scans, we created the first dataset of the spatial distribution of crusts including the orientation 

(obliquity) and intensity (thickness and density). This dataset did not only include many samples along the traverse, 

but also samples from Kohnen Station as well as northern Greenland. Contrary to our expectations to see more 

crusts due to a lower annual accumulation, we saw a decreasing number of crusts per meter in surface snow going 

from Kohnen Station towards former Plateau Station. This suggests, that the number of crusts and the accumulation 

rate are related. We found a linear relation on the spatial scale in our samples between the number of crusts and 

the logarithmic accumulation rate. Also a temporal relationship between accumulation rate and crust concentration 

in firn core B40 is observed unless a bit weaker than expected from the results on the spatial scale. Crusts are a 
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stratigraphic feature and they can – in combination with volumetric signals – be used as an additional dating 

approach (comp. Hoshina et al., 2016). As crusts have a completely different formation process than precipitation-

related proxies like stable water isotopes and major ions, they add a different aspect in tracing back the snowpack 

history. Whether crusts can also serve as a new proxy still has to be evaluated, especially as the formation 

conditions of crusts remain not completely understood. However, we see the potential of crusts as a stratigraphic 

marker for surface exposition and accumulation additional to chemical measurements (stable water isotopes, major 

ions). Further studies might focus on the link between crusts and backscatter properties in remote sensing, the 

influence of crusts on firn ventilation and the microstructure of crusts to investigate their formation. Especially in 

regions with low accumulation rate, the effect of crusts as layer boundaries (remote sensing) and reduced firn 

ventilation (gas diffusivity in firn) might have been underestimated so far. 

A case study of a joint stratigraphic and chemical analysis in one snow profile along the traverse revealed the 

possibility to reconstruct the deposition history of specific deposition events. Constant concentrations of major 

ions over one 35 cm snow layer suggested no precipitation-driven accumulation, but a continuous accumulation 

from one snow source (of potentially mixed drift snow). The combination with limited variations in snow density 

over depth and visible fine layering in the gray value image were interpreted as a drift event with constant 

deposition. Also the deuterium excess indicated the pile-up of a dune structure over time. Interestingly, the nitrate 

concentration increased with depth, which was also observed in layers of other profiles with similar density 

evolution. Whether this can be an identifier for an, e.g., drift event needs further investigation. Still, the combined 

analysis of stratigraphy and climate proxies has the potential to decipher the snowpack history. 

Stable water isotopes measured in ice cores are an essential proxy to reconstruct past temperature changes on short 

(e.g., decadal) and long (e.g., glacial-interglacial) time scales (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008). Understanding the 

processes during and shortly after the snow deposition also improves their interpretation as a paleotemperature 

proxy. A spatial overview of stable water isotopes between Kohnen Station and Plateau Station has shown the 

known correlation of δ18O with temperature and elevation. While at Kohnen Station the temporal variability in 

δ18O can be interpreted as seasonal signal, on the interior plateau the observed cycles are no longer consistent with 

the local accumulation rate. The cyclicality with roughly 20 cm length fits with previously published values for 

postdepositional diffusion (Laepple et al., 2018), but in the uppermost meter diffusion alone is probably too weak 

to cause the observed patterns alone. The processes of sublimation, mechanical mixing and diffusion together 

overprint a seasonal signal where the accumulation rate is below 50 kg m-2a-1. This observation excludes an 

interpretation of seasonal cycles in δ18O in East Antarctic snow profiles or firn and ice cores.  

The comparison of our observations with the global circulation model ECHAM6-wiso (Cauquoin & Werner, in 

review, 2021) validates the model with a similar spatial trend along the traverse for δ18O, nevertheless with an 

offset of on average +5‰. The trend in deuterium excess in turn is rather too weak, but strongly influenced by 

postdepositional sublimation, which is visible in the majority of the profiles. Contrasting mean δ18O of the upper 

5 cm and 1 m in the measured profiles, we find a similar spatial trend along the traverse. But when plotting them 

against geographical properties like elevation and temperature, we report an offset that does not fit with Antarctic-

wide observations (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008). We suggest to use samples up to 1 m depth to cover the 

interannual variability without seasonal bias and a reduced influence of surface processes.  

At selected sites we compared the measured snow profiles to simulated profiles derived from ECHAM6-wiso data 

from surface to 2 m depth. In the first meter, the simulated profiles show distinct variations (i.e., seasonal 

deposition), which are not present in the observed profiles. In the second meter, the general trends of the profiles 
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are depicted well. We come to the conclusion that in the upper meter the processes of sublimation and mechanical 

mixing are dominant and can therefore explain the discrepancy between real and simulated profiles. Below 1 m 

the diffusion gets stronger and results in a better image of the real profile. How much of the “depositional events” 

create a measureable isotopic signal remains a major question, but we were able to assign some precipitation events 

from ECHAM6-wiso to the snow profiles. A further quantification of postdepositional processes and a reliable 

isotopic composition of fresh snow are necessary for improved paleotemperature reconstructions using δ18O and 

d in ice core records. 

Rising temperature and accumulation rate have been measured as consequences of global warming in East 

Antarctica (South Pole: Clem et al., 2020, Kohnen Station: Medley et al., 2018). A comparison of decadal δ18O 

mean values at selected sites of the traverse suggests that global warming is also recorded in surface snow on the 

remote plateau of the East Antarctic ice sheet. As the sample number in this approach was very limited, a larger 

number of longer records with precise accumulation markers (e.g., volcanic horizons) is necessary to proof this 

observation. Generally, inconsistency of stable water isotopes with temperature due to postdepositional effects 

(e.g., Laepple et al., 2018, Ma et al., 2020) and the small-scale (tens of meters) spatial variability hamper the clarity 

of the results. However, the most recent decades tend to the highest δ18O values, which can be interpreted as a 

temperature increase on the East Antarctic Plateau. 

7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

Evaluating the sampling strategy, analysis, and results of this study, I want to summarize possible improvements 

and ideas for future studies: 

Profiles 14X and 15X (from the surface to 4 m depth) were also analyzed through 3D-μCT. These data are available 

to learn about the firnification under cold and dry environmental conditions and can be processed in terms of 

layering and anisotropy.  

Time constraints and limited measuring capacities lead to the fact that some samples were not cut and analyzed 

chemically (IC and CRDS; Tab. 2) during this project. Also, the samples of the OIR trench are only measured by 

means of the μCT and not further processed. All these samples are available for future projects, but for chemical 

analyses, a storage effect (alteration of proxies within the samples with time) should be taken into account, as the 

samples are stored now for over four years. At sites with analyzed samples, the storage effect might be quantified. 

For future studies, I suggest cutting of snow profiles soon after sampling, even if the measuring capacities do not 

allow a near-term measurement. Diffusion or volatilization is minimized when the snow profiles are cut and the 

distinct samples are stored in air-tight bags.  

A revisit of OIR camp for another trench study (the trench position was marked with bamboo poles) could be a 

very interesting task to evaluate temporal changes of density, structural features, and stable water isotopes and 

major ions. 

Tracing snow at the surface to study the redeposition mechanism should be another focus in the future. A feasible 

approach of a combined analysis of photography and snow samples was recently performed in Greenland (Zuhr et 

al., in review, 2021). This concept should be elaborated further and applied in Antarctica as well. 

For the future use of the liner technique, I suggest markings at the outside of the carbon fiber tubes. The samples 

should then be measured by means of μCT in the same orientation as taken in the field. This way, snowpack 
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features (e.g., crusts, dunes, depth hoar, and more) can be analyzed with the correct orientation towards each other 

and be traced spatially on the local scale (in the order of meters). 

7.3 CLOSING REMARKS 

Coming back to the title question of the thesis: Long-term projections state the ice masses of East Antarctica to be 

in balance (Gardner et al., 2018, IMBIE Team, 2018, Rignot et al., 2019), but there are evidences for the arrival 

of climate change on the East Antarctic Plateau regarding temperature and accumulation rate (Clem et al., 2020, 

Medley et al., 2018). While temporal changes in snow density are entirely masked by the spatial variability and 

the sampling error, stable water isotopes indicate some trend towards higher temperatures recorded in surface 

snow. However, the change of δ18O over the last decades is within the range of natural variability. Still, all the 

presented data in this study can serve as a solid data basis for further analyses on the East Antarctic Plateau. 

Furthermore, they could improve the understanding of signal formation at the very surface of the snowpack, and 

lower the uncertainty of future SMB calculations of the East Antarctic ice sheet. 

In a personal conversation, once the question came up, whether there is not enough data and evidence to assess 

future climate change. Furthermore, whether humankind should rather spend money on projects to limit and adapt 

to climatic change and promote sustainability in all fields of socioeconomic interactions – instead of budgeting 

scientific expeditions and long-term projects for climate observations. Although there are many data available all 

around the globe to determine the share of an anthropogenic impact on the Earth’s climate, after all, there is still a 

need for more data, especially from remote places on Earth. These data are not only needed to verify the climate 

change but also to further understand processes in the past, present, and future as well as to monitor the state of 

the Earth. Especially for East Antarctica, it is still unclear how this region, whose ice masses hold a huge sea level 

equivalent, will respond to a global climate change. Changing climatic conditions are reported to increase the 

snowfall in East Antarctica, which can buffer the potential sea level rise (Medley & Thomas, 2019, Seroussi et al., 

2020, Zwally et al., 2015). Reducing the uncertainty in sea level projections for East Antarctica can help the 

adaption of humankind to climate change.  

Although there is verified evidence for a changing climate: to act accordingly and see results in a political, 

economical, and social context takes time and probably even more pressure. This pressure can be created with 

enough evidence of a climate change, which in turn starts with the collection of field data. 
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Fig. 16: View out of a snow pit – the first one I dug – on a sunny day at Kohnen Station. 
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10 APPENDIX 

10.1 SAMPLING PROTOCOLS 
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Tab. 2: Sample overview (methods applied as at 10.04.2020) 

Location number 

in this study 

Official location name 

listed in PANGAEA 

(ANT-Land_2016_) 

Available snow 

profiles 

Latitude 

[°S] 

Longitude 

[°E] 

Altitude 

[m asl] 

Sampling date Density 

measured 

Discrete 

samples 

IC 

measured 

CRDS 

measured 

Optical 

levelling 

Additional 

samples 

1 CoFi_4 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.106 2.891 2989 14.12.2016       

2 CoFi_8 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.178 6.117 3146 15.12.2016       

3 CoFi_12 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.206 9.582 3301 16.12.2016       

4 CoFi_16 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.185 12.661 3400 17.12.2016       

5 CoFi_19 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.133 15.399 3470 18.12.2016    A,B,X 4 profiles B51 (2012/13) 

6 CoFi_21 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.475 16.321 3484 19.12.2016       

7 CoFi_22 A, B, C, X (2m) 76.186 18.328 3463 20.12.2016       

8 CoFi_23 A, B, C, X (2m) 76.898 20.661 3456 21.12.2016       

9 CoFi_24 A, B, C, X (2m) 77.571 23.186 3458 22.12.2016       

10 CoFi_25 A, B, C, X (2m) 78.287 26.296 3455 23.12.2016       

11 CoFi_26 A, X (2m) 78.888 29.375 3461 24.12.2016       

12 CoFi_27 A, B, C, X (2m) 79.001 29.999 3473 26.12.2016    A,B,X 4 profiles B54; OIR trench 

13 CoFi_56 A, B 79.181 35.692 3576 06.01.2017       

14 CoFi_60 A, B, C, X (4m) 79.242 40.555 3665 09-11.01.2017     Transects B55 

15 CoFi_64 A, B, C, X (4m) 79.332 34.965 3544 16-18.01.2017     Transects B56 

16 CoFi_69 A, B, C, X (2m) 78.839 27.284 3416 23.01.2017       

17 CoFi_71 A, B, C, X (2m) 78.501 22.640 3325 24.01.2017    A   

18 CoFi_73 A, B, C, X (2m) 78.02 17.621 3259 25.01.2017   A,B,X(1) X(2)   

19 CoFi_75 A, B, X (2m) 77.317 12.029 3153 26.01.2017  A,X(2) X(2) A   

20 CoFi_77 A, B, C, X (2m) 76.539 7.198 3067 27.01.2017       

21 CoFi_79 A, B, C, X (2m) 75.674 2.903 2959 28.01.2017       

22 CoFi_44 A, B, C, X (2m) 76.793 31.900 3737 26.12.2016  C  C  B53 (2012/13) 
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Tab. 3: Sampling protocol of the OIR trench. The wall orientation is ~127° (true north). 

Position Distance from the first position Relative surface height KF number Depth Comments 

1 0 0 361 

391 

421 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

5 cm offset into the wall 

2 125 15.1 362 

392 

422 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

3 237 16.9 363 

393 

423 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

4 309 25.8 364 

394 

424 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

5 462 28.8 365 

395 

425 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

6 556 15.8 366 

396 

426 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

7 672 8.3 367 

397 

577 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

10 cm offset to the left 

8 800 6.4 368 

398 

578 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

9 970 8 369 

399 

579 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

10 1088 6.2 370 

400 

580 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

11 1209 5.1 371 

401 

581 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

12 1343 13.6 372 

402 

582 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

13 1440 7.2 373 

403 

583 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

 

10 cm offset to the left 

14 1575 10.1 374 

404 

584 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

15 1750 18.3 375 

405 

585 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

16 1832 20.9 376 

406 

586 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

17 1934 15.9 377 

407 

587 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

18 2056 21.4 378 

408 

588 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 
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19 2145 13.9 379 

409 

589 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

20 2282 10.3 380 

410 

590 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

21 2449 9.6 381 

411 

591 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

Upper 4 cm lost 

22 2545 12.9 382 

412 

592 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

23 2700 13.3 383 

413 

593 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

20 cm offset to the left 

20 cm offset to the left 

20 cm offset to the left 

24 2815 6.7 384 

414 

594 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

25 3051 20.2 385 

415 

595 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

26 3177 22.5 386 

416 

596 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

27 3310 23.9 387 

417 

597 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

28 3412 33.9 388 

418 

598 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

29 3453 35.3 389 

419 

599 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 

 

30 3522 38.5 390 

420 

600 

0-1 m 

1-2 m 

2-3 m 
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10.2 DATASETS 

10.2.1 SNOW DENSITY 

10.2.1.1 SURFACE SNOW DENSITY ALONG THE COFI TRAVERSE 

Surface snow density along an overland traverse between Kohnen Station and former Plateau Station 

(East Antarctica) 

Weinhart, A. H., Freitag, J., Hörhold, M., Kipfstuhl, S. and Eisen, O. 

Pangaea, published on 14 April 2021 

Doi: 10.1594/PANGAEA.928079 

10.2.2 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CRUSTS IN GREENLAND AND ANTARCTICA 

10.2.2.1 CRUSTS IN SNOW FROM GREENLAND AND ANTARCTICA 

Compilation of high-density crusts in snow from various locations in Dronning Maud Land (East 

Antarctica) and northern Greenland 

Weinhart, A. H. and Freitag, J. 

Pangaea, published on 18 October 2021 

Doi: 10.1594/PANGAEA.935872 

10.2.2.2 CRUSTS IN TWO ANTARCTIC FIRN CORES 

High-density crust record from firn cores B40 and B54, East Antarctica 

Weinhart, A. H., Kipfstuhl, S. and Freitag, J. 

Pangaea, published on 23 July 2021 

Doi: 10.1594/PANGAEA.933926 
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10.2.3 STABLE WATER ISOTOPES & MAJOR IONS 

Stable water isotopes and major ions in snow along a traverse route between Kohnen Station and 

former Plateau Station, East Antarctica 

Weinhart, A. H., Kipfstuhl, S., Mengert, M., Götz, P., Micha, G., Freitag, J. and Hörhold, M. 

Pangaea, published on 04 May 2021 

Doi: 10.1594/PANGAEA.929966 
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10.3 CONFERENCE POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS 

10.3.1 EGU 2019 

Challenges and limitations in interpreting climate proxies in snow of low accumulation areas – 

insights from a traverse on the East Antarctic Plateau 

Weinhart, A. H., Freitag, J., Hörhold, M. and Kipfstuhl, S. 

Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 21, EGU General Assembly 2019. EGU2019-17769, 2019. 

Ice cores can give us precious information about past climate conditions. Proxies obtained from ice cores, such as 

stable water isotopes, are used to reconstruct paleoclimate records. Depending on the accumulation rate, even 

seasonal cycles can be resolved in some regions of Greenland and coastal Antarctica. But in areas with low 

accumulation it becomes difficult to resolve these proxies even on annual to decadal time scales. 

For the Coldest Firn project at AWI two traverses have been carried out in season 2012/13 and 2016/17 on the 

East Antarctic Plateau, covering the barely sampled region between Kohnen Station and Dome Fuji / Plateau 

Station. Five firn cores of 200 meters length each have been drilled to investigate the firn metamorphosis at low-

temperature and low accumulation. 

Additionally in 2016/17, 115 snow profiles have been taken along the traverse using the snow liner technique. 

From the snow surface up to two meters depth samples in a high spatial coverage are available to investigate 

several climate proxies. The snow profiles have been analyzed for density and microstructure with the non-

destructive Ice-CT at AWI. Cut into discrete samples in two centimeter resolution, they are further analyzed for 

stable water isotopes as well as several trace species using CRDS and IC measurements. 

Accumulation rates for the area are estimated from comparing dated and extrapolated DEP (Dielectric Profiling) 

data of the drilled firn cores and existing satellite derived data. In some regions of the investigated area, values can 

easily fall below 25 kg m-2 a-1. Still, our isotope and impurity record does not show consecutive annual or seasonal 

layering. With structural features derived from the μCT analysis we are able to partly resolve the snowpack history. 

While wind crusts form with long exposition time at the snow surface and without any precipitation, finely 

stratified or cross bedded layers are indicators for coherent precipitation events in a certain time interval. Our 

findings clearly imply unequally distributed precipitation over the year and re-deposition of snow, which strongly 

affects the stable water isotope and impurity record in the snowpack. Interpretation of seasonal or annual cycles is 

barely possible and challenges the reconstruction of paleo-climate records from proxies in low accumulation areas. 
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10.3.2 EGU 2020 #1 (CO-AUTHORSHIP) 

The genesis of a climate archive: snow pack studies at four polar sites 

Freitag, J., Hörhold, M., Weinhart, A. H., Kipfstuhl, S. and Laepple, T. 

Doi: 10.5194/egusphere-egu2020-19249 

Understanding the deposition history and signal formation in ice cores from polar ice sheets is fundamental for the 

interpretation of paleoclimate reconstruction based on climate proxies. Polar surface snow responds to 

environmental changes on a seasonal time scale by snow metamorphism, displayed in the snow microstructure and 

archived in the snowpack. However, the seasonality of snow metamorphism and its link to the deposited signal in 

isotopes and impurity load is poorly known. Here, we apply core-scale microfocus X-ray computer tomography 

to continuously measure snow microstructure of four snow cores from Greenlandic (Renland ice cap-drill site 

(2 m), EGRIP drill site (5 m)) and Antarctic sites (EDML-drill site (3 m), CoFi 7/Plateau Station (4 m)) covering 

a wide range of annual temperatures from -18°C down to -56°C. In our multi-parameter approach we compare the 

derived microstructural properties on the mm- to cm-scale to discretely measured trace components and stable 

water isotopes, commonly used as climate proxies. We will show how ice and pore intercepts, the geometrical 

anisotropy, specific surface area, crusts anomalies and small-scale density distributions are represented under 

different climate conditions. Their profiles will be discussed in the context of snow metamorphism and deposition 

history using trace components and isotopes as additional constraints on timing. 

10.3.3 EGU 2020 #2 (CO-AUTHORSHIP) 

Spatial variability of surface snow isotopic composition on the East Antarctic Plateau and 

implications for climate reconstructions 

Hörhold, M., Weinhart, A. H., Kipfstuhl, S., Freitag, J., Micha, G., Werner, M. and Lohmann, G. 

Doi: 10.5194/egusphere-egu2020-13653 

The reconstruction of past temperatures based on ice core records relies on the quantitative but empirical 

relationship of stable water isotopes and annual mean temperature. However, its relation varies through space and 

time. On the East Antarctic Plateau, temperature reconstructions from ice cores are poorly constrained or even fail 

on decadal and smaller time scales. The observed discrepancy between annual mean temperature and isotopic 

composition partly relies on surface processes altering the signal after deposition but also, to a great deal, on 

spatially coherent processes prior to or during deposition. However, spatial coverage over larger areas on the East 

Antarctic Plateau is challenging. We here present in-situ measurements of the isotopic composition of surface 

snow with unprecedented statistical quality and coverage. 1 m surface snow profiles were collected during an 

overland traverse between Kohnen Station and Plateau Station, covering a 1200 km long transect. We explore 

regional differences of the temperature-isotope relationship and discuss possible mechanisms affecting the isotopic 

composition in areas with accumulation rates lower than 60 kg m-2 a-1. 
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10.4 MISCELLANEOUS 

10.4.1 CURIOSITIES FROM THE ICE LAB 

While spending – by rule of thumb – 292 hours in the ice lab cutting the snow profiles into discrete samples, we 

also stumbled upon two curiosities. 

The first one is most likely a piece of paper from a notepad, about 1 cm in diameter (Fig. 17). How this piece of 

paper got there is pure speculation. The sample was from a snow profile taken in season 2013/14 (at location 5, 

chapter 2.7.2.1), one year after the drilling of B51 took place. A hypothesis is that this piece of paper was blown 

away by wind during the drilling operation or fieldwork around the drill site. Also the depth of 11-12 cm below 

the surface, in which the piece of paper was found, fits with the annual accumulation rate at location 5 (Karlöf et 

al., 2005) and supports the hypothesis. 

 

Fig. 17: Finding in a snow profile at location 5 from season 13/14 in sample number 12. 

For the other find, so far there is no plausible explanation. The round, droplet-like, amber structure (Fig. 18) was 

found in a snow profile at Plateau Station at a depth of 22-23 cm. It might be a frozen drop of a liquid but will 

probably remain a mystery. 
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Fig. 18: Finding in a snow profile at Plateau Station in sample number 23. 

10.4.2 A VISIT TO ABANDONED PLATEAU STATION (ACTIVE 1966-1969) 

Plateau Station was a research base operated by the United States from 1966 to 1969 and buried in snow since 

then. One of the lowest 10 m firn temperatures of -58.4°C has been recorded here and the accumulation rate 

(≤ 32 kg m-2 a-1) is among the lowest of the whole Antarctic continent (e.g., Koerner, 1971, Radok & Lile, 1977). 

It was used for mainly atmospheric, meteorological, and geomagnetic studies (Dalrymple & Stroschein, 1977). 

After drilling of firn core B55, the five of us took the chance for a sneak peek into the abandoned station. The top 

of the former, roughly 4 m high observational tower is level with the snow surface now and marked with bamboo 

poles. After opening the skylight, we stepped down into the (roughly) -55°C cold darkness equipped with 

flashlights and photo cameras. The station appeared to be left head over heels because food stocks, medical 

equipment, furniture, and tools were still there – just the electric generator was removed. Our visit was described 

and printed in a Spiegel article (Seidler, 2017). Impressions through my eyes are shown below in Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 19: From top left to bottom right: The entrance to the station via the former skylight, engine room without 

generator, telephone, living room, kitchen with spice rack, a sleeping cabin, fire extinguisher, medicine cabinet, 

and workshop. 
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